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SECTION ONE
Pages 1 to 8
• 
THE LEDGER 4Sz TIMES
New Series No. 443
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALLOWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVENT WEEK
"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspper"
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 16,136
•  
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CIRCULATION APRIL-13-4.93C SWORN T
O.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN
Mrs. Harriet Floyd Wins
Beautiful Bedroom Suite
remendous Crowd at Event
Here Saturday; $25 in
Cash Given
Mrs. Harriett Floyd, widow,
Murray Route 2, about four miles
northeast of the city, drew the
beautiful genuine walnut bed ro
om
te 'which ;;;}-ir. -eVen away here
Saturday afternoon by The Ledg
er
& Times. A tremendous crowd at-
tended the event, which was 
held
on the northeast corner of 
the
court square. Eight other s
ub-
scribers to the paper split $25
 in
sash, which was given in 
addnion
to the bed room suite, as a 
token
of the newspaper's appreciation 
of
the splendid response to the 
cam-
paign. Mrs. Floyd held nu
mber
1070.
A representative from each 
part
of the county was nominate
d-try
members of the throng to sup
er-
vise the drawing. Those n
amed
, and came up on the pla
tform to
puperintend the proceedings we
re
Esq. Wert Alderson, Murray & 
Route
5; Esq. G. M. Potts, Kirksey; W. 
E.
Gilbert. Murray Route 2; and E
sq.
W. A. Patterson, New Conco
rd.
Esq. Lee Clark, Lynn Grove
,
was asked to pick out a little 
girl'
to do the drawing and se
lected
Miss Virginia Marine, daughter 
of
ffne: and Mrs. Clay Marine, Ki
rk-
icy.
After the bed room suite wa
s
won by Mrs. Floyd, the hold
ers of
the next two "tickets drawn
 were
given a $5 check apiece. Th
ey
were H. C. Vinson, Murray 
Route
3. with ticket number 170
6 and
Tullus Carraway, Murray. with
number 1697. The next six tick
ets
drawn won a $2.50 check fo
rnach
• of their owners. They were M
. M.
Lovier. Murray Route 4, with 12
0$;
Writ Florence Hardison. M
urray
Seine 8 With 392; Mrs. Osro 
But-
terworth, Route 1. Murray, with
806; Donald Dulaney. Murray, w
ith
1348 and Curtis Brandon, 
Hazel
Route 3 with 790. The holder 
of
ticket No. 1780. which wins $2
.50
In cash, did not answer and 
if the
older of that ticket will bring it
o The Ledger St Times office. 
he
or she will be presented with t
hat
$2.50 check.
The entire drawing was carrie
d
off as advertised. The box 
of
tickets was broken open by the
judger' in full view of the crowd
and all the pasteboards therein
were put into the screen cage
where they were thoroughly mixed
and stirred by 'Squire Patterson.
Clark was picketteniendom
to Chobfe someone to do the dra
w-
ing arid spied Little Miss Marine
and chose her.
The little lady was asked to re-
move her coat and roll up her
sleeves and to hold up her bare
arms so all could see that she had
no ticket secretedy anywhere. She
was- then blindfolded and from the
roof of the truck furnished by
Maurice Crass picked the num-
bers in full view of the crowd.
Anyone who desired to do so was
given an opportunity to object to
any person who had anything to
do with the drawing without giv-
ing any reason, merely holding up
_ his or her hand
The suite, which was purchased
from the Crass Furniture Co. and
which was on display there for the
_ past several weeks, was viewed by
hundreds of persons in the mean-
time. It is constructed of genuine
Stump walnut and was of the
very latest and most modern
design.*
, There were, of course, not near
so many new subscribers to The
Ledger & Times during the time
the event ran as there were-re-
newals. The reason is obvious. A
great percentage of families in. the
county were already taking the
paper: About three-fourths of
those who became new subscrib-
ers had been reading a neighbor's
or friend's paper. However, we
have had a net gain of 160 in the
county since January 1. Saturday
morning alone, we had 157 renew-
als and new subscribers compared
-to 112 on the Saturday morning
. before giving away the living
room suite last year.
SA 
complete list of the circulation
1 the Ledger & Tikies, showing
the number of copies going to each
town and on each rural route in
7 the county. as well as elsewhere,
Is published in this edition.
Editorializing 'in the news col-
umns is reputed to be a bad jour-
nalistic practice but The Ledger &
Times tries to be an old-fashioned
newspaper operated in a modern
manner. And we would be the
biggest innates alive did we not
right here and' now thank from
the bottom of our hearts oul• host
of loyal subscribers and friends
-who not onlymade this little _cir-
culation campaign an overwhelm-
ing success but also support The
Ledger & Times throughout the
year by their advertising and
' printing business and enable it to
•••••••••••••••••••••••e
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Check Your
Label For
Dates Now
Subscribers are urged to
check their yellow label on the
corner of this page and see If
the proper expiration date is
D'uring the rush of the
last few days, a few mistakes
may have crept in and it will
be much easier and more satis-
factory to correct same now.
If there is error, please notify
the Ledger & Times office at
once. •
And if you are noticeebly in
arrears with your subscription,
you may expect to be removed
from our mailing list after this
issue. Priiper time and Induce-
ment has been given and those
who have fallen behind will be
taken off.
The Ledger & Times can
easily remove all delinquent
subscribers and still have the
largest circulation ever held
by a paper in Calloway county.
4104141••••••••••••••••••••••
be of some slight service, we
hope, to the welfare and progress
5óf this county.
-Joe T. Lovett.
Masons, Hosts at
New Lodge Rooms
. The members of Murray Masonic
Lodge opened their newly deco-
rated lodge rooms to their wives
and friends Tuesday evening and
entertained with a dinner party.
The unique rooms, located on the
north side of the square, were
made beautiful with flowering
plants furnished by Mrs. - A., 0.
Woods.
A well plannea menu was served
buffet style to 100 guests. Master
of the lodge, W. E. Clark, presided
over a cleverly arranged program
which ranged from after dinner
speeding to contests and stunts.
Dr. John W. Carr entertained the
group with readings from his
original poetry.
Farmer Has
Big Fire Loss
• Fire Tuesday afternoon, originat-
ing in an old crib on the farm of
A. C. Underwood. a prosperous
farmer living three miles south of
Hazel on the Paris highway, spread
to other buildings destroying two
cribs of corn, quite a quantity o1
hay and a vacant tenant house.
Loss was estimated at about $1,000.
The family was not at home
being in Murray on the account
of the serious condition of Master
Jim Pat Hendricks who is in the
Mason Hospital there for a heavy
operation.
EXPECT INCREASE
FOR SUMMER TERM
Officials Believe More Students
Will Enter June 8 for
10 Weeks.
An increase in enrollment is ex-
pected for the summer semester
at Murray State College which will
open June 8, and which will eon-
tinue 10 weeks until August 15,
1936.
Those students who do graduate
work between now and September
1938, will have the same accepted
for credit and residence towards
their Master's degrees. These cred-
its will be honored at the univers-
ity.
At the beginning of this semester
two new courses were introduced
to the Murray College students.
These two courses were geology
and will be offered for credit in
the summer semester. They are:
117. Physical Geology; and G229
Historical Geology.
One-hundred and sixty courses
will be offered this summer. There
will be: 3 courses in agriculture,
5 courses in art, 6 courpes in biol-
ogy. 10 courses in commerce, 21
courses in education, 21 courses in
English, 10 courses in foreign
languages 9 courses ift geography,
19 courses in health and physical
education, 11 courses in home eco-
nomics, 7 courses in mathematics,
17 courses in music, 13 courses In
physical sciences, and 8 courses in
social science.
The fees will remain the same
this summer, 410, but after Sep-
tember 1, 1936, they will Tse chang-
ed to $25 by ruling of state depart-
ment of education.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
'I
Training School
Gives First Play
On Thursday evening, April 23,
the junior class of Murray Train-
ing School will present the first
play given by the Training School.
The play entitled "So We'll Just
Pretend", by Priscilla Wayne and
Wayne Sprague is a comedy
drama in 3 acts.
The play gives a full evening of
splendid entertainment. It begins
at 8 p. m. and will be given in the
College chapel.
The play is under the direction
of Miss Katherine Bondurant, who
is employed by the Universal Pro-
ducing Co., and Miss Margaret
Campbell, junior class sponsor.
Everyerie invited to be present.
WELLS PURDOM IS
YOUNG DEMO HEAD
Billington, Tarry, Freeman, Vice-
Presidents; Heath Secretary
and Kennedy Treasurer.
Wells Purdom was made presi-
dent of the Young Men's Demo-
clinic Club at a meeting held Fri-
day night. Purdom was named by
acclamation after Waylon RiYburn
withdrew his nomination.
The three vice-presidents in
order are: Guy Billington, Mac
Thomas Tarry, and Wayne Free-
man. Harry E. Heath was named
secretary and Jack Kennedy, treas-
urer. Fats Everetts was named
sergeant-at-arms.
Retiring officers are: M. 9.,
Wrather, president; Owese5Billing-
ton, Claud Miller and Jack Kel-
ly, viceon-esidents; Wells Overbey,
secretary-treasurer.
M. 0. Wrather spoke briefly on
the purpose of the clubs and aims
for the coming year stressing the
fact that tire club should' work
for a record registration in. August.
Under 'the new election laws all
voters must 'be registered and the
move to secure registx ation is
being 'made by the Y.M.D.C.
Judge T. R. Jones. county chair-
man. spoke expressing his appre-
ciation for the work of the Young
Men's Democratic Club in years
past and solicited the continued
support of the body. A motion
was carried that resolutions be
entered on the minutes of the
club expressing the appreciation
for the work and counsel given by
Judge Jones in the past.
The meeting was adjourned sub-
ject to the call of the new presi-
dent Wells Purdom.
Havens To Preach
On Religions
What has the religion of Japan
to do with the conquest of China
and the definance of Russia? What
nation worships a god that is garb-
ed in ashes and skulls and wildly
dances on the mountain tops? How
does the rengion of Kagawa differ
from that of Mahatma Ghandi?
These are some of the questions
which will be met by Rev. A. V.
Havens, minister of the First
Christian Church, in his sermon,
Sunday morning, entitled, "Chris-
tian and Non-Christian."
The service will begin at 10:45.
The special anthem, offertory and
choral responses will be presented
by the trained chorus choir under
the direction of Prof. Price Doyle.
The Sunday School, will meet
at 9:30, with W. B. Moser as super-
intendent.
The High School and Junior
Christian Endeavor Societies will
hold their meetings _at •13:15, Sun-
day evening.
The Sunday night church ser-
vice, never more than one hour
long, will begin at 7:15 with a
"Big Sing" of familiar gospel
hymns. The Young People's Choir,
an added attraction to the Sunday
night services will be directed by
Miss Juliet Holton.
The second in a special series of
Mid-Week Meetings will be held
Wednesday night at 7:15. W. B.
Molter will be the leader of the
meeting. Miss Linda Sue McGehee
will present the special music. C.
H. Moore, Mrs. Harry Arnold and
Mrs. W. H. Bailey will be Boosters,
Handshakers will be R. M. Pollard.
Giles Buchanan and Hobert. Gra-.
ham,
Mrs. C. F. Dale To
Be Interred Here
The remains of Mrs. C. F. Dale
will be returned here for inter-
ment Sunday following a short
service. Mrs. Dale died at the
home in Los Angeles December 30,
1936. Mr. Dale will accompany the
remains.
Community improvement pro-
jects were discussed by 400 Frank-
lin county farm men and women
at a series of meetings.
ONE SENTENCED;
11 INDICTMENTS
IN APRIL COURT
Civil Cases Opened; Cooper,
Negro, Given 2 Years
for Malicious Cutting
MORE INDICTMENTS
EXPECTED THIS WEEK
One penitentiary sentence has
been given and eleven indictments
have been returnd to comprise the
main work of three days of the
April term of Calloway county cir-
cuit court.
Johnny Cooper, Negro, was given
two years in the penitentiary
Tuesday on a charge of malicious
cutting. Lottye McCuiston. Neg-
ress, was found not guilty on a
charge of grand larceny. The case
of Charlie Anderson, charged with
flouishing a deadly weapon, was
compromised Wednesday morning.
The court was dismissed until
Thursday morning at noon Wed-
nesday.
In his instruction to the grand
July, Judge rrik D. Smith stressed
the obligation of the, jurors to in-
vestigate petty thievery and crime
in its move to make the com-
munity a desirable one. He stress-
ed the necessity of prosecutiag
persons accepting stolen property
to control stealing. He also urged
an investigation of roadhouses and
public nuisances.
Eleven indictments were return-
ed Wednesday morning. They are:
Coy Fulcner, misc. Ed 'Cent/all,
jailbreaking; Tom Coleman, Marlin
Burkeen, Willie Goosby and Thur-
man Knight. Jailbreak ing: -COi-
Fulcher, jailbreaking; Willie Goos-
by and Louis Calhoun, jailbreak-
ing; Gillis Wilson and Cordis Wil-
son. chicken stealing; Thurman
Knight, chicken stealing; A. B.
Dunn ands Ralph Allison, driving
a motor vehicle without the own-
ers consent, two charges. Other
indictments were not listed that
were not in iail.
A busy session expected with
the returning of more indictments
and hearing of a large number of
new' and brought-over 'criminal
cases. The equity docket has 112
cases.
:I. M. B. HURT, 70
RITES MONDAY
Prominent Farmer Peony Sec-
tion Succumbs to Tuberculosis;
Many Relatives.
Funeral services for J. M. B.
Hurt, 70 years of 'age, were held
Monday afternoon from the home
near Penny. Elder L. Ii. Pogue
was in charge of the services and
burial was in the Antioch ceme-
tery in Graves county.
Mr. Hurt was one of the most
prominent farmers of the Penny
section and leaves many relatives
nad a large number of friends. He
had been in bad health fer about
ten years and death was attributed
to tuberculosis. He was a mem-
ber of the Church of Christ.
Surviving are his widow Mrs.
Lura Hurt, sevent children, five
sisters and two brothers. John
and Lewis Hurt are the brothers.
Edwin J. Paxton
Takes Control of
The Sun•Democrat
PADUCAH, Ky., April 13-Elliott
C. Mitchell, vice-president and
general manager of Paducah News-
papers, Inc., publishers of The
Sun-Democrat, because of ill health
has asked release from his duties,
and late Saturday resigned his
executive connection with the pub-
lication.
Edwin- J. Paxton, publisher of
the Paducah Evening Sun for 29
years. who merged that paper with
The News-Democrat in April,
1929, and later sold his interests
and retired from active business,
was named a director of the cor-
poration Saturday. He was elected
active vice-president and placed
in complete control of the insti-
tution.
Mr. Mitchell will be associated
with' The Sun-Democrat as con-
tributing editor. There will be po
other changes in the personnel
Ott* newspaper.
'Mr. Paxton. a winter resident
of Coral Gables, Fla., will remain
in Paducah anfew days before re-
turning to Florida He will come
back to Paducah permanently next
month.
W. P. Paxton, brother of Edwin
J. Paxton, continues as president
et Paducah Newspapers.
More than 200 acres of lend were
terraced in Logan county last
month despite heavy rains.
Douglas Sheridan,
73, Dies Wednesday
Douglass Sheridan. 73, a• farmer
living 5 miles west of Hazel on
the Kentucky-Tennessee line, died
Wednesday morning. April 8. He
is survived by his widow, three
song Olen, Jesse and Arlin of the
Edge Hill community; two daugh-
ters Mrs. Celia Jenkins and Mrs.
Georgia Cochran of near Cottage
Grove-and one son, Hurdle Sheri-
dan died some five years ago.
Burial was in the Lassiter grave-
yarn Friday.
TOM WIWAMS IS
SUICIDE SATURDAY
Hedy Fottund 3 Hours After Fatal
Shot; Despondent Over Health
and Finances.
Toni Williams, 57 years of age,
committed suicide about 10 o'clock
Saturday morning in a vacant room
in the upstairs of the Peoples
Savings Bank. His body was dis-
covered by H. B. Arnold about
12:30 o'clock.
Mr. Williams had borrowed a .38
calibre pistol from Shorty Arnold
about 10 o'clock telling him that
he wanted to show it to John
Roberson and Shorty thought noth-
ing of the incident. The gun be-
longed to another party who left
it with Mr. Arnold. The shot was
heard by Miss Ethel Fondo* and
Miss Eula Gardner, stenographers
only a few feet from the room but
nothieg was thought of it.
Williams, entered the room and
let the door ajar and pieced his
hat on the radiator. The shot
-the- temple _breaking Ilia.
glasses.
T'ne incident wag brought about
by worry over bad health and fi-
nancial troubles. He had been
werried for several days for money
to meet small obligations friends
stated.
He was one of Murray's most
competent painters and paper
hangers and formerly worked in
drugstores here. He worked for
Holland Hart and later for Dale
and Stubblefield's and more re-
turned to painting. He re-
* painful and costly injury
while working on the building of
the Christian Church several years
ago receiving a head injury when
falling trilth a skaffold.
He was a member of the First
Christian church and had served
it in several capacities both as
Sunday School teacher and Sunday
School superintendent.
Mr. Williams was a thorough and
competent worker' in his recently
adopted trades. As clerk, he was
equally efficient in his friendly
and accommodating treatment of
customers.
Surviving are his widow, two
sons, Tom Moore and Robert Mills.
He leaves a brother Ewell Wil-
liams and a sister, Mrs. Ola New-
man:
Funeral services were held from
the First Christian church at 3
o'clock Sunday before a large
crowd. The Rev. A. V. Havens
was in charge of the services and
burial was in the Murray ceme-
tery.
Pallbearers were: active, V. H.
Clark, George Hart, Karl Frazee,
It. B. Bailey, Vernon Stubblefield,
and R. P. Holland, Honorary,
Frank Pool, Vernon Hale, IL B.
Arnold, H. P. Wear, C. H. Redden
and F. H. Graham.
TENNESSEE ON STAND
Newburg, Ky.
Monday, April 13, 4 a. m.
Dear Joe:
The Tennessee came to stand
here today noon. Expecting it to
start downward slowly 'Tuesday
morning. A heavy current is run-
ning. All river traffic is on a
standstill.
5 J. Bodine Henslee
Livestock
EAST ST. LOUIS, Ill., April 15
-1U. S. D. A.1-Hogs, 4,500;
mostly steady; some light lights
weak to lnc lower: top 10.75; bulk
170-230 lbs. 10.60n10.75; no heavier
weights sold; bidding 10.55 down
on 240 up; 140-160 lbs. 10.00-10.50;
100-130 lbs., 9.00-9.75; sows 9.0017
9 50.
Cattle, 2.000, calves. 1.500; mod-
erately large astortment of steers
meeting slow inquiry; few opening
sales steady; other classes slow
and about steady on early round;
few steers downward from 8.25;
mixed yearlings and heifers largely
cutters and low cutters 3.7544.75;
top sausage bulls 6.25; top veal-
era 9.00; nominal range slaughter
steers 6.0009.75; slaughter heifers
6.0009.00.
In Grownup counly, 13,000 pounds
of korean lespedeza were seeded
last month.
•
Murray's M. ,A. Class 1
Above are pictured 13 of the 20
students who at various times for
the last two semesters have been
enrolled in the first Master of
Arts graduate class at Murray
State College. All of the persons
in the picture are taking graduate
work at the college now.
Eighteen of the 20 enrollees in
the graduate class received their
B.S or A.B. degrees from Murray
State College. Henceforth, through
a new ruling of the State Depart-
ment of Education effective Sep-
tember 1, 1936, Murray will no
longer confer Master's Degrees, but
students in graduate work ma);
continue at the State University at
Lexington. All work completed in
the other colleges prior to that
data will be accepted at. its. face
value at the University of Ken-
tucker.
--dase-naiweeeof the persons in.
above picture, left to right, are:
Front row: Mrs. Koska Jones, Miss
Mildred Beale. Mrs. Reba Miller,
Mrs. Marelle Morris, Miss Modest
Clark, and Mrs. Frances McLean;
Back row, left to right: Fred
Hinkle, W. B. Moser, Tillman 'Tay-
lor, Aubrey Hendon. Edward Curd,
Vernon Smith, and Buron Jef-
frey.
Other students who are not in-
cluded in the picture. but who
have taken graduate work are the
Spelling Champ Leaves
For the State Contest
Miss Ruby Lee Pinkley, Hazel,
Calloway .county's spelling cham-
pion, left Wednesday for Louis-
ville to compete in the state bee
today under the auspices of the
Louisville Courier-Journal,
Miss Pinkley was chaperoned by
Miss Alma Chrisman, a graduate
of Hazel High School and Murray
State College. They were accom-
panied by Joe T. Lovett, editor of
The Ledger & Times, which spon-
sored the Calloway county, bee in
co-operation with Supt. M. 0.
Whither and the schools of Callo-
way county.
Miss Pinkley defeated a number
of contestants from othd schools
of the county here on February I.
Richard Mills, who represented
Calloway county last year. won $5
in cash at the state meet. The
winner at Louisville will receive
$100 in cash and a free trip to
Washington to compete in the na-
tional spelling bee.
Drennon Article
Is Published
An article by Dr. Herbert Dren-
non, perhaps the greatest living
authority on James Thomson, 17th
century poet, appeared in the
February, 1936, issue of the
"English Studien", a German
philological magazine edited by
Johannes Hoops, professor of Eng-
lish philology at the University
of Heidelberg. The essay, a criti-
cal analysis of some 6,000 words
with frequent references, and en-
titled "Newtonianism in James
Thomson's Poetry", advanced the
view that -Thomson fundamental-
ly was a sdentific rationalist of
the school of Newton. and the
views of that school profundly in-
fluenced him in the shaping of his
own philosophy of life."
Young Denios
Organize at M.S.C.
Robert A. Everett, senior of
Murray State College, was elected
president of The Young Democrats
Club which was organized at
chaps! hour April 14. The follow-
ing other officers were elected:
First vice president, Wayne Free-
man, Symsonia: second vice-presi-
dent, Luther Goheen, Birmingham;
third vice-president, Hawthorne
Wallis, Barlow; secretary, Frances
Henson, LaCenter; treasurer, Ann
Herron. Hazel; sergeant-at-arms,
Wesley fee•mper. Mayfield; pub-
licity agent, Macon Dismukes, Pa-
ducah; faculty sponsors. W. M.
Caudill and Prof. F. C. Pogue.
following: Miss Morelle Rhodes,
Virgil Stewart, Mrs. Dew Drop
Brumley Rowlett, Oury Lassiter,
Homer Lassiter, and Mrs.. Eliot,
Mrs. Earl Connette, who ob-
tained her degree from Indiana
State Teachers College, and Fred
Hinkle, who received his degree
from BowlingkGreen Business Uni-
versity, are On other members of
the class.
MRS. T. A. THOMAS,
61, RITES MONDAY
Death Came at Home Sunday Fol-
lowing Week's Illness; Leaves ,
Husband, 5 Children._
Funeral services for Mrs. Em-
Elizobet,Thomas-111.-Years of
age, were held ,pday afternoon
at 2 o'clock from the West Fork
church. Burial was in the church
cemetery.
Mrs. Thomas died at the home
near the' West Fork Church Sun-
day following a week's illness.
Death was attributed to gall blad-
der trouble. She was a member
of the Baptist church by prefer-
ence.
Surviving are her husband T. A.
Thomas. -.three daughter, ' Was
Euple -Thomas. Mrs. Lute B.
Cathey. Mrs. Evie Parker, and two
sons Prentice Thomas- and Starkie
Thomas. She plso leaves a sister
Mrs. Ida Hughes and two brothers,
Ezekiel Lancaster and Johnnie
Lancaster.
Clean Up Week
Being Observed
Clean-up week is being observed
throughout Murray. a drive along
any street will indicate. Piles of
cans, tubs. wire, ashes and other
litter are seen at practically every
home on streets that the city
wagons have not visited.
The community is no be com-
mended on the prompt response to
he officials request for clean up
week. The move will add much
to health- conditions as well as
the beauty of the city,
LEGION ROLLS ARE
NEAR RECORD HIGH
248 Members Only 3 Short of
251 All-Time High of
1931.
Murray Post No. 73 of The
American Legion is only three
members short of the all-time high
mark of 251 attained in 1931. Four
new veterans added during the
past week bring the total to 248.
They are C. W. Kerby, Bryan
Overcast, Andrew J. Colson, and
W. V. Hale.
Post officers are confident that
the 1936 membership of the local
post will reach 260 before the end
of the drive. The enrollmeet of
members has been steady since the
membership drive Was inaugurated
lest October. -- • —
The number of eligible veterans
in Calloway county is estimated
at 325 and Murray's 'membership
makes the post one of the out-
standing in the nation in the per-
centage of eligible ex-service men
affiliated with the American
Legion.
Last year Murray won the Rash
Class A trophy for membership
increase. Its quota for this year
was 215.
The first district, of which Geo.
S. Hart, Murray, is commander, is
steadily climbing toward the top
In the state.
A tobacco barn belonging to
Jake Mayer was destroyed by
fire. Saturday afternoon. A large
quantity of hey and some farming
implements were destroyed. The
loss was estimated at $800 partially
covered by insurance. The fire
was caused when a bolt of light-
ning stroke the building.
Volume CIV; No. 16
tiCHMONli Will
REPRESENT LTVA
IN WASHINGTON
Murray College President to
Seek Appropriation to
Inaugurate Dam
GROUP RAISES FUNDS
TO PROSECUTE FIGHT
Dr. J. H. Richmond, ex-superin-
tendent of public instruction in
Kentucky, will represent the
Lower Tennessee Valley Associa-
tion in Washington, D. C., in the
interest of securing a specific ap-
propriation to start the Lower
Tennessee Valley dam this year.
This action was authorized in a
meeting with a LTVA committee
in Dr. Richmond's office here
Monday. Members of the execu-
tive committee of the LTVA pres-
ent Monday 'sere: W. S. Swann,
chairman," fillifTay: Hecht Lackey,
Paducah; J. A. Olive, Mayfield;
Luther Drafters, Calvert City; and
L. J. Hortin, secretary, Murray.
After securing the approval of
the Murray College 'regents, Dr.
Richmond, who is now president of
Murray State College, will leave
for Washington immediately after
the ,KBA convention at Louisville.
He indicated he might find it
necessary during his stay in Wash-
ington from time to time to re-
turn to Kentucky to conduct neces-
sary blisineis relative to the affairs
of the college.
President Richmond was cam-
paign manager in Kentucky for
Roosevelt "taur years ago 'and has
since served on important national
:_committees.nnne eupertintendent of
public instruction In kennttieTy,
he was chiefly responsible for the
state school code which has been
described by competent critics
as the outstanding codification of
educational principles in the
United States.
.LTVA officials hope that Presi-
dent Roosevelt's endorsement may
be secured for the lower valley
dam as a construction project to
be started this year. The TVA has
designated the ute for the dam 4
ailbertsville and plans to use
$500,000 for explorations. drillings,
ete., this year. Proponents of the
dam in this area are anxious, how-
ever, to secure from Congress a
larger sum-say from two to five
million dollars-authorizing the
starting of actual construction
work this year. •
Funds to finance the final drive
are being solicited by the Level
Tennessee Valley Association. Lir;
ingston, Marshall, Ca 11 o way,
Graves, Lyon, Caldwell, Trigg, and
McCracken have already r lade
pledges and a portion of the funds
has been received by the secretary
here. It is hoped that other coun-
ties in the area will rally to the
support of this fund-raising cam-
paign this week, as the treasury of
the LTVA is practically witheet
funds. 
a
Report Farm Fires
Do Much Damage
Reports of an unusual number of
farm fires throughout the county
indicate that a considerable dam-
age is being done to farm wood
lots. Numerous cooperators have
made requests to the ECW office
for replanting their new forests
which were set out by the camp
and which have been burned over
and destroyed by fire. We feel
that if the general public realized
the extent of the damage done
more care would be exercised in
its prevention.
Eroded areas which have been
treated require all organic matter
available to prevent erosion and
help conserve moisture for the trees
which have been planted- thereon.
When these areas are burned
over not only is the organic mat-
ter destroyed but in many cases
the trees are killed outright. This
practically nullifies the erosion--
control work done on the farm.
Cooperators are requested to use
the utmost precaution in protect-,
ing these areas.
Fires are especially destructive
to forests in that the tries are not
only damaged by being burned
but they are robbed of the humus
and plant food needed for their
growth. A deep layer of leaves
and leaf mould in a forest is
necessary to prevent runoff of rain
water and store up moisture for
use of trees in dry weather. With-
out this protection trees suffer
severly in dry weather. This re-
tards their growth, makes them
more susceptible to disease and In
many cases the trees are killed.
Barren county farmers are ship-
ping eggs to stop market prices
to several hatcheries from 80.000
B.W.D. tested hens. "
*A.
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Home Owners Urged
to Clean Up Premises
0
Ca, Give Free Reinlaieli the "gm* sPreacling 
work of the
rheum tiy. Under the very beetService Today, Friday,-E or sanitary conditions the fly will 
Placed Convenient!, breed and spread disease while
the well screened home can prac-
Murray home and property
ottnees are urged to follow the
dperee of city officials in the City
Clean-up week set for April 14-17.
City officials and health authori-
ties are very anxious that each
r= owner do 
their part in
up and beautifying their
-*Ines and property.
The clean up week is set both
ear the health interest of Murray.
and for the beauty and appear-
4nce of the city. Health condi-
Awns in Murray are not the best
iccording to Dr. J. A. Outland
who states that dysentery and
typhoid fever were present last
leer and they are born primarily
kith. In malaria rating the
lounty has the highest in the
pate excepting the lower collo.-
Iles along the Mississippi River.
tilth left around, a home is
jangerous to and -I' matter of
'Wrest to. the wh(tle community.
rn:rommon carrier - 'dr - inseamthe house fly, breeds in
—111111-111111 carrtair-what germs--tt
slan collect wherever it goes.
I The city council has made ar-
=ernents for the removal ofand litter from the homes
46-Murray during -clean up week.
1110the owners are 'expected to pile
=eh on the street All undesir-
able litter including old rags. cans,
jars. buckets, and most all. useless
Rents should be included with the
ashes and other litter. DO-ISOf re.
ibove the ashes and feel like you
Save cleaned up your premises.
• Dr. Outland, county health of-
leer is =glee that esterY home
ae .rompletely sad well screened
is. the best Miami of controlling
tically be free of this danger.
Quality screens will also keep out
the mosquito and the subsequent
likelihood of malaria.
Clean-up. paint-up, repair, re-
build and brighten up the homes.
vacant lots and all property in
Murray is the program of the
city clean-up campaign.
Buchanan High
To Present Play
The junior class of Buchanan
High School presents "Sis Perk-
ins'. Saturday night. April la.
The cast of characters includes:
Mrs. Elizabeth Chanter, Ozella
Hopkens.
Marcia Charier, Modelle Free-
land.
Baldwin Chanter, John Willie
. .
Carter. Curtis Glispie.
Litha 'La Salle. Earline tax.
Count Gaston Re Long,. ozelle
-------- - - -------
Jay Reba:flee Robert Owens.
Sue' iSis) Perkins. Beth Lashlee.
Elvira Sniffins. Lucille Gamlin..
Violet Aster. Dathal Morgan.
The play abounds in laughable
situations and lively dialogue, and
fairly sparkles with humor.
A small admission will be
charged.
Not Everybody us
Calloway county sub-
fivribes to the Led
ger
Times but nearly'
everybody reads it!
Observe Clean-Up Week
THIS WEEK
Paint-Up This Spring
It will add to the value of your property and
preserve its vaitie.
MR. FARMER:—
See us for your Spring needs in farm and gar-
den tools, spring cleaning needs of all kinds.
Seeds, fertilizers, screening, fencing—in fact
everything for the farm, garden and home.
This store prides itself in the number of,satis-
fied customers that trade here year after year.
The farmers' headquarters. 
We have' everything you'll need, for spring
painting, cleaning and gardening.
11.111...116.00.
YOU SHOULD INSIST
ON RED SPOT HOUSE
PAINT. The only paint
economy is to buy the
best paint obtainable,
for the difference be-
tween the best and a
questionable • grade of house paint is
sue of pennies, while repairs, made
necessary by the use of "Cheap*,
paint, can easily cost boa-
dreds of dollars.
A. B. Beale & Son
Farmer's Headquarters
• or
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Control of The
. House Fly Urged
The control of the house fly is
the *first move in sanitation and
the betterment of health condi-.
lions. The fly carries practically
every disease and is the worst
menace to health.
Absolute cleanliness Is the first
essential to controL Disposal of
fly breeding elements including
manure, garbage„ rubbish,- human
excrement. Temporary means of
centred' include proper screening of
homes, dairies, privy, the use of fly
poisons, traps and sticky paper.
Too many lines of attack cannot be
set up, against the house fly. Sani-
tary toilets can be bait at a very
=all sum and health authorities
can give much worthwhile infor-
mation concerning the building of
the best type.
In the control of the fly, an
early start is always urged with
the first coming of spring.
House flies can bear a 1,000.000
germs According to a recent ex-
amination of some 400 common
house flies, made by two scientists
on behalf of the American Insti-
tute of Sanitation. Some flies
bore the astounding total of 6.000.-
000 bacterial The average of the
400 was well over the million
mark.
Only certified seed potatoes
could be sold in Knox county this
year, it is reported by merchants.
BERRY CRAFT
Paints .. Varnishes..
Enamels .. Stains
For Spring housecleaning
and re-finishing time, Berry-
craft quick-drying enamel,
penetrating stains, floor var-
nish gloss, washable inter-
!or finish, wall finish, and
house paint.
SEE THIS COMPLETE
LINE AT OUR
STORE
A Tribute
Mrs. N. Ella Adair passed to her
rest and reward on March 20, 1036,
at the age of 62 years. She was
born in Henry County, Tenn., and
was the daughter of Columbus and
Melindie Reberts.
She was married to John Adair
of Graves County in 1901 pad
took up their residence with the
Adair family and have continEad
to live at the old home place these
35 years.
She was a member of the Latter
Day Saint church at Oakland and
was a faithful and loyal Christian.
Mrs. Adair had been in failing
health for several. years. Her
death was attributed to dropsy and
stomach trouble. Everything that
medical skill and human hands
Could do were done for her. She
was especially devoted to her
home, family, and neighbors and
in return received the most lov-
ing care and service in her last
sufferings, which she bore brave-
ly. She expressed a great desire
to live if ft could be the Lord's
will if not she was prepared to
go.
Her memory and rare intellect
impressed all who knew her. She
was always the most courteous
Christian lady and received her
friends with the greatest hospital-
ity.
These beautiful traits of charac-
ter that were exemplified' in her
life will remain a sweet benedic-
tion.
Mrs. Adair not having been
blessed with children 5f her own
opened her heart and hokne to two
orphans. The first was Miss Jessie
Mangrum who preceded her to the
grave several years ago. The sec-
ond was Miss Ada Davidson, who
has been given most excellent
rearing and training and was re-
cently adopted by Mr. and Mrs.
Adair. She will remain in die
home to comfort and console the
r' Observe Clean-Up Week
Dale &Stubblefield,, 
Make your home a modern one. both Inside and out
, Linerease the joy of living: and be FREE MOM THE DAILY
ICE CARD HANGING OUT, mussy entrance of the ice man,
and the "ICE BOX ODOR" in your kitchen.
ARE YOU SERIOUS?
IT WOULD AcratuLY
cosr ME LESS
MAN ICE.'
Such a question is a logical one—one everyone should
want answered before buying electrical refrigeration. -
FRIGIDAIRE ECONOMY has answered it for
millions of Americans and will answer it for 'you.
--- Let us talk Frigidatre with you.
ABSOLUTELY! THE NEW
FRIG/DA/RE WITH 7WE *METER-
MISER'l SAVES ENOUGH ON
ICE AND FOOD SILLS TO PAY
FOR ITSELF, AND PAY rek
A PROFIT, BESIDES!
,Se-e
FRIGIDAIRE„74%th,-Af77a7WisEir
JOHNSON-FAIN APPLIANCE
COMPANY
.1
Meet
atn.
grieved husband and father.
Mrs. Adair * also survived by
two sisters, Mrs. Anna Bramle
Willoughby, and—Mrs. Alma Mc-
Clain, Inclepence, Mo.
Hazel .High To
Present Play
"My Mother-in-law", a mate-
mortal mix-up in three acts will
be presented by Hazel High School
Saturday night, April la.
The characters follow:
Peggy Armstrong, Dorthea Mill-
er.
Art Armstrong, Bradford Arm-
strong.
Mrs. Wilda Stover, Mary"- ?fen-
ces White.
Shelia Stover, Virginia Miller.
Alan Armstrong, Tom Turnbow.
Beulah Hamtree, Maya Jewell
Clayton.
Fred Webb,, Bogard Dunn.
Bernard J. Ledbetter, Everard
Hicks.
Laura Bradley, Eva Stubblefield.
Rose Caldwell, Maudie King.
INSULATION ALWAYS PAYS
'Whether it he for 'aunimer heat
repelling or for winter cold re-
pelling, insulation is effective if
properly installed. Mineral wool
in baits, insuaition in blanket
form, or that which is poured in
_between the celling_joist in a gran,.
ular form, will all save the family
from discomfort winter and sum-
mer if every crack and crevice is
caulked, and storm ashes are in-
stalled in the cold months.
Insulation is not a "style" now;
it has been accepted as a part of
good construction so should be in-
vestigated thoroughly before cut-
ting it from the specification of a
new house or lemming it out when
modernizing the old one. •
$900 raised for the 4-0
Club Bluegrass district fair,' ar-
rangements are being made for
more entries than in previous
years.
-ogialows.
Puryear Items
After a week's absence will try
and write a few lines.
Mr. and Mrs. R. M. Vence of
Hazel spent the week end with
the latter's parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Claud Morris.
Master Bennie Robinson of near
Bucheaaa. Irani a taw days with
his brother, Clifton Rubinson and
Mrs. Robinson.
Mr. and Mrs. Payton Nance of
near Buchanait gave the previa
folks an egg hunt Sunday after-
noon. A large crowd was present.
There was also an egg hunt at
the home of Bullard Brown's near'
Salmon School.
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Robinson
spent the week end with the form-
er's mother, Mrs. Nellie Robinson
of near Buchanan.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Provines spent
a few hours in Murray Monday
and bought 200 little chicks.
Mrs. Ella Adams who has been
with her brother, Andrew Asbrom
is now spending a tew weeks in
Murray.
Master Herbert Osbrop killed an
owl last week that measured about
four feet from wing tip to
tip.
• Mrs. Luke Merrell who is on the
'sick list is imeroving slowly.
Mrs. Gale Bailey, Murray. visit.
ed Mrs. Fannie Pittman Sunday.
Gardens of this section are very
pretty and it won't be long until
all will have green onions and
mustard.
We haven't see any news letter
from Steelyville In quite a while.
Surely would like to see a letter
in. next week's paper from Steely-
ville and Hazel Routes.
—"Just Me"
Music Student
Miss Louise Quertermous, Salem,
Ky., was chosen the outstanding
senior girl student in music for
this year by the music teachers of
Murray State College. In announc-_
ing their decision on April 6, Prof.
Price Doyle, head of the music
department, stated that her name
would be engraved on the honor
placque. Each year a boy and a
girl are chosen as the outstanding
musicians from the students who
graduate with a major in music,
and their names are engraved on
the plaeque.
1
CLEAN-UP WEEK APRIL 1448.
Pam' bag' ._Fb-rnimg. Time
We can furnish you with everything you need
in the way of Roes, Rakes, Spading Forks, Shovels,
Garden Tools, Rubber Hose, Screen Wire, Fly
Swats, Lime, Mops, Paint Brushes.
Also one of the best lines of implements con-
sisting of Disc Cultivators, Disc Harrows, 14-tooth
Cultivators, Section Harrows, Chattanooga Slat
-Wing Plows, Owensboro and Weber Wagons
SEXTON BROTHERS HARDWARE
COMPANY
Telephone 53
OBSERVE CLEAN-UP WEEK!
Clean-up, Paint-up and renew your home this spring so that you can truly be
proud of that home of yours. Whatever you have in mind for your home, we
can help you.
There's a Johns IlffenvIlte '
building board for every pur.
pose. Ha-finishing upstairs
rooms into badraisme, fee klt-
chest, for hatirmem
Oren's play seem 
and it is
INSITLATUNG
Keeps out cold In winter
and the heat conduction in
summer
and it is
DECORATIVE
The eapreseed board can
be cut into attractive designs
and patterns—or' the hard-
finished board can be bought
in attractive enameled col:
ors.
For any building or reified-
cling needs we will be glad
to go over your plans and
aid you any *ay that we
can.
ESTIMATES MANDRIL!)
WITHOUT -
OBLIGATION
ev•r 4.
Change that drab, darkkitchen into a room you'll
be proud of! Johns-Manville
Flexboard, colorful, durable,
will do that for you. Here's
an nieapcitsive, tile like ma-.
terial in lovely pastel shades
of green, rose and buff that
can be applied without muss
Use
Pittsburgh
Paints
or fuss. And it's fireproof...
made of asbestos-cernent.
• You can finance this work
on easy monthly terms with
no down payment, under the
Johns Manville "$1,000,600-
to-Lend" Plan, at the low
rates prescribed by the Na-
tional Housing Act.
•
Calloway County Lbr. Co.
?HONE 72
Incorporated
MURRAY, ICY,
HEADQUARTERS for HOME IIVIPROVrMENTS
• •
•
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'Murray Needs
Mosquito Control
Murray needs to give much
thought and time to the control
of the mosquito as the county
has one of the largest number Of
malaria cases of any county ex-
cepting those along the Mississip-
pi and Ohio rivers in the extreme
Western part of the state.
For mosquito control:
1. Collect and destroy old tl
Cans, broken crockery, etc.
2. Cover rain barrels and cis-
terns with fine wire screen or
tight tops.
3. Drain or fill swampy places.
4. Apply light oil every two
weeks to cesspools, privy vaults
and small bodies of water.
5. Stock garden pools, ponds,
reservoirs and streams with fish.
6. Screen all doors and win-
dows.
7. Burn pryethrum in a room
or spray with refined oily solu-
tions of pyrethrum.
8. For malarial mosquitoes, and
whet+ it can be done without
danger to stock or human beings,
treat swamps with Paris Green,
two level teaspoonsfull in 100
times as much dry dust to cover
1000 square feet of surface.
O}Apply ammonia, soft soap,
or very hot water to ease pain of
bites.
10. As a repellent, rub on arms
and legs a mixture of oil of cit-
ronella, one ounce, with spird
of camphor, one ounce, and oil of
cedar, one-half ounce.
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FIRST METHODIST CHURCH
CAMP MURRAY
CHATTERS
By Earl Chambers
The Rev. Sam F. Martin, First
Baptist Church, was with us again
Tuesday evening, favoring us with
another of his inspiring talks. We
are glad to note the increase in al-
tendance at our camp worship ser-
vices and the interest men of the
company are showing in local
church affairs.
Camp Knight has been inaugu-
rated by Company 1517. A period
of Monday evenings has been set
aside for short talks on Citizenship
by Fred Phillips, local E.E.P.
teacher, and Safety by Foreman W.
E. Fowler, safety director of the
camp.
Company 1517 is now up to :the
new strength recently ,authorized.
Twenty men from Hopkinsville
and eight from Paducah represent
Camp Murray's quota of "recruits"
from the past enrollment period.
The Cubs have started practice
for the season. Coach Givens is
reported to be favorably impressed
with the way the veterans are
snapping into it and with the
showing made by the new material
which has turned out for practice,
Hospital News
•
Patients admitted to the Mason
Hospital the past week:
J. A. Patterson. Paris; John Y.
, lectirray, Mts. Tred RibbIer,
Dresden, • Tenn.; Ivan Falwell,
Murray; James Pat Hendricks.
Hazel; Mrs. C. L. Doherty, Big
Sandy, Term.; Mrs. Claud Brown,
Murray.
Patients dismissed from the
Mason Hospital the past week:
Mrs. Riley-Crawford, Almo; Miss-
Relna Vaughn, Buchanan; -.Claud
Brown, Murray; Mrs. Fred Kibbler,
Dresden; Mrs. Marvin Cole, Cot-
tage Grove; Starkey Futrell, Gold-
en Pond; Everett Sanders, Padu-
cah; Joseph Atherton. Paducah;
Mr's. C, L. Doherty, Olt Sandy; E.
L. Wilson, Bruceton:
' Sunday School opens at 9:30.
; Pastor will preach at the morn-
ing hour, 11 a. m., and at the ev-
ailing hour 7 o'clock.
Senior Young People will meet
at 6:30 p. m. Junior Young People
will meet at same hour.
Special evangelistic emphasis at
the evening hour. The Junior
Young People will sing at the ev-
ening hour.
•A cordial welcome is extended
to all unchurened -people:
0. A. Marrs, Pastor
Air
This is Clean-Up Week
House Cleaning
Time Is Here!
Add new life and color to your home with
new effects here and there.
CURTAINS
Scranton Drapery Panels,
ready to hang-in all "tie de-
sirable patterns.
Lace materials for tha mak-
-ing of your own. We have a
wide range of materials and
designs.
SCRIM ... SILK LACE ... MARQUISETTE
MONKS CLOTH . . . CRETONNE
Rods and Materials for Hanging Drapes and
Curtains
LINOLEUM RUGS
Gold Seal Congoleum 9:12 Rugs, 9:12 San-
dura 'first class quality.
Linoleum by. the Yard
Can be cut for any odd sized space.
WINDOW SHADES
New Shades will give your home a new bright-
ness.
THROW RUGS
In bright colors of the very best quality and
fast colors. Two or more about your home will
give it a decided newness.
OIL CLOTH
Oil Cloth has many uses in the spring-clean-
ing season. See our complete line.
TRY RYAN'S FIRST-
We have many things for the home
RYAN'S
SATISFACTION FROM 1880 to 1936
LINDELL BLVD.
ar GRAND AVE
ST. LOUIS
Walls and Floors
Refinished Make
Old House New
Much can be done to modernize
an old house without making struc-
tural changes. Floors can be re-
finished or recovered; walls can
be patched and painted or papered
or, in places like bathrodins and
kitchens, new wall coverings can
be installed; heating and plumbing
equipment can be replaced; new
electric outlets can be installed;
the exterior can be repainted or
even recovered, and a new roof
covering can be laid.
In addition, slight changes can be
made in the architectural appear-
ance; wide OverhangiNh-eaves can
be cut back and trimmed or re-
placed by porches of simple design;
chimney tops can be simplified;
grading around the house can be
raised to give the house a lower
appearance, and proper planting
can be done to make the house
hug the ground.
Almo High School
PLAY
By Whom?  Junior Class
Where?  Almo Auditorium
When?  Sat. Night, May 2
• NAME
'Cabbages of Dollars"
by
Lillian Mortimer
CHARACTERS
Grandcket _Rutter,. an  ittventpf,
Charles Johnson.
Arda Martin, his granddaughter,
Kathleen Brown.
Zinny, the colored cook, Helene
Ezrajones, the town boob. Phle-
noy Bedwell.
Sadie Jones, his sister, the town
news reel, Wilma Thweatt.
Jim Powell, the dollars boy,
Junior Beale.
Jack Mason, more interested in
cabbages, James T. Roberts.
Daisy Burke, the town belle,
Clarice Grogan.
Dolly Collins, her chum, Tru-
eine Reeves.
Chuck Emery, Dolly's fiance,
James Stroud.
Sheriff, of the county, Cecil Tay-
lor.
The honor roll /Or this six weeks
is as follows:
Seniors: Fieldon Scott.
Juniors: James Thomas Roberts,
Kathleen Brown, Trucille Reeves,
Helene Hargis, Phlenoy Bedwell.
Sophomores: Margaret Roberts,
Halline Lassiter, Frances Sutter.
Freshmen: Vernon Curd, Lee
Alice Culver, Marjorie Jones, Cov-
ington Reeves.
Eighth grade: Ewin Edwards,
Alga Jeane Coursey.
Sixth grade: G. W. Woods.
The school regrets very much
the absence of Mr. Brown, who has
for the past two weeks been away
on account of the illness of his
parents. We hope he will be able
to fill his position by Monday fol-
lowing KEA. Mrs. Story has been
taking his place.
The play which was given by
the sophomores last Saturday night
was a great success. Due to the
unfavorable weather the crowd
was not so large as was expected.
We are glad to have one of our
sophomore girls, Reda Holland,
back with us.
On account of the KEA at Louis-
ville this week sclhool
missed Tuesday.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
Faxon Hi News
The seventh and eighth grades
are presenting at the school audi-
torium a play entitled "Miranda's
Jane", April 25. The characters
are as follows: Jane Prince, Anne
Henslee; Joshua Perkins, Rudy
Barnett; Dotty Perkins, Dorothy
Nell McDaniel; --Mark Perkins,
John Reed Falwell; Gran, Sadie
Nell Dyer; Miss Lita, Hattie Mae
Maupin; Pat, latwood Phelps; Tom-
my. Keys Farley; Mrs. Grubb, Vir-
ginia Travis; A Girl, Annie Helen
Ragsdale.
Everyone is invited.--
•,.
The senior play, "Listen to
Leon", will be presented at.Aurora
High Sehool May 15. Everyone
who missed seeing it April 4 be
sure and see it then.
The seniors, juniors and teacher
went to Murray to Love's Studio
and had inciivicival pictures made
for the annual. Other pictures will
be made later.
After Tuesday of this week, we
have a short vacation while the
teachers are attending KEA.
Homemakers To
Meet April 20'
The fourth annual district meet-
ing of the Kentucky Federation
of Homemakers ..will. meet in Pa-.
ducat, Monday, April 20. This is
a meeting of Homemakers, 4-H
Club Leaders-and- members, elm-
Calloway and Marshall county
women are invited to attend this
meeting.
A. -very interesting program has
been arranged. Mrs. Evelyn Todd,
style specialist in New York will
speak.
The following is the program:
Registration, 9:30-10 a. m. Mrs.
J. H. Lawrence, president.
Morning session, 10 a. m. Call
to' Order. Community singing, led
by Mrs. Cecil Burnetle. Fulton
county.
Suainess meeting. Minutes of
last meeting. Recommendations of
committee chairman; publicity,
Mrs. E. J. Ennis, McCracken cowl-
ty; legislative, Mrs,biergan David-
son. Fulton county; speakers' bu-
reau, Mrs. Garnett Jones, Grays*
county.
"It's Thrifty to Be Smart", Mrs.
Evelyn Toby, stylist, New York,
N.Y.
Lunch-12:00, served by Women's
Club.
Call to order 1 p. m.
Musical program, Fulton county
Homemaker's Chours, directed by
Mrs. Cecil Burnette.
The Melting Pot of County
Women, Mrs. T. M. Johnson, War-
ren county. president Kentucky
Homemaker's Federation.
It's Smart to Be Thrifty, Mrs.
Evelyn Toby.
Adjournment.
It pays to read the classified ads.
HEREFORD
CATTLE
FOR SALE-In car load
lots, 200 yearlings, 300 steer
calves, 200 heifer calves,
and 100 cows with calves.
Write or wire-
J• F. TEAL
FAIRFIELD, IOWA
f
at HOTEL
LBOURRE
There's a warm friendly
atmosphere that makes
you feel at home the min-
ute you enter ,its doors.
hlatel Melbourne is close
to all points of interest in
St. Louis. Wonderful food
at moderate prices
0. P GREATHOUSE.
Monogr*
WITH BATH
.
Rules For
Lawn Making
TlIf• following simplified method
of making lawns is the result of
yeals of study in the lawn mak-
ing problems of the home garden-
er. Six steps, each carefully ex-
ercised, lead to a beautiful, suc-
cessful lawn.
1. Lawn making starts with the
preparation of the soil. Spade to
a depth of at least six 'Inches and
pulverize thoroughly.
2. Apply a complete plant food.
.such a Vigoro, at the rate of 4
pounds per 100 square, feet. This
assttres an ample supply of all the
elements plants must get from the
soil available when they need
them. Be sure to apply evenly.
3. Work Vigoro into the top few
inches of soil with a rake. Wait
one day before seeding.
4. Sow good grass seed at the
rate of 4' to 5 pounds per 1,000
square feet, If you sow by hand,
sow lengthwite and half cros,s wise.
5. Roll to imbed seed and insure
perfect contact between seed and
soil. A tamper or wide board can
be used on small areas when roller
is not available. This step is es-
sential and should not be omitted.
6. Water thoroughly,nising a very
fine spray. Continue . to water
daily until seed germination ,is
complete-3 to 4 weeks-then
water as indicated under "En-
couraging Deep Root Growth."
Card of Thanks.
rraT MR-rues-n-3M thiriFill of
our friends. enighbors for the
ratty kindnesses and favors during
the illness and death of my. father
Joe Farris. Accept my sincere
thanks.-M. C. Farris,
Poultry Objectives to increase
profits, as set up by ...Warren coun-
ty- negro farmers, are as follows:
more purebred flocks, through
buying day old purebmi--"chicks
or incubating eggs
tested flocks; better- housing, and
culling, control of parasites, better
feettint and record keeping.
OBSERVE
CLEAN-UP
PAINT-UP
WEEK!
Increase Your
Home's Value
PAINT
DECORATE
A Moderate sum
expended N 0 W
will save your
home from de-
preciation in val-
ue. ,
Otir wallpaper stocks
are complete with a.
wide range of quality
and prices from the
"cheapest" in Murray
to the highest quality.
SWP
is the quality paint of
Murray for home dee-
oratin g-anything from
barn paint to varnishes
and lacquers.
Ask for our booklet
"Home Decorator"
Murray Paint &
Wallpaper Co.
•••
CHURCH' OF CHRIST
Splendid services' last Lord's
day and fine interest manifested.
There was a noticeable increase in
the Bible study attendance and the
auditorium was well filled at the
regular hour of worship. All seem-
ed to be well pleased with the
talk made by Vernon Smith and
awezr- feeling-- that; it was
"good to be there".
Services for next Lord's day will
be conducted as usual-Bible Study
9:45 a. m. Classes suitable for all
grades with competent teachers in
charge. Scripture reading and talk
by one of the members -it 15:50
a. m., followed by commuion and
fellowship. The evening hour,
7:30-8:30, will be devoted to tong
practice preparatory .to the revival
meeting the church has planned to
begin, the Lord willing, the fourth
Lord's day. H. Leo Boles of Nash-
ville, Tenn., an outstanding writer
and preacher of the Church -fit
Christ, will do the preaching dur-
ing this series of meetings and, his
fitness for the.work_is unquestion-
ed. A more extended announce-
ment Will be made next week con-
cerning the meeting, but in the
meantime be making preparations
to attend.
The church extens a cordial in-
vitation to one and all to attend
all services. "Come let's reason
together."
MEMORIAL BAPTIST. CHURCH
Tenth and Main
Sunday School at 9:30 a. m. E.
1TOTTand7 superinTendent. ter-Ir
Lassister, assistant superintendent.
Morning Worship at 10:45. Ser-
mon subject: "The Challenge of a
Great Task."
Evening. Worship at 7:30 o'clock.
Sermon subject: "Grace Bestowed
Through Christ." Eph. 1:6-11.
this is the third of a series of ex-
pository studies in Ephesians.
Prayer .meeting each Wednesday
evening at 7:30 o'clock.
The fourth Sunday in this month,
'April 26, has been set aside as the
time for a special offering on our
building fund. All of our mem-
bars are Asked to pay particular
attention to this announcement.
Our annual revival meeting will
be held this tear November b-14.
Dr. E. C. Stevens, moderator of our
General Association and pastor of
Clifton Baptist Church, Louisville,
Ky., will do the preaching.
All are invited to all of our ser-
vices.
Carroll Hubbard, Pastor
A delegation of, South Carolina
farmers recently visited Kentucky
in search of jack stock. One
animal was purchased from Cay-
wood & Cook, North Middletown.
Many inquiries for jack stock are
being received at the Agricultural
Experiment Station at Lexington.
YOUR SCREENS
It is almost a universal custom
to just store away screens In tlie
fall when they are removed from
windows. In. the spring thee
shoald be cleaned, repaired and, in
case where the screen cloth is
partly rusted, painted. The screen
frames; if of wood, should have a
'Coat of outside oil paint.
Not Everybody in
Calloway county sub-
scribes to the Ledger
et, Times but nearly
everybody reads it!
SPRING DECORATING IS AT ITS
MAK -
Observe Clean-up and Paint-up Week
GIVE YOUR. HOME -
dew light and brightness with new
modernly designed wallpapers.
Nothing can add as much bright-
ness per dollar as new wallpaper.
We have a complete stock with
all the newest and most desired
patterns.
VARIETY
We 'have a variety in pat-
terns, quality and price
Frflt ti i 25 ce nts...nt4
roll.
Compare our prices, of the same quality
paper, with anyone's anywhere.
Two registered phar-
macists are on duty
at all times 
quality and the
freshest of drugs,
carefully compoun-
ded.
Spring House Cleaning Time
Is Here!
OBSERVE CLEANUPWEEK!
VARNISHES _
STAINS
In small convenient
sizes for touching up
furniture and small jobs
where a
is
wanted 
small amount
1O
4-Hour ENAMEL
Eaay_to apply- and
handle, dries quickly
and does not cause de-
lay. 79c
Quart 
HOUSE PAINTS
In h.alf _gallon or gal-
lons. Mixed and ready
to use. A high quality
paint by STETSON.
Gallon . . .
WORK SHOES
Men's and Boys' Wax
Veal Scout Style. Com-
position soles.
Pair  $1.49
Bring new life and color to your home at a small cost
with a little paint and varnish here and there, and
new shades, curtains, rugs, etc,.
CURTAINS
Ready made curtains in
- ruffled and plain tailored
panels- -4-
49cto980
CURTAIN MATEIZIALS
Wide range of patterns and colors,
inches wide.
YARD 
WINDOW SHADES
36
30-Pitches wide, first quality, very dura-
ble, extremely good looking. Tan and
green. EACH 
-•••
10c,
29c
OIL CLOTH
46 inches wide, first quality, new Vat-
terns. SPECIAL LOW
PRICE  19c
There are simply hundreds of bargains in our Supremacy
Sale----Work Clothes, Overalls, Plow Shoes, and every-
thing you'll need at this time of the year.
NATIONAL
STORES CORP.:
MURRAY KENTUCKY
5
I.
maw •
•-••
•-•
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PAGE FOUR
11 )00 have Orators at wham
your are not ashamed. plasm
report there for this column.
W. P. Dulaney spent the week-
at home with tus family as
ugOaL
John Whitnell and WES
?Mimi Lee and Mrs.' Rudy
TIN*. are visitiag Dr. and Mrs.
M. W. Meerier us Nasbyille this
week.
Mrs H. B. Bailey and daugh-
ter Imogene are visiting Mrs. John
S. Tarver of Murfreesboro, Tenn.,
this week.
Vulcan. Cluiumwogs &MI Olive
Slat Wing Plows and all their re-
pairs at Relieved Prices as Re-
pairs. The largest stock of bans
Cellars and mule Gearing at Ma
money than I have had then In
20 years. Will save you trees N
cents to $2.04 every time yes
one ea Old Beck. J. W. D-5 —
Hazel, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Burgess Parker 'Jr.,
spent the week end in Mayfield
as the guest Of Mrs. Parker's par-
ante Mr. and Mrs. C. B. Hargrove.
Miss Hilda Dulaney came in
from Paducah to spend the Easter
itaidays with her parents, Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Dulaney.
W. L Hughes. Murray Route 6,
underwent a tonsil 'operation at the
Clime Hospital this morning.
Misses Mildred and Helene
CENTER TRACTION
FOR
GREATER
GRIP
ARE YOU LOOKING
FOR A GOOD TIRE-
PRICED 0
Let us show )0o the world's
first choice economy tire
— more than a match for
m.--ny highest-priced makes
in king sale mileage, tread
grip, blowout protection and
looks. A value we give you
because Goodyear builds
the most tires by millions.
OVER 22 MILLION
-tsibLD — THAT'S HOW
GOOD IT
.13esithf1nde,r
Fittow priced
t"-:- as low 
as
nis .5
Hatcher, who are teaching in the
Paducah city schools. left Wed-
nesday for Louisville where they
will attend the Kentucky Edur
cational Association.
Opal Miller, Demus Futrell, and
Sally Armstrong Johnson were in
Memphis. Tenn.. lest Monday and
Tuesday attending the great Mid-
Southern International Bea u t y
Trade Show and Exhibition for
beauticians
Dr. F. Z. Crawford. Dentlst, Fleet
Nat'l Meek Bldg. Tel IO2-J.
Mrs. George Gatlin and daugh-
ter Miss Eleanore Oury left Wed-
for Paris to mend several
days with her mother Mrs. Ella
Jones.
Mr and Mrs. Harry G. Dulaney
and little sons William Lee and
Harry Jr., spent the weak end with
the former's parents, mr:. sad Mrs.
W. P. Dulaney. 1120 Olive street
Mr. Dulaney travels through the
South for a surgical supply COM-
pan of New York City. At the time
of the storm he was in San An-
tonia. Texas and Mrs. Dulaney and
the boys were in New Orleans but
fortunately neither city was in the
path of the cyclone.
John Y. Orr was admitted to the
Mason Memorial Hospital Saturdai
to undergo treatment_
Beth,andl paskage garden seeds
.1 alE MO& dress Treed Co.
Mies Marie Phillips is in Louis-
ville where she is visiting .her
aunt. Mrs. Laurallitcradden, and
attending the K.E.A.,
Ty Holland. Mirk Dorothy Rob-
ertson and Miss Marguerite Hol-
comb left Wednesdag_morning for
Louiseille to attend tba,KB.A.
Mrs. Ben Grogan left Tuesday
night for Louisville to attend the
&LA... She will also_ visit .b.er
-husband Representative Ben Gro-
gan in Frankfort
se---neres tire- miles
North of Penny. Two good tobac-
ee barns eight-stall stock barn.
geed four room house: fifteen acres
in• timber. Young orchard and
Iws acres in strawberries. Spring
bottom for stock year round.
Priced $1600 with $650 cash and
balance in six years. Farmer and
Rhodes.
W. J. Caplinger and Ed Fllbeek.
of the Murray schools. left Wed-
nesday afternoon for Louisville to
attend the K.EA.
P. C. Racy. Knight. was dis-
charged from the Clinic Hospital
yesterday following treatment.
Senator T. 0. Turner spent the'
weiek end at home from Franklort
between legislative sessions.
.1. M. Russell, world war veteran.
was called to P-aducah Tuesday for
examination to • enter one of the
CCC camps for veterans. Only
a limited. , number of veterns
throughout the country have been
, called and due to the closing of
several of these okays it is doubt-
ful whether any snorels will
be made for veterans. .
Kadsks to loan and Films for
sole at Love's Studio. •
Mrs. 'John A. Wheeler and son
John A. Jr.. are the guests of her
mother. Mrs. Washam and relatives
and' friends _here. Mrs. Wheeler
was formerly Miss Mary Washam
and a member of the Murray High
School faculty.
Mrs. Raymond Tidwell. who is a
patient at the Norton Hospital.
Louisville. is unprovind follOwing
an operation.
GET REAL
SERVICE TOW 0
ow rift. cleaned rest —
enool.) beet *poi. weight-
••••61 wore clearer
Caselal mosa,wdi by bte
spee•al, ma A nei tote-reeled
alobewo• dt.• We sots —
aorsocisros lei film bid
BEALE M01 OR
COMPANY
Incorporated
YOUR
P15 one
FORD DEALER
FARMS FOR
SALE
85 acres; good residence,
two barns, and outbuildings.
62 acres of bottom land;
timber, orchard, near school
and on gravel road. Price
only $1,750.00
200 acres; good 2-story
residence; 4 barns, tenant
house and outbuildings, both
bottom and upland; timber;
on gravel road, near school.
$3,500.00.
132 acres; 2-story briek
residence; two barns, arid
outbuildings; all bottom
Land. On gravel road, mile
from highway; only 4 miles
from Murray. This is a
productive farm. Just $5,-
200.00.
Farms of various sizes &
pries in Ballard, Fulton,
McCracken, Graves, 'Hick-
man,' Marshall and Livings-
ton counties. ...... . •
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A marriage license was issued
Saturday to Robert L. Rine& Ben-
ton. and Ruby Deethint Hardin.
A marriage license was issued
this week to Arthur D. Hickok
and Geneva De/dell, both of
Princeton.
Notice tractor owners—Diamond
kerosene and meter oils give you
the best service. 1110124 206 for
your requirements. Jealous Pur-
chase Oil Co.
Mr. E. M. Farmer has been quite
ill for several days at his home
at Eighth and Main of gall stone
colic.
Ivan Falwell was admitted to
the William Mason Memorial Hos-
Peal Sunday hie surgery.
Miss Ruth Jaws, who teaches in
the Sturgis Publie •Schools, spent
the week end at how with rela-
tives.
Mrs. G. if Scott left Monday for
Frankfort to attend the State
Democratic Woman' i Club Con-
vention.
Two gageameggil iltagniell Taw
tem. sno end Isaatir-Plow,
sesesidieud. imagag dies harrow,
am mod ansollor milivator. Good
grime op Sham tools. Will do game
work ap M see.. Sexiest Bros.
Hardware Cie. AllSe
Mrs. E. a Houston left Tuesday
to send the rest of this week in
Union City attending the district
M. E. Missionary conference. '
Yea will make no mistake in
letting as fill your Prescriptions-
-aelther will we. Try us. Wear's
Drug Store. Clinic Hospital f
ollowing an ap-.
Dr. G. T. Hicks left Wednesday pencils operation.
for Gainsville and Maion.sGa., to A baby boy, weighing 7 1-
4
pounds, was born to Mr. and Mrs.visit relatives and friends. in
*awn be will appear on the pr I Jese Ekner: Benton,' Easter morn-
imam at the Georgia Education- 1 . at the Riverside -Hospital.
VERY SMALL DOWN
PAYMENT
Balance 10, 20, or 33 years.
ONLY 4 1-2 PER CENT
INTEREST
( all or Writ*
J. ROBERT SHERLEY
Hotel Hall, Mayfield, Ky.
—OH—
L. C: PACE
Pb.. 1457-W., Faducall, KY-
The Federal Land Bank of
170 Murray. Louisville
Louisville Ky. -
5-,
••:
,
-
Association meeting.
Miss Edwina Hinton is spending
Glenn Jeffrey, College Station.
was discharged from the Clinic
Hoepital Sunday following an ap-
pendix operation.
her Fpring vacation with relatives
In St. Louis,
' hire it T.' Waldetei 'spent me
first of the week in Frankfort. She
.aueastesl._ tic sibteoreate Wemen's
Club meeting.
Jura received a new shipment of
crepes in the latest pastel shades.
Murray Garment Co.
Carlos Morton left Tuesday for
Paducah to be examined for en-
trance into a veterans' CCC camp.
Roy Farmer. Caseyville, Ill.,
visited his war-time buddies
-Claude Aride'rson and -Make- Erwin
here Sunday. Farmer. Andersen
and Erwin went through the heav-
iest fighting in thesAfileenie to-
gether and had not see Ole assaar
since their return from France.
Mee C C Farmer
day night from McKenzie,",.
where she attended the bedside of
tier mother, Mrs. Garrett, who has
been quite ill.
Mrs. Claud Brown is in the
Mason Hospital where she is a
patient for minor surgery.
Master Clegg, son of Mr. and
Mrs.' A. B. Austin. has recovered
from a sewere attack ' of -bronchi-
tis.
A marriage license was issued'
last Saturday to Tommie S. Vin-
son and Mary Euple Dilday. both
of Model. Tenn.
Mr. and Mrs. Solon ShackiefOrd
and Mr. and Mrs.. Elmo Workman
were in Louisville last week end
where they visited Mrs. Raymond
Tidwell who is confined in a hos-
pital there.
Our 4-Hoer Quick Dry Enamel
for interior decorations is a good
one. Comes in a neasber of beau-
tiful colors, 10c to $125 per can.
Wear's.
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Sweat
Buchanan. Tenn., visited Mr. and
Mrs. J. B. Brown Sunday.
Mrs. Jim Patterson, Paris, and
daughter Mrs. Senders. Mont Eagle,
Tenn_ visited Mr. and Mrs. Bennie
Brown Sunday.
Clint Seay, Linville. was admit-
ted to- the Clinic Hospital Mon-
day- night for treatment of a badly
lacerated hand. Several stitches
were taken to close wound.
Mr. and Mrs. J. T. Workman and
Workman have returned
from San Antonio. Tex.. where
they have been since last October.
Mr. Workman, who went to Texas
for his health, is much improved.
Its your neon. Doors and any
Weide painting with Sunshine—the
very best varnish . stain to be had.
Al Muses.
marriage license was issued
Friday -to Woodrow Futrell, East
St. Louis. and Frances Holland,
Murree. The bride is the daugh-
ter of W. K. - Holland . and the
bridegroom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Crit Futrell.
Mies Mary Williams returned to
Frankfort Tuesday after spending'
several days with friends' and rela-
tives here.
J.-' D. Josses was .operated on last
night at the Clinic Hospital for
appendicitis, and is doing nicely.
Homestead AA Quality fertiliser,
plenty ea it. Rees Feed Co.
A marriage license was issued
Saturday to R. L. -Cooper arid
Lorene Erwin. beith . of Murray.
The bride is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Emmett Erwin and the
bridegroom is the son of Mr. and
Mrs. Chester Cooper.
Mn, F. D. Mellen and Howard
Brumbough attended the Presby-
tery in Princeton Tuesday And
Wednesday as delegates from the
Murray' Presbyterian, church.
Put a Mlle • Sunshine to the
Herne--gri it se Weer'se.....,
Mrs. Mae Beach. Murray was-
diasharged from 'the Clinic Sun-
y. after treatment of pneumonia.
Mrs. W. J. McCoy and Mrs. Miry
McCoy Hall spent the week and in
Marna. Tenn., visiting friend*.
Mrs. Will Moore Beale of Waria-
phis is visiting relatives here.
Mrs. Hall Hood and children
Oliver, Martha Belle, Dickle, and
Hazel went to Ringgold. La., to
spend Easter and this week with
relatives. •
For Sale, thirty acres of laud
with filling Mellon, Our room
bow, garage and outbuildings.
Three miles this side of Eggear's
Ferry on Highway. Farmer and
Rhodes.
Mr. and Mrs. J. E. Oliver and
daughter Patricia of Drew, Miss_
visited Per. and Mrs. R. A. Shell
and family over the week end.
S. It. Pearson of Nashville came
Sunday. returnieg Tuesday with
Mrs. Pearson and Hugh Stephen,
who have been visiting Mr. and
Mrs_ IL IS Wear._ . --
Miss Edna McNutt, Murray, was
discharged from the Clinic Elm-
pail following a tonsil operation.
Mr. and Mrs. Melvin Elkins of
401 South Eighth street are the
proud parents of a baby girl barn'
April & She has been named
Clara Evelyn. Miss Estelle Fikins
is visiting in the home.
Miss Gertrude Outland and Mrs.
Clifton Parker left last week for
Marianna. Arkansas to be at the
bedside of their 'aunt. Mrs. Mae
Castling who is seriously j11.
Mrs. D. C. Lacox. Hamlin, was
discharged this morning from the
•••..
Paducah. The infant has been
named James Buddy.
Notice tractor owners—Diassond
kerosene and motor oils give you
the best service. Plane 208 let
year requirements. Jackson Pia-
chime Oil Co.
Dr. Rainey T. Wells, former tares-
ideni of Murray -State College and
now general attorney for the
Modern Woodmen of the World.
addressed MP studentr`of the-co -
lege in chapel Monday. April 13,
Housing Hints
TIPS ON HOW AND WHAT
TO IMPROVE
dO 
!PL.-91441de- •P-tinting.be sire you Wait for a dry igen
Paint put on damp wood .will not
hold. It is worse than a waste of
terial to paint on such a
austace. Not only will a good deal
paint peeL hut to 'reptant
end make a good job of it tlie
paint that has not peeled should
be burned Off, otherwise, the edges
of the peeled places Will show. ,
The watertightness of a brick
wall depends on the type of brick
used, the mixture of the mortar,
and the workmanship. The last
Item is by far the most important.
Good bricks and good mortar will
fail miserably unless skillfully
used, but a careful and, experi-
enced bricklayer can do wonders
with even inferior materials. Bricks
that are slightly absorbent and a
mortar that has the proper pro-
portions of ingredients can be
made into an excellent wall that
will give reasonable watertight-
ne..W
The use of a fairly heavy as-
bestos paper between the subfloor
and finish floor will give a con-
siderable amount of fire resistance.
A room lined with plaster on metal
lath or other fire resistant material.
with asbestos paper under the floor
'will hold a fire for many minutes
without allowing_ it to spread to
other parts of the building. An ef-
ficient fire department should be
at the door in plenty-of time to ex-
tinguish the fire before it get's out
of the room in which it started.
• • •, • •
Aft easy way- of buildRiff -fin at-
tractive garden path or a string of
stepping stones is to make a form
of lumber. .4 inches wide by 1 1-8
inches thick with rectangular cells
in multiples of 8 inches. thus
blocks 6 by 6. 6 by 12. 6 by 18. 12
by 12. and 12 by 18, can .pc cast
of concrete, and the top surface
trowelled smooth. Thcie blocks
-are then placed in the -lawn either
as • individual stepping stones or
put together in a pattern with 2-
inch spaces between. The sur-
face of the stones should be slight-
sty below the Surface of the ground
so that a lawn mower-may pass
over them- without hitting. If ea--
riety of color is desired, a little
lamp black can be added or dif-
ferent colored sands used in the
individual blocks.
PUBLIC SALE
at J. D. Cooper place two
miles north of Crossland
Tuesday, April 21
1 P. M. Promptly
1 saw mill complete.
1 tractor and plows.4
1 1920 Chevrolet car.
Household and kitchen fur-
.' niture.
TERMS ANNOUNCED AT
SALE
E. A. Moore
Administrator
4,••
after he had been introduced by
Dr.- dames H. Richmond. Murray
president, who had charge of the
morning's siterelse.
Forrest Pogue visited his parents
at Fredonia last, week and made
a commencement address in his
home county Friday evening. He
made the trip with G. C. Ashen&
who visited relatives in Indiana
and returned Mrs. Ashcraft's fath-
er, Mr Terhune.
Miss Wiltna Horton, Mutray,
underwent a tonsil operation yes-
terday at the Clinic.
See oar °tentage in our after-
Feeler rodaceon in all spring
dresses. Murray Guinea& Ca.
Mr and Mrs. Clifford Smith and
sun have moved to their newly
decor a ted home on the Hazel
Highway. The home is located in
front of Camp Mumay CCC Camp.
Howard atilen, -Nashville, spent
the week end in Murray anct May-
field where he is working in in-
tweet of a boys camp.
The small son of Mr. and Mrs.
Orval Edwards of New Concord
was admitted to the Clinic Hos-
pital Monday for treatment of
pneumonia and is quite ill.
Mrs. James Strader visited Mr.
and Mrs. Jess Eggner in Benton
Saturday.
- Dr. and Mrs. Rainey T. Wells,
iiknaha, Nebraska. are spending
this week with their daughter.
Mrs. Joe T. Lovett and family .and
other relatives an the city and
county. - -
Miss legiy Williams, Frankfurt.
spent the Easter Holidays with
her mother, Mrs. Love Williams,
brother, 'George Williams, and
friends.
Sunshine Varnish Stain in a
number ei Niters at Wear's.
Mr. and Mrs. George Edd Over-
bey and son, Bloomington, Indiana.
spent Easter with their parents.
Mr. and Mrs. B. W. Overbey and
Mr. and _Mrs. Wallace Key. Mr.
Overbey is a law student at the
University. of Indioria. _
Billie Lipford, son of Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Lip-ford. had his tonsils
t—seemoved at the Clinic Hospital this
morning.
We have some second hand
plows cheap. Everything needed
in elardware and Implements.
Sexton Bros. Hardware Co. MSc
Mrs. John G. Lovett, Benton,
was the guest Sunday of her son,
Joe T. Lovett, and family.
The Rev. and Mrs. D. W. Terry.
IrcKenrie,' Thin., -Were, the glieset
Sunday of Mrs. Terry's sister. Mrs.
G. J. Farabcrugh, and Mr. Feta-
bough. The Rev..Terry is a mem-
ber of the faculty of' Bethel Col-
lege, at McKenzie.
Welke tractor owners—Diamond
kerosene and motor oils give you
the best service. Phone 216 for
your regalreareats. Jackass Per-
chase Oil Ce.
Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wilson ot
tisattanooga.Tenn.,, spent the week-
end with their parents, Mr. and
Dirs. Ernest Erwin and family,
Mrs. Alton Barnett spent a few
days first of the week with her
mother, Mrs. W. J. Shankie, ,who
La Ill near Lynn Grove.
Mrs. Adron Smith of Coldwater
is visiting her mother, Mrs. W. J.
Shankle of Lynn Grove.
For Mother's Day give her year
photograph. Love's Studio.
Miss Clarice Allbritteo of New
Providence hes been the guest of
her sister, Mrs. Aubrey Hatcher.
and Mr. Hatcher of South Fourth
street several days this week.
The following CCC boys were
admitted to the Clinia this meek;
Rollie Sumner, Charles Walker,
Harold Mint George Yates. -and
Linzia Pennington. The omen dis-
charged were as follows: Vernice
Johnson, J. T. VanHoosier, Nolan
Mayes, Troy Dixon, Lester T0011,
Emil Humphries, William Fraley,
Ralph Pennington, Ewell Phillips,
Bert Hall, ESea. Elwin% William
Sandifer, Hubert Cox, Freeman
Case, Boyd Marshall, Robert
Woods, James HILLEICil(>11aS5  Cart
/tight Paul Allen. Hubert Deisald-
son.
Mrs. J.' T. Wall and Mr. and Mrs.
T. Sleds( Jr., and son have taken
an apartment with Mr. and Mrs.
Arthur Farmer on Popular street
For Sale, filling Wettest. Croce/7
store, tourist camp, garage, and
good going business. Ttiree miles
South of Murray. Farmer and
Rhodes.
Mrs. Carroll Hubbard spent a
part of last week with her sister
Mrs. A. N. Payne, and Mr. Payne,
of Milburn, Ky.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Kirnbro of
Detroit, Mich., announce the ar-
rival of a baby girl April .7. The
iiffarit has been named Beverly
Ann.
Gordon Hose in all the desirable
spring and summer shades. Murray
Garment Co.
Mr. and Mrs. John King are at
the home of Mr. and Mrs. B. F.
Scherffius during the term of
court
The Diev. and Mrs. Sam P. Mar-
tin have moved to the 011ie Boren
home.
0. L. Boren is living at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. W. W. MeElrath.
-Seed Coax and feeds of all
oats etc. items Feed Co.
Mr. and Mrs. 0. J. -Jennings
have gone tp. Dallas, Texas.
because of the death of Mr. Jen-
nings' brother.
pkticats -.W•11, r e, • ....•••.-410/4,0‘.0444,41;01/00,
01100.10,-. t
Minimums For Charged
Classifieds Is 315c
We extremely regret to have
to announce that hereafter we
must place a minimum charge
of 35c on all 'classified ads that
are charged. The minimum
charge for paid in advance
classifieds wilP continue to be
25c as before.
Charged classified ads are
considerably more expensive
tad difficult to handle than
Paid-in-advanoe classifieds as
can be easily seen from the
expenses of billing, mailing and
collecting.
Please remember the classi-
fied rates. On cash-in-advance
ads; minima= charge of 28e
(18 words allowed). Chine
classified', mininuun charm Me
i.20 words allowed/. The rages
for longer ads temitM es -Iwo
for each kind. like per ward.
ICIALOSI IF-J1 ED
AIYMEWIS111141
1 Gal. Paint left at Ben Franklin
Store, owner can get same by
calling and paying for this ad.
Ben Franklin Store. ltp
SEWING MACHINES repaired and
rebuilt. Work guaranteed. Phone
1101-M. Al6p
LOST—between Wallis Key's and
Buren Overbey's a brown fur
scarf to a coat. Finder please re-
turn it to Mrs. Wallace Key. ltp
FOR SALE—Setting Eggs, 50 cents
for 15. From a flock of pure bred
Rhode Islands. These are from, a
high laying strain developed from
crossings of four of the outstand-
ing strains. Mrs. J. J. Gough,
Route 1. ltp
FOR RENT—Rooms, private bath.
Apply Mrs. W. H. Graves. tic
AVAILABLE AT ONCE. Rawleigh
Route of SOO families in North-
west and Southwest Graves coun-
ties and Murray. Only reliable
men need apply. Can earn $25 or
more weekly. No cash required.
Write today. Rawlinghe Dept.
KYD-18i-Z. Freeport, Ill. A2-16-30
PADUCAH AUCTION Co.. 2nd
and Washington. Paducah, will
hold livestock auctions every
Friday the balance of the sea-
am.. Bring us your cattle and
hogs and any other livestock you
wish to sell. We always get mar-
ket price or better. • if
Ii pays to read the classified eds. FOR SALE—air-way cleaner. all
attachments; good condition.
Carnie Hendon at P. 0. ltp
HIVE MOVED saw mill to Mur-
ray and are ready to do custom
sawing. Prepared to haul lugs
if desired. We 114111 rough build-
ing lumber. Located at end of
South Fourth at intersection of
Concord and Halal Highway.
Grist mill and hammer Mill in
connection. Basil Hutehin opera-
tor. J. R. Scott, Phone Lynn
Grove. ti
FOR RENT-6-room house wit,
bath at Sixth and Pine. Sm.
Elbt. Lassiter, West Main. ltp
FOR SALE—Fertilizer, E. E.
Smith, Hams Grove, Ky. map
LOT FOR SALE—part of Curtez
Fair property also huusie and lot
on R. A. Starks property, south
edge of city. Wallace Williarsostp
PIANO tuning and repairing;
special price; free examination.
John W. Travis, phone 972-W. A3Op
FOR ItENT—nica country home,
orchard and garden, near Murray.
See A. B. Lassiter. ltp
WANTED AT ONCE—a good gen-
eral Blacksmith and horse shoer.
Albert Ferris. Brown's Grove,
Ky. A3Op
WANTED to rent cheap house to
move in at once. Ella Elkins,
County Farm. ltp
HAY. FOR SALE—Soy bean, Red
top and Jap Hay, Nevin Wall,
Hazel, Route 3. Alt)
Reputation 
WHEN man, people
have tried the wry
of an organisation • • •
have found these ser-
vices satisfactory in ev-
ery conceivable way . .
we say that such an
organisation enjoys the
faith that follows a
good reputation.
This is very true of
our organisation
The quiet understan-
ding that comes with
long experience . . the
respect to which be-
reavement is entitled
. these are only the
more obvious things
upon which our repu-
tation stands. It Is a
reputation which 1 s
synonymous with ser-
vice. gimlet ef ficienc y.
and the ultimate in
good taste.
Charges at Cherehill
Funeral Home are al-
ways most reasonable.
The
J. H. Churchill
Funeral Home
Tehipbeise 7
Murray, Ky.
.t-
Plenty of closet space
like you have always
wanted.
A handy kitchen with
built-in features and
convenices.
-
A good Garotte that
will protect your car
from any weather.
Observe--
PAINT-UP WEEK
Use—
HANNA'S
BUILD A :MODERN
HOME . . .
To Your Tastes!
Build a modern home this year. The kind you have always
wanted, with the living room just where you have always Wanted it;
but never able to have. One with Modern plans that give ample closet
space and built-in features and conveniences.
• *
Building will be_eaaier and cheaper this year than next, for
the building program the nation over is on the increase. And this in-
crease will force building costs upward.
REMODEL THIS YEAR
planning to build. See the new
ing attic -space into 'lovely and
are the thing for renewing your
show you and explain to you its
modeling. It is insulating.
if you own your home and are not.
Masonite Board that makes remodel-
comfortable bedrooms. Other types
bathroom. Visit our office and let us
'many possibilities in _building and re-
MURRAY UM CO.
PHONE '272
Incorporated
DEPOT STREET
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•
•
•
•
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•
•
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Joaa throat lieseired
A theatre perty was given in
honor of Miss Jean Shroat's eighth
birthday Monday, April 13. After
the show, refreshments were serv-
ed at Dale & Stubblefield Drug Co.
Guests were Rebecca Thurman,
George Ann Upchurch, Avenelle
Farmer, Betty Irene Shroat, Clara
Jane Miller, Joan Shroat.
Fidells Class Notes
The Fidelis Class of the First
Baptist Church met Friday, April
the 10th. at the home of Mrs.
Gholson on Olive street. Assist-
ing hosts were Mrs. Neva Waters,
Mrs. 0. C. Wells, Mrs. T. W. Craw-
ford.
Mrs. Hattie Bondurant led the
devotional. A business session was
held.
• A pleasant social hour followed
during which Sunshine Friends
were revealed. Delightful refresh-
ments were served.
Present were Mrs. A. W. Willard,
Mrs. F. M. Perdue, Mrs. Neva
Waters, Mrs. Orvis Wells. Mrs.
Max Petway.
Miss Nellie M. Wyman, Mrs. Hat-
tie Bondurant, Mrs. Ira FOX, Mrs.
T. W. Crawford, Mrs. Joe Johns-
ton.
Mrs. Alvis Outland, Mrs. 0: B.
Irvan Sr., Mrs. Toy McCuiston,
Mrs. Elbert Lassiter, Mrs. Clifford
Phillips.
Mrs. W. C. Skinner, Mrs. Jabe
Outland, Mrs. Henry Beaman, Mrs.
Ghelsen, Mrs._ R. B. Parker Sr. .
. Mrs. .Sam P. Martin wadi' a
visitor.
• OP
General Meeting Of The
Woman's Club Is Held
The Murray Woman's Club had
the April general meeting Thurs-
day at the home of Mrs. Hall
Hood.
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger presided.
The entire club and department
voted fifty dollars as a donation
to the Red Cross to be used in the
tornado stricken area.
motion to back the County
Vulco-Soling
Dutch's Shoe Shop
Health Unit was unanimously
endorsed.
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger was elected
as a delegate to the state meeting
to be held in May at Harrodsburg.
Other delegates will be appointed.
Committee reports were heard.
Refreshments were served by the
Music Department.
There was a good attenadrice,
Mrs. Herbert Drennan Gives -
Easter Party
Mrs. Herbert Drennon entertain-
ed her Sunday School Class at
her home on Saturday afternoon.
John Daniel Lovett won the
prize for finding the most eggs;
and Pat Crawford and Sam Elliott
found the gulden eggs. Winners of
prizes in other contests were
Harold Gibbs. Doris Aycock, Phil
Crawford and Sara Ruth Rhodes.
Other tricks and games were en-
joyed.
Refreshments were served from
the dining table which was- 'Very
pretty with a Easter nest as a
centerpiece and decorations in the
pastel Raster colors.-
Present were Sara Ruth Rhodes,
Doris Aycock, Martha Sue Cun-
ningham, Frances Rowland, Jean
Doran, John Daniel Lovett, Pat
Crawford, Phil Crawford, Harold
Gibbs, Sam Elliott, Rodney Dress-
non.
Mrs. Russel Blemker had her
bridge club on Monday.
Mrs. John King was a guest and
had high score..
' Punch and wafers were served.
Mrs. Bradburn Hale
Host
Last Saturday afternoon Mrs.
Bradburn Hale entertained with a
bridal shower in honor ef Mrs.
Mason 'McKee' at her home on
Poplar street. Dainty refreshments,
carrying out the Easter motif were
served to the guests.
The guest list included Mrs.
Mason McKee', Mrs. Guy Rudd,
Mrs. Henry Rudd and son Bobby
Glen, Mrs. Alvin Walston, Mrs.
Billie McKeel, Mrs. Harold How-
ard, Mrs. R. L. Wer.d, Miss Modest
Clark, Miss Dulcie Mae Swann.
Miss Mary McNeely. Miss Sallie
Howard and Mrs. Bradburn Hale.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Charles Sexton, Mrs. Mary Smith,
Miss Reba Ford, and Miss Modell
Miller.
Dodd-Coltbarp,
Edwards-Emerson
Announcement has been made of
the double marriage of Miss Nova
Dodd, of Murray. and Marvin J.
Coltharp, of near Wing°, and Miss
Lucille Edwards and Darius Emer-
son of Lynnville. The ceremony
was read. at 4 o'clock Saturday
afternoon, April 11, in the study
P. •  • • .r.• •
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of the Rev. W. A. Butler, in Mar-
tin, Tenn., with the Rev. Butler
officiating.
Mrs. Coltharp is the dangister ef
Mr. and 14rs. Ctido Dodd. She
wig imednined frau Wear High
Schaal. mid Doriase. Suainess Col-
lage at Pachrah. ASO orior to her
magrisign was employed in the
KERA office here.
Mr.. Emerson is the daughter of
Mr. and itit.o. Will Edwards. She
is WWII* in Murray having re-
cently been employed by the a A.
MuEiroy Co. here. While living
in Murray, she resided with her
sister, Mrs. Carney Hendon.
The grooms are former students
of Murray College.
For the Wedding Mrs. C.oltharp
*ore a tailored model of cerulean
blue crepe with navy accessories.
Mrs. Emerson was also attired in
a light shade of blue with acces-
sories of grey.
The young couples will make
their homes in Graves county.
Mrs. A. C. Sheftos .
Honored
Mrs. A. C. Shelton wayhohored
by her children and grand-children
on her 88th birthday April 7 at the
home of her daughter, Mrs. Geo.
Coles. Mrs. Shelton is the widow
of the late Eld. T. L. Shelton.
At the noon hour a beautiful
lunch was spread.
The honoree was the recepient
of many lovely gifts.
Mrs. Wilson is till very active
and told each one she could not
express the joy she had that day.
In the afternootr her son, Eld.
T. G. Shelton, made a talk on
"Answer to Prayer". Music was a
feature of the day.
Those included were as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Shelton and
children Cletus, Vests, Holland
and T. G., Mr. and Mrs. George
Coles .and children Doris and
Hubert.
Eld. T. G. and Mrs. Shelton and
children, R. G. and.. Jane of Har-
rodsburg, Mrs. Vera Fosberg and
children, Mildred, Geneva, Anna,
Charles- and Charlene of Lone
Oak.
Mrs. W. D. McFadden of Louis-
ville, Mr. and Mrs. Genie Adams
a St. Louis, Mr. 'and Mrs. Clifford
Phillips and children Hoyt, Augus-
tus, Carlisle, Ruth and Dess of
Murray.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Conner and
daughter Shirley, Ann of Paducah.
Mr. and Mrs. Harry Coles and son
Bobby. Miss Marie Phillips and
friend Mizell Jeffrey, Hilman Cole,
Evelyn Cooper.
Mrs. Susie Lassiter, Mrs. Bettie
Phillips, Mrs. Elsworth Williams
and Christine, Earnest Courtney of
Lone Oak. Mr. and Mrs. James
,Foster Mr. and Mrs. Theora Allen
and children, Mrs. A. C. Shelton.
Mettle Bella Hays
Circle Meets
Misses Oneida and Emily Wear
were hosts to the Mattie Belle
Hays Missionary Circle Monday
evening at their home.
Mrs. Will Moore Beale, a visit-
or, and a large number of mem-
bers were present for the follow-
ing program:
Leader—Mrs. Garnett Jones.
DevDtipnal, Mrs. 0. K. Bennett.
Meditation, Mrs. L. J. Hortin.
AFTER EASTER SALE
Store-Wide Mark-Down
ON ALL ODD LOTS
68 Men's Suits To Close Out!
53 Boys' Suits To Close Out!
It is my desire to discontinue handling Men's Cloth-
ing for lack of room.
Now is your. chance to buy suits at a bargain.
Basement department for Work Clothes, Shoes,
Straw Hats, House Furnishings.
Ladies Ready To Wear Dept'
Mrs. Fred James, Manager
PRICES REDUCED ON
Spring Coats and Suits
Many Bargains in Dresses and Millinery
T. 0. TURNER
•
A scene from 'THE VOICE OF BUGLE ANN," starring Lionel
Barrymore and Maureen O'Sullivan. It will be seen on the Capitol
Theatre screen Tuesday and Wednesday.
"The People's House", Mrs. Gar-
nett Jones,
After the program Sunshine
friends were revealed by each
member reading a personal letter
which had been previously sent by
the friend.
The May meeting will be held
at the home pf Mrs. Walter Boone
with Mrs. Boone and Mrs. Thonlas
Banks as hosts. Miss Kathleen
Patterson will be the program
leader.
Lovely refreshments were served
by the hosts.
fetenan.„
The J. N. Williams Chapter will
meet at the home of Mrs. G. B.
Scott Wednesday, April =, at 2:30.
Miss Eunice Oury leader.
B. And P. W. Chili
Entertained
Mrs. A. F. Doran and Mrs.
Calista Buttereforten Jones enter-
tained the Business and Profes-
sional Women's Club with a bidet
supper last Thursday evening,
April 9, at the lovely Doran home
on Mayfinici Highway.
, The Easter motif was carried out
in the delightful menu and the
Easter season was further erripha-
sized in the charmingly decorated
rooms, the Easter lilly predomin-
ating while other spring flowers
added to the enticing appearance
of the home..
The guest list included Mrs.
Annie Wear, Mrs. G. B. Scott, >Ira
WAR Jones, Mrs. Ethel Bowden,
Mrs. Carmen Miller, Mies Katie
Martin, MTV Cleo Gillis Hester,
Mrs. Lou Doran. Mrs.. B. F. Berry,
Mrs. Bun Crawford, Miss Erie
Keys. Mies Roberta Whitnah, Kiss
Bessie Brandon, Mrs.. Lois Water-
field, Mrs. Calista autterwortb
Jones, Mrs. Laurine Outland, Mrs.
R. M. Pollard, lksa Naomi -Maple.
The hosts were sapiated is serving
by Miss Gertrude Paschall.
Enjoyable contests isrecodod and
followed supper. Mrs. Cleo Hes-
ter and Mrs. G. B. Scott were win-
ners in the contests. Mrs. Scott
received a miniature pot plant, and
Mrs. pester, was presented with a
lovely Easter basket, while Miss
Maple received a beautiful guest
prize. The party really assumed
the features of a house warming 
ing. The setting was one of the
as the entire new home was 
prettiest in many and a lovely oc-
thrown open for the admiration 
casion was reported by all. The
of the guests. Nothing was lack., 
sophomores are proud of their re-
Topic: "Pioneers of the King-
dom".
The following program was
presented:
Hymn—"The Kingdom Is Corn-
ing."
Miss Fannie E. S. Heck, Pioneer
of the W. M. U., Mrs. Robbie Mils-
lead.
Dr. I. Tfl Tichenor Pioneer of
Home Missions, Mrs. Mary Turn-
bow.
Dr. R. H. Graves, Pioneer of
Foreign Missions, Mrs. Hawley.
The Pioneer Spirit, Mrs. Pearl
Wilsonntend Mrs. Notie Miller.
Hymn—Come Women Wide, Pro-
claim.
Closing prayer, Mrs. Mary Turn-
bow.
A short business session was
held.
Eleven members and one visitor,
Mrs. Lester Wilson, were present.
nag in the delightful hospitality of
-the hosts.
The museum of Master Harold
Glenn Doran, son of the host, was
one of the most enjoyable features
of the inspection of the home,
• • • • •
Hazel Society
Meela -
The Baptist Women's Missionary
Society of Hazel met Tuesday
afternoon at the church and held
their regular meeting of the Royal.
service.
The, meeting opened at 2 o'clock
by singing a hymn.
Devotional. Mrs. blyrt Osborn.
&enure reading Matt. 13:31, 32.
Brewer-bteCalinn-
Wedding
'Announcement has been made of
the marriage cif Miss Nitaree
Brewer and Hoyt McCallon which
took place Monday, April 8, at the
Methodist church in Vienna., Ill.,
with the Reverend Bitteson reading
the ceremony. They were at-
tended by Miss Fairra Edwards
and Bud l McCallon, brother of
the groom.
Mrs. McCall= was attired in a
suit of gray with harmonizing ac-
cessories. Miss Edwards wore
light blue. The groom was dressed
in dark blue and the best man in
xford gray.
The bride is the attractive
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Clay
Brewer. The groom is the Son of
Mr. and Mrs. H. E. McCallon.
Both Mr. and Mrs. McCallon are
popular among a wide circle, of
friends who are extending their
congratulations to the happy
couple.
They will make their' home with
the bride's parents near Penny.
• • •
SOO Dance Monday.
The Murray State College Soph-
omores entertained with a dance
Monday evening in the girls gym-
nasium in the Liberal Arts build-
eord for sponsoring successful
dances and their decorations are
always superb. , The entire ceiling
of the large hall was draped in
flowing crepe colors and beauti-
fully lighted. Le Roy Offerman
and his orchestra furnished the
music. Miss Evelyn Linn and Prof.
R. A. Johnston are sponsors.
• • • •
Illeme and Garden Departmeate
Meet Tuesday.
The Home and Garden Depart-
ments had their last meeting to-
gether on -Thursday at the home of
Mrs. W. H. Mason. Assisting hosts
were Mrs E. B. Ludwick. Mrs. B.
V. Berry, Mrs. C. H. Bradley, Mrs.
4Powelmosiamagor
use) HONOR
CAR ROLL
- 1936
Look over our Honor Roll List today—Trade-
ins for the new 1936 Chevrolet has left s with a
number of the best used cars'—
Your assurance is the Chevrolet 0. K.
that Counts — — Everything checked!
-PORTER MOTOR COMPANY
4 PHONE 97
(Incorporated)
WEST MAIN
Tempt j3eriry, and MO. George
Sart.
A pager prepared by lifin Vir-
pima HAY 011 "Eastiscity's Moun-
tain Linn* Festival' was read by
Mrs. Comoros Hart. Mrs. L. J. Her-
tie. assisted by Mrs F. Z. Crair•
ford, gave in story, pietgras,iiii
wag, "The Americao Talk SOK
Festival." A display of ammo
was pretested by Mrs. A,rtbor
Firmer, 11431. Frank Berry and
Mrs. C. B. Ford.
Officers were elected as fol-
lows:
Garden Department—Chairman,
Mrs. F. E. Crawford; vice dtair-
man, Mrs. N. P. Rubio*. secretary,
Mrs. L. J. Hortin; treasurer, Mrs.
C. A. Hale.
Home Department --11 Chairman,
Mrs. R. A. Johnston; vice chair-
man, Mrs. A. F. Doran; treasurer,
Mrs. L. D. Hale, secretary, Mrs. B.
F. Scherffius.
Lovely refreshments were eery-
ed.
Mrs. Rudy Tyree
Ilessred
On April 3 the Birthday Club
honored Mrs. Rudy Tyree with a
buffet supper followed by a hand-
kerchief shower in the Nurses Din-
ing room at the Keys-Houston
Clinic.
The long dining table held at its
center piece a large, white Angie
food cake bedecked with yellow
narcisis.
Those present were Mrs. H. B.
Bailey, Mrs. 0. K. Bennett, Mrs.
Ronald Churchill, Mrs. Clete Farm-
er, Mrs. Pete Farmer, Mrs. John
Farmer, Mrs. Robert Jones, Mrs.
Garnett Jones, Miss Estelle Hous-
ton, Mrs. Burgess Parker Jr., Mrs.
John Ryan, Mrs. Graves Sledd,
Mrs.. Myrtle Wall, Mrs. Gingles
Wallis and Mrs. John Wintnell.
do *lies of deo soeisti oxiiressed
their appredstIgis to Sri. Robin-
ette and tbs Wigs Who had ao
wcadadsitly entertained lite so-
Goshen Society Meets
Tuesday
The Presbyterian ladies of the
North_Ple,asant Grov_n. Churcli. net-
tertained the Goshen Missionary-
Society with an all day meet at the
home -of- Mrs. Oscar Robinson, on
Tuesday, April 7.
The morning was spent in doing
needle work and visiting with each
other. At the noon hour a de-
licious lunch was served, after
which the following program was
given:
Song.
Scripture lesson from Act 9:36-42,
Mrs. Roy Graham.
Prayer. Mrs. J. E. Waldrop.
Meditation, "Here Am I Given",
Mrs. Johnnye Walker.
Quotations. Mrs. J. E. Waldrop,
Mrs. Lewis Harding. Mrs. Roy Gra-
ham, Mrs. Tom Jones, Mrs. Conn
Moore, Mrs. Otte Swann, Mrs. Rob-
bie Robinson, and Miss Christine
Graham.
Talk, "A People's House Retire-
ment and Relief Fund", Mrs. Char-
lie Cain.
Talk, from The World Out-
look, Mrs. Harbard Jetton.
Reading, "The Ethiopian War
and Ensley Community", Mrs. Har-
ry Jones.
Talk, -Resurrection'', Mrs. John-
aye Walker.
Song, "Jesus Calls Us."
Benediction, Mrs. L. Z. Hurley.
After the program was over all
The. Methodist Junior League
had a eleittle lighting Easter ser-
vice on Sunday evening.
Garnett Jones was leader and
scripture verses were given by the
girls. Marion Seharborough gave
a special Easter Bible reading and
Welts Lovett read "Discovery' by
Kagawa.
Mrs. R. A. Johnston made a
splendid talk.
Easter hymns were sung.
Music Club To Meet
Tuesday
The Music Club will meet Tues-
day night, April 21, at the home
of Mrs. L. it. Putnam. The hour
is 7.30 o'clock.
lissellaa 8. 8. Class
Meets 4ty
The Euzelian S. S. pima mid
Monday evening at ill% hone of
Mrs. John Whitnell with Mrs. Rudy
Tyree and Mrs. Ivan Rudolph as-
sisting host*.
Mrs. Goldie Orr was leader of
the devotional and Mrs. Barber
lecEarath led ,in prayer. Mrs.
Hugh McElrath gave a book re-
view on Palestine.
A box was packed for an orphan
at the Glendale Orphans Hume.
A pleasant social hour followed.
• • • • •
Circle No. 2 of the M. E. Mis-
sionary Society will meet Tues-
day afternoon at 2:30 at the home
of Mrs. Joe Baker.
Tigers Defeat
Union City 18-6
••••1.- -...••••••1
,
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the second frame, licDainel, .1,1nion
eftr .1telL diced off right 4ack1e
cosoi tho boo. No fliebeit`ipaicit
vas ends.
The Tiger, scored twee. $I the
thud half. McNutt.
back, hit the Center for 0- yards
and a tally. Ram); AillwittlIT, kit
the spot tight late In Aisolgeiss by
twisting and digging off left %Bids
to gat into the dear and ram 00
yam& for the bnal marker ortiso
Smite.
The Tigers neemlated a two
week's spring praetice drill re-
cently and scheduled a mate with
the Tennesseans at that tting hut
it was called off on account ut Use
weather.
The Murray Tigers defeated
Union City here Tuesday after-
noou 184 in a practice gaine.
Coach In:Aland was highly pleased
with the game and stated that it
gave him opportunity to give
worthwhile instructions. Both
coaches were on the field direct-
ing play and pointing out mis-
takes of players.
With six minutes of the first
quarter Benny Allbritten tossed a
beautiful pass to Humphreys for
Murray's first marker. -Early in
FIRST BAPTIST CHILBC21
-Preaching morning and evesing
by the pastor. Morning subiecti
"A.11 EVERY MEMBER
Evening subject: "A VOICE FROM
BEYOND THE GRAVE".
Bussiay, School every. Sunday
okuraihg at 9:30, with classes, Jos
nW ague. taut by solonahdli,
triaged, chers, and chreensit by
WOW. lailticem Dr. Hugh Mnlifeae
FJxa flenafgaiendent.
Ilkid-mek service every Wednes-
day smudiat -at 7-1111, this is coo 01
the most important meetings 011
the entire church program. Come
and bring your family. friends and
neighbors.
B. T. U. every Sunday evening
at 6:45. Each Union renders a
very fine upbuilding anct uplifting
program in their respective rooms.
The B. T. U. true to its name is
Baptist Training Union. It de.
serves the most loyal support of
the entire membership all the
tine. Ronald Churchill, director.
A cordial invitation is extended
by church and pastor to the people
of Murray and *adjacent communi-
ties to worship with us whf.re
hearty welcome, is in waiting.
Save on
Permanents
All next week
(Except Saturday)
$2.00
Others at
$2.95 $4.00
$5.00 and
$6.50 .
Phone 270
BAYEUX'S TO .SPEAK
A
Wannoli Rayburn will deliver the
commencement address at c.owes
High School it has been annesiaced
by the principal Esco Gunter: The
baccalaureate sermond will be de-
livered by Dr. D. W. Perry, lethal
College, MeKenzie.
4 -Pt
Read tho Cl/wetted CoItcp.
0.,1111
Mai Donne Beauty;
Shop
Piss. Veneta Sexton
Mrs. Louise Turner
4••••••NowallEVIIIi!..1.01111•11•1•111.1.
Automobile mechanics use and praise DX and
D-X Ethyl. They know that modern engines
require the upper-cylinder lubrication pi:prideti
only by these exclusively different fuels. Your car
will perform better on D-X and DX Ethyk
Make a trial purchase today — under the
money-back terms of. the Diamond Trial Bond.
"Ahead of ties Parade" 41/ir
MID-CONTINENT PETROLEUM CORPORATION - 
T. 1K
land DX ETHYL aria/ 'ars'
pazie DIAMOND 760 Motor Oil f'ic'c
D-X AND OTHER DIAMONDPRODUCTS ARE DISTRIBUTED IN THIS TERRITORY BY:
JACKSON PURCHASE OIL CO.
.r..•••••••
S.
1
•
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HAZEL NEWS
•MO,
311111KOlga Kelly Frernon and lit-
tle George Elbert and Jim-
sale of Knoxville. Tenn., are here
wisifink her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
DrKelly.
MAP Mildred Miller spent the
week end in Hazel visiting her
relatives.
Mrs. Wm. Hull and daughters,
Barbara and Ann of Parts. Tenn..
were week end guests in the
home of her brother, 0. B. Turn-
bow, and family.
Mrs. Sallie St. John visited her
brother, Willie Hatcher and fam-
ily near Elm Grove Sunday after-
noon.
Miss Lula Paschall of Paryear.
Tenn, is in Hazel this week guest
Of her Eisler, Mrs. W. .D. Kelly.
Miss Reba Mai Dunn. who is
attending school in Gleason, spent.
to. week end in Easel with her'
parents, the Rev. and Mrs. K. G.
Dunn.
Mrs. Jack Kelly is confined to
her room this week -with mumps.
Mr. and Mrs. C. B. White of near
Bowling Green are in Hazel visit-
ing their parents Mrs. Nola Whit-
nell and Mr. and Mrs. Ben White.
Miss Eddie Lamb of Louisville
spent a fe* days recently with her
mother. Mrs. Sallie Lamb.
ai Mr. and Mrs. 0. L. Peeler and
daughters, Peggie, Patricia. and
Mary of Nashville. Tenn.. spent a
'• few days last week in the home
of Mrs. Peeler's father, H. I.
Neely sad Mrs. Neely.
Mrs. Humphreys Keys of Mir-
. .s ray was in Hazel Monday on bust-
,,.end Mrs. -Albert pool*, and
James Edwards of near Murray.
were guests of their parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Leland Morris in North
Hazel. :
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Morris were
In Murray Monday afternoon.
Dr. and BIT. aillia• amid
daughter of Prbvidence, wet
in Hazel Sunday and Monday to
visit Mrs. Ellis' mother, Mrs.
rile White:
,--and-Mrs- Will_
the week end in Paducah guests
of their raughter, Mrs. Richard
Terrel and Mr. Terrel.
Mrs. Shell Tylor was in PariS
-lest Wednesday. '
Mr. and Mrs. Frank Kuykendall
---....--- -
of tale Oak Grave section were in
Hazel Monday. r,
Mr and Mrs Ted Broach were
in Murray shopping Monday.
Mr. and Mrs. E. M. Mason and
Charlie Allbritten were 4Murrey•
visitors Monday afternoon.
Mrs. Estell • France and sister.
Miss Eddy Lamb, were Memphis
visitors last week.
Otho •Turner. Aubrey Shrader.
Jesse Patterson, 0. B. numbow,
H. I. Neely and Colman Hurt were
in Murray Monday..
Aar. and Mrs. Lewis Brown of
Paducah were tn Hazel Sunday to
visit Mrs. Brown's parents. Mr.
and Mai. All, s Wilson and sis-
ter. Mrs. Elie McLeod, and Mr.
McLeod.
Dr. William`Mason and William
Maddox of Murray were in Hazel
Monday morning a few hours on
hitsineas 
Mr. and Mrs. Galon Brandon of
Paris were in Hazel Monday to
-eisit--Mrs, Brandon's parents. Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Patterson.
Mr. and Mrs. Owen Brandon and
sons, Ted Clanton and Max.-
and Mrs. D. N. White motored
over to Paducah Sunday to see the
high waters.
Mr. and Mrs. Orville Jenkins
and visitors. Mr. and Mrs. Gus
Farley off, Murray were in Paducah
Sunday.
Miss Julia- -Frances Curd and
Miss Louise Lamb were in Paris
Monday.
Mts. Charlie Allbritten is con-
fined to,her room in south Hazel
with illness.
Edd Thompson of Paducah was
in Hazel Tuesday on business. ,
Dr. and Mrs. L G. Colley and
daughter. Miss Ruth. and Misses
Janie Solley and 011ie Mai Pryor
Farmington.oV  were dinner guests
of Mr. and Mrs. Jake Mayer Sun-
day. • ,
Dr. Jacob Mayer of Mayfield was
here Sunday. afte9toon to visit
his 'parents. Mn-- mat --Ws. Jake
Mayer.
t• Mr. and Mrs. yernon James and
little - son Jimmie.- spent the week
end-in Murray -City: --Tenn,- with. -
relatives arid friends.
• Mrs. Lona Henley was called to
the home-al her-aughter,
Gladys Rosberry. 'near Murray.
on account of illness.
Mrs. C. Maddox and baby Wy-
tona Sue of Murray. spent two
alights ahd days with Mrs. Floyd
-Fudge last week.
Mildred Singleton and mother,
Mrs. Mary Singleton, returned
home April 2 from Russellville.
Ky.. where Miss Singleton has
been employed for the last' six
months by the KERA as relief
worker in Logan and Simpson
counties. They plan to spend the
Tuinaser - in Hazel.
Mr. and -Mrs Dumas Clanton.
Mr. and Mrs. W. D. Kelly and
Mrs. Olga Fremon and children.
George Elbert and Jimmie who
are visiting her parents were in
Paducah. Sunday to visit the Rev.
and Mrs. J. E. Underwood.
James Pat, the little son of Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Hendricks was car-
ried to the Mason Hospital Monday
'morning for an operation. Ampu-
tation of the leg was necessary.
He stood the operation fine and
is doing nicely at this time.
Mr. and Mrs. D. N. White were
in Murray Tuesday on business.
Mrs. Lon Dunn and Mrs. Bond
Lax left April 9 for their home in
Detroit, Mich.. after several week**
visit with their .parents, Mr. and
Mrs. Bill Bailey. and Mr. and Mrs.
Joe Dunn. They were accompa-
nied by Mrs. Dunn's sister. Miss
Bertha Bailey and a friend Miss
Gladioli Bulbs
15c to 45c dozen. Best va-
rieties-no, junk.
W. Penn Roberts 
CALL 46
We handle all kinds of
STAPLE AND FANCY
GROCERIES
Also small line of Hard-
ware. fiehool Supplies
and Notions
• and
GAS and OIL .
We pay highest market
price for all Country
Produce
Your trade will be highly
appreciated
W. C. FARMER &
SON
WE MUST
COLLECT!
With the dissolution of the firm of Frazee,
Berry & Melugin, there remains much business
handled by the firm that has not been collected.,
In order to get this business settled with our
companies oh or before April 30," we must ask yOur
full co-operation
BY PAYING -1.1S-1FOR POLICIES
Dated previous to April1;1936.
• If it is impogible fo pay your account in full,
we assure you that a substantial payment on same
will be grealy appreciated. '
Detailed itemized statement of your account
will be gladly furnishtd you upon request. You _
need only call 331 fpr any information desired
concerning your account oi'any other.detail of yciur
business with this office_ .
Again we wish to thank you for all past fa-
vors and patrbnage.
Frazee & Melugin
'It Does Make a Difference Who Writes
Your Insurance
••••••1111••••••••-••••••
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Mary Newton who will visit with
ahem a few weeks.
R. W. Greene and R. 0. Wil-
ford, officials of the Kentucky-
Tennessee Clay Co., of Mayfield,
were in Hazel Monday on business.
Mi. and Mrs. Kennith Grogan
spent first part of the week in
Hazel with Mrs. Grogan's father,
N. G. Wall.
Lon Underwood was in Murray
-Tuesday.
Mrs. Gladys Hargrove of Mur-
ray and Mrs. Ruby Cochran of
Kirksey were in Hazel Saturday to
visit their parents. Mr. and Mrs.
E. D. Hurt.
Little Miss Joyce Mae Hill of
Mayfield spent the Easter holidays
with her grandparents. Mr. and
Mrs. N. G. Hill.
Mrs. K. B. Osborn of Paris
spent Tuesday and Wednesday
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs. N,
G. Hill.
•a.
.
rS050P11,70C„Q.4--Aysqp.
COUNTY AGENT NOTES
Orow-Viner Tebeeee
Russell Hunt, tobacco specialist
of the College' at Agriculture, Uni-
versity of Kentucky, will be in
Calloway county April 20,. 21, 22
to assist the county agent in his
tobacco work._ Mr. Hunt will give
nine talks on Dark-Fired tobacco.
The agent has arranged the follow-
ing meetings for these tobacco
talks:
Apr. 20. Monday, Lynn Grove
school. 930 a. m.
Apr. 20. Monday. Backusburg
school. 2 p. m.
Apr. 20. Monday, Kirksey school,
7 f). m. aaa
Apr. 21. Tuesday. Blakley school,
9:30 m. '
Apr. 21, Tuesday, Faxon school,
2 p. in.
Apr. 22. Wednesday. Concord
school. 9:30 a. m.
-Apr. 22. Wednesday. Smother-
man school. 2 p. m.
Apr. 22. Wednesday, Hazel
school, 7 p. m.
The _above meetings are at com-
munity teeters that have a defi-
nite program of work outlined for
136. Thisa part of their out-
lined program.-
No Contract With New Soil
Program
There is no contract in connec-
tion with the new soil con,serva-
tion program, points out a state-
ment from the University of Ken-
tucky College of Agriculture. In
other words, cooperation by farm-
ers will be voluntary.
There are two forms for the
farmer to fill out. One is the
work sheet, to be used in establish-
ing a base, and in which are list-
ed the acreages of the various
crops on -the farm. The other
form is an application to be made
later in the year for payment for
compliance.
The first step that a farmer
takes in qualifying to participate
in the Program is that of filling
out the work sheet to establish a
soil-depleting be One base is
established for tobacco, one for
cotton and another base for all
other crops. _
The tobacco base -ts that estab-
lished for 1936-39, under the AAA
program or in the case of a non-
signer the acreage ordinarily
grown, subject to such adjustments
as the local committee may make.
For other crops the base is the
acreage grown., in 1935, adjusted
by the local committee.
Under the new program a farmer
may shift up to 30 per cent of his
tobacco' base acreage into soil-
buildiag crops and receive a pay-
ment of 5 cents a pound for his
normal yield of burley and 3aa
cents for dark tobacco oritahe land
shifted from tobacco production.
In the case of corn and small
grains, sweet sorghum, soybeans
harvested for hay and seed, pota-
toes and sweet potatoes and other
soil-edpieting crops, farmers will
receive payments per acre accord-
ing to „the ratio of productivity as
compared to an average of $10 an
acre for the whole country. A
shift in these acreages may be
made up to 15 per cent of the base.
The foregoing payments are
known as soil-conservinfi or idver-
sion payments. In addition, a
farmer may obtain a payment for
planting practices. The rate of
this payment will be recommended
by the State Committee, but the
total soil-building payment" for
each farm cannot exceed $1.00 for
each acre of crop land on the farm
used in 1936 for soil-building and
soil-conserving purposes.
Farmers cooperating in the new
program will not be required to
shift 30 per cent of their tobacco
Elle acreage of 15 per. cent of the
base of other crops to soil-con-
serving crops, but ,they must
have a total acreage in soil-build-
ing and soil-conserving uses on
their farms this year at lead- equal
to 20 per cent of the soil-deplet-
ing base, or divert the necessary
percentage receive
mum payments.
Another limitation fi that no
farmer will be paid for diverting
acreage unless he produces a sur-
Smoking and Drinking?
Watch Your Stomach!
For quick relief from indigestion
and upset stomach duet to excessive
-smoking arid drinking try Dr. Ern-
Adla Tablets. Sold on money-
back guarantee Leading. Drug-
tsts, In Hazel Tatrnbow Drug
•
1 A NEW JUNIOR tIALL OF FAME
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The selection of a new Junior
Hall of Fame is announced from
the University of Kentucky Col-
lege of Agriculture. It is com-
posed of 10 farm boys 'and girls,
winners of state championships in
the various 4-H club- -projeetsaThe-
club members and the projects in
which they excelled are: James B.
Thornton, Owen county. sheep;
Louis Hartung. Jefferson county,
,
wo,44,4
Ar/voc.
poultry: Mirmie latith Pyle. Chris-
tian County, canning; Mickey Ma-
lone. Campbell county. foods;
Charlotte Sanders, Garrard coun-
ty. baby beef; Noma Arnold. Jef-
ferson county, room improvement;
Greta Mass, Kenton county, clOthza
trig; A. Percy Adair, Bourbon
'bounty. swine; Ralph . Overfield,
'Henderson county, corn, and Alton
Napier. Allen county tobacco.
plus above the feria needs of -food
and feed.
The county agent will explain
this program each Saturday at 2
p. m. until further notice is given.
Each producer should make out
a work sheet and application for
this new program. There ' is no
obligation that must be lived up
tta in 193a One will be paid for
what he does but if cirearnstances
change during the year and he
fails to qualify there is nothing
binding to force him to comply.
If on the other hand he thinks
he can't comply for payment now
something' might happen to pre-
vent ,an expected crop. Without
the application being filed one
could not draw payment. There-
fore all producers should file ap-
plications and work sheets. To
make this easier for the produce
in making out the work sheet lie
should list all crop acreage, waste
land, woods, lots and lanes etc..
to total the same acreage as the
farm. acreage. He should have this
when he makes out the work
sheet. .
Utopia Club to Meet
Calloway county Utopia club
will meet Friday. April 24. at 8
p. m. This date has been changed
because of tale meetings of the
tobacco specialist that is to be at
Murray on. Tuesday night. Rural
young people who are 19 years
old are invited to join this group
of fine young people at This meet-
ing. This meeting will be in the
basement of the Methodist church.
More Males
According to information re-
ceived in the office of the county
agent Kentucky ranked 6th in
Women Who Have Pains
Try CARDUI Next Tune!
On account of poor nourishment.
many women suffer tatactionalsairos
I,Zarrsaimst: 
i.a4 Is
far oftV. 
that
It ear lwomelis aell lb• Mal it
6on• In hewn OD SOWNOMO iS. UMW 44
Womanly elhommiort. MM. Cols Yount of
joesvIlls. La., tribes: "lima suftertne •1113
IsTsinessr I bad mato s lot of palm
Which made ma nervosa look Cardul and
10und It balped ma In 4/Mrs am,' mating
Imo twolar Wad MoomOoM She pain This
quieted my nerves, matting MY health mud)
b•tter " - If Cardni doss not benefit
YOU. socaulli • phys3clan.
-WE GRIND
ANYTHING ...
from a plow point
up
'PRICE IS RIGHT
Come to See Us
J, C. BEAMAN
We shoe horses and the
price is always below
anybody
mule production last year. This
information also reveals that Cal-
loway county ranked 4th in the
State. This is a fine start. Keep
it going. Calloway county Farm
Bureau promises a Fair this fall 
There will be a class for young
m u les.
Calloway County Farm 'Bureau
Pretests Tobacco Tax
Calloway county Farm Bureau
joined the State Farm Bureau in
Its fight against the tobacco tax
as proposed as a revenue meas-
ure for Kentucky.' the Board of
,Directors met Saturday afternoon
and voted unamiously to oppose.
such 'tax because of its indirect in-
fluence on tobacco prices. -It' was
the belief of the board that heavier
tax on tobacco 'would lower the
price received by the farmer.
CLARKS RIVER NEWS
Moat everyone is glad to see
the sunshine once :again after the
iny weather.
Mrs. Connie Newsome is on the
sick list at this writing.
Mrs. Carlos Alexander is visit-
ing her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Hola
Ile Riley. this week. •
There was a nice crowd at Mt.
Olive Sunday to hear Bro. Arnett
and every one enjoyed his ser-
mon. He will be back the second
Sunday in May.
Mr, and Mrs. Murphy Bean and
son Galon arrived home from
Detroit yesterday.
Friends and relatives are glad
to see Mrs. Will Horrell able to
visit irrnong her neighbors.
Mrs. Hiram Riley is improving
at this -writing
Mrs. Mary Marine is improving
but little at this time.
The 12th annual poultry short
course will be given at the College
of Agriculture, Lexington. June
22-28. Prof. J. R. Smyth, former-
lyo f Kentucky. now head of the
poultry department at the Uni-
versity of Maine, will be one of
the speakers.
Sinking Spring
The weather is as good as could
be asked for at this writing.
, There was a large =wad. at,
tended Sunday School and church
at this place Sunday. Our pastor,
the Rev. J. J Gough, preached a
wonderful sermon. There were
In enrolled in Sunday School and
a collection of $19.36 was made.
We were glad to have with us
Mrs. Walls. Mrs. Gough's mother
who is near 90 years of age and is
as active as if she were only 70.
We were glad to learn that Mrs.
Lily Orr is improving from a re-
cent illness and hope she will soon
be able to be back at church
soon. Also glad that Horace Parks
is recovering from a nattack of
pneumonia.
"Uncle George" Windsor spent
Sunday in Paris visiting relatives
and friends and also called on his
laaightaaa_Ahn and Sill Windsor.
Mn B.-17. Miller is on the sick
list.
- Mrs.-Katie Pasehall and her sis-
ter, Mrs. Betty Cook of Brown's
Grove, spent Sunday with their
brother Bennie Lamb and family
of near Beach Grove.
Mrs. Jewel Wilkerson Is slowly
recovering from a severe attack of
gall stone.
Miss Ina Nell Wilkerson visited
her aunt. Mrs. C. A. Paschall of
Jones' Mill Monday.
A wedding of much interest was
that of Miss Lurene Erwin and R.
L. 'Cooper. Their many friends
wish them much happiness.
I hope to be with the "writers"
next week.-"Cuelhead".
Lynn Greve Hi'
The honor roll for the fifth six
weeks of school is as follows:
Seniors: .Dorothy Sue McNeely,
Isabell Stephens, Harry Cotham,
Margaret Howard, Nellie Ruth
Jones, Charlene Mayfield, Ophie
Lee. Miller, Willie Kelso, Richard
Boston, Carlos Erwin, Laura Hun-
ter, Robbie Erwin, Mildred Weath-
er. an' Ernest Jones. -
Jun' rs: Thelma Smith, Tennie
Wilson Rogers, Odine Swann.
Sophomores: Fanny Sue Jones,
Freshmen: Evelyn Lou Lock-
hart, Ruth Cole and Preston Coth-
am.'
Eighth grade: Mabel Wilson,
Mary Sue Miller, Margaret Key,
Fay Murdock.
Seventh grade: Kerney Hutch-
ens and Isabel Thomas.
"Prairie Rose", the junior play
sponsored by Miss Clark. will be
given, here Saturday e,vening April,
25. The play is a comedy-drama
of four acts.
The cast of the feature follows:
Silas Wilder, a deaf old ranch-
man. James Kelso.,
Dr. Robert Raymond, a young
Chicago physician. Fred Furches.
Mary Raymond, sister of Dr.
Raymond. Tennie Wilson Rogers.
Phillip Bryant, a wealthy young
lawyer of Chicago. J. R. Jones,
Archie Featherhead, a young
Chicago dude, Leon Tinsley,
Bill Biggs, a Kansas cowboy,
Leon Pogue.
Mose, Phillip Bryant's servant,
Milton Parks.
Mrs. Sarah Wilder, mother of
Rose. Ruth Pogue.
Lizy Jane Slocum, Silas' house-
keeper, later wife. Martha B. Har-
ris.
Dorothy Deane. Philip's sweet-
heart, later wife, Reba Mae Miller.
Agnes Raymond, Robert's de-
vorced wife. Rebecca Armstrong.
Rose Wilder, "Prairie . Rose",
daughter of Ralph, Ociine , Swann.
Monday the girls' softball' team
from Kirksey gave us an unex-
pected call and went home with
a victory to their honor. The game
ended with a score of 4-5. For
various reasons several of our
players were not in the field but
we hope to do better as the season
advances.
Among soil conservation meas-
ures to be adopted by Boyle coun-
ty farmers, is the reduction of
corn acreage to 8,000 or 10,000
acaes. which is felt to te adequate
for livestock uses. In 1919,- 22,000
acres were grown, and in 1935,
11,400.
SPOTLESS *TOWN!
Mcn and women who live in sAotless homes
always especially a?pteciate the Brown-this
small city of transient homes that really is a
-spotless town." When yot! arrive, notice the
cleanhoess of everything-the lobbies, the res-
taurants, the bed rooms. More than ever,
then appreciate The Brown!
THE BROWN HOTEL
W...4( .••••••••
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STATE
and
NATIONAL
HENDERSON, Ky., April 11-
Delegates from 13 western Ken-
tucky counties unanimously adop-
ted a resolution condemning the
Chandler administration's proposed
sales tax on cigarettes and tobac-
co after an address by Ben W.
Kilgore, executive secretary of
the Kentucky State Farm Bureau
federation, here this afternoon.
MAYFIELD, Ky., April 11-Wes-
tern Kentucky's new highway com-
missioner, Robert Humphries, was
at his desk at the commission's
office here this morning, for the
first time since his appointment to
the post several days ago.
WASHINGTON, Apr:1 12-Pro-
posals from three Latin-American
Governments that a League of
American Nations be formed to
preserve peace in the Western
Hemisphere were made public to-
day by the State Department.
WASHINGTON, April 13-Lead-
ers of the New Deal and of thea
most powerful labor union in the
world-the United Mine WorkerS
of America-have been working
secretly on substitute legislation
to be jammed through this session
of Congress if the Supreme Court
kills the Guffey Coal Control Act,
It was learned tonight.
WASHINGTON; April_ 12-Jimea
St. Beek, 75. Solicitor General of
the United States under Presidents
Harding tied Coolidge, and of
late years a bitter foe of the New
Deal, died suddenly at his home
here today.
FRANKFORT. Ky., April 12-A
mild, partly cloudy spring day
greeted the annual Easter egg
hunt on the State. Capitol grounds
today. Hundreds of children were
guests of-Mildred agat-Albort-Ben-
jamin Chandler. Jr.. children of
Gov. A. B. Chandler and Mrs.
Chandler, and Judith Johnson,
daughter of the Lieutenant Gov-
ernar and Mrs. Keen Johnson, at
the lawn party.
FRANKFORT, Ky., April 13-A
sudden and unexpected setback
was handed the legislative forces
of Governor Chandler today as
the House of Representatives de-
feated' the personal and corporate
income tax bill by which the
Governor hopes to obtain $3,000,-
000 of the $121100.000 he has asked
the General Assembly to raise-at
its current special session.
Rep. Bert Grogan, Calloway
county, supported the bill.
BALTIMORE. April 13-Pledging
new consideration to some of the
aims of now-dead NRA. President
Roosevelt put forward a tentative
suggestion tonight for limiting "ac-
tive working ages at both ends"
and giving jobs only to those be-
tween 18 and 65 years of age.
PADUCAH, Ky., April 13--Farm
Bureau directors from four Wes-
tern Kentucky counties met in the
McCracken county court house at
Paducah yesterday afternoon and
added their support to the move-
ment condemning Governor
Chandler's proposed sales tax on
tobacco and cigarettes.
TRENTON, N. J, April 13-
The New Jersey Assembly side-
tracked tonight a third move for
an investigation of the Lindbergh
kidnap-murder, voting 57 to 1 to
tattle the resolution of Assembly-
man Basil B. Bruno, Monmouth
Republican, for a general inquiry
into the crime.
Harris Grove
The big frost and freeze last
week killed most all the tomato
plants in and around Harris Grove.
Robert Waldrop lost a fine horse
one day last week.
Howard Paschall is very ill' with'
mumps.
Bill Laiiitair-Whn fon -61111r/WIr 
tured his hip-borne time ass, Is
now suffering with rheumatism.
Mr. and Mrs. Charley Williams
visited McNeely Elutes('
Sunday.
M. M. Levier 'and family had as
their Easter visitors their daugh-
fee Galciie and grandson. Rupert
Haneline of St. Louis.
Lendh Half is dressing his houses
up with a new coat of paint which
improves their looks a lot.
A. Y. ,McNeely and Bethel Pa.s-
chall have been summoned for
jury duty this week.
As news is scarce, so long until
later.-Tatler.
This is the first. time Knok coun-
ty merchants have not had to im-
port large quantities of hay, but
have been able to market home-
grown lespedeza for $15 a ton, re-
ports County Agent J. F. Moore.
Large acreages are being seeded
this year.
RUPTURE 
ShieldExpert
E. J. .Meinhardi, well known
Expert of Chicago, will person-
ally be at the Greystone Hotel,
Paris, Tenn., on Saturday only,
April 25th, from 1:00 P. M. to
000 P. M. and 6:00 P. M. to 800
P. M.
Ask, the Hotel Clerk for the
numbers of Mr. Meinhardi's
rooms. Only men are invited.
The Meinhardi Rupture Shield
retains the rupture on the av-
erage case regardless af size or
location-no matter how much
you exercise, lift or strain. The
Meinhardi Rupture Shield is
skillfully el to each indi-
vidual as a Dentist makes false
teeth. (No leg straps and no
cumbersome arrangements).
, It is waterproof, sanitary.
practically indestructible, and
may be worn while bathing or
sleeping (continuously day and
night) until no longer desired.
CAUTION-Beware of imita-
tors.who copy this notice. Re-
memberi the name MEINHARDI.
He has been coming here regu-
larly for fifteen years. Do not
neglect to see him on the above
date. No chew for demon-
stration. This visit is for white
people only.
Chicago Office, Pure Oil Bldg.
PURE MILK
Builds Sturdy Bodies
eHILDREN, playing actively all day long, barn
to up a lot of energy. This must be restored or
they will become weak and undernourished. Mo-
thers know from experience that milk is BEST and
CHEAPEST.
Give them plenty of milk-not only at meal-
time but any time during the day. Always in-
clude milk generously in their between meal
lunches. • -
Use Sunburst Pasteurized
RETURN MILK BOTTLES
When you buy a bottle ef milk, you assume an obit.
ration to see that the empty bottle is returned to the route
man or the grocery from which you bought the milk.
Murray Milk Products Co.
Telephone 191
la..
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WORLD FAMOUS
fletieully Advertised
Come Early. . . Act Quick!
SALE STARTSzy
?MADE OF KirciltitSITURDAY
Here's a sensational opportuniti! A value we probably will never be
able to offer again! The luxurious, super-etficient Sellers "Pride"
Kitchen Cabinet, complete with all fittings . . . AND .... a hand-
some 12-piece set of "White Rock" Acid-Resistant Enamelware
exactly as illustrated, BOTH at an amazing sale price. This startling
combination offer must be seen to be appreciated.
New Comfort FOR YOUR KITCHEN!
Enjoy the same comfort in your kitchen as in your living room.
Why put up with old-fashioned, time-sVaiting equipment when this
beautiful new Sellers Cabinet is so easy it? own? Do not delay!
Come in NOW, during Kitchen Comfort Week. Learn how
coriefortabk a Sellers-equipped kitchen can be!
,
OW 12-pc. Enamel Set
WITH each Sellers Cabinet, we
give FREE during sale, the 12-piece
set of utensils shown below. Each
piece is double-coated enamelware,
white with red trim, guaranteed
ACID RESISTANT. A genuine
$10.00 _value in retail stores—
FREE during this great event!
ALL 12 "Willitiiik" Enamel
5 QUART
SEAMLESS
TEAKETTLE
Lane *ponies
Easy to dee*
Genuine MO Value
"THAT
BEAUTIFUL NEW
SELLEXS 1S SURELY
A COMFORT TO MY
EYES-LOOKS SO
COLORFULLY
ALL
SELLERS
Kitchen Furniture In
Our Stock-Specially Priced This Week
See Gia Caftsfsiete Duststay,"
SELLERS
Utility
Closets
Breaklast
Set with BufFet
and China, in
met(' !.!
SELLERS
Masterereft
Ensemble
The finest
in kitchen
furniture
SELLERS
CABINET
UTIUTY
f Convenient
for storage
.4 •
SELLERS ECONOMY GROUP
Spaciops kitchen cabinet—with
Porceliron top. Drip leaf" table
and chairs to match. 'A dandy
lbw-prkett ensemblt. Ste Ithere.
1.
THE
"DISHMASTER"
Latest
out, it.nwation.
—Fib the-sink
"YES...,AND. IT'S A
COMFORT TO THE
EVERYTHIN
IS SO•COMPLETE AN
SO-EASY TO Roar
SELLERS
STEP S:TOOL
—In finishes to
match a ;net
SPECIAL
SALE
PRICE
COVER
SAUCE
POT-
7%qw. _
S
n . . . with 12-piece
U White Reek Enamel
Cooking
• Set Given fee
On SELLERS Kitchen Cabinets
have ALL these
great features:
•Baked-on Finishes
2 Chrondum Hardware
.3 Hon-warping Doors
4 Ad-metal Flour Bin
with "Fast-Fluffy" infer
5 Klear-front Curtain
iLibrdwood ihr011101011t.._
7 Stainless Porcellron Top
8 Automatic Base Shelf
9 Food-chopper Block
20 Non-jansming Drawers —14' 
11 Bakelite Drawer Pulls
1.2 Large Bread Box
with Cutting Board cover
13 Mouse and Dust Proof
14 Racks & Trays on Doors
15 AM-proof Casters
6.. AND. DON'T FORGET
YOUR SELLERS WILL
• BE A COMFORT TO
YOUR FEET-SAVES SO,
MANY STEPS EACH MEAL!
3ELLERS DOUBLETURPOSE
Stainless PORCELIRON
Concealed extension kel,za !or ebate
use—storir zNattra Pe oda
CABINET BASE
Mr eters stomp
OA table masa
10 QUART
ENAME
WATER
PAIL
to oistell
SELLERS Ouality
Work Table—with
Genuine Stainless
Porceliron Top—
iii sires and colors
LIBERAL
TRADE-IN ALLOWANCE
For Your Old Cabinet
For Kitchen Comfort Week, we offer
special, generous trade-in allowances on
your old kitchen ecuipment toward the
purchase of new Sellers Kitchen Furni-
ture. Use those outworn pieces as a down
payment—get true "kitchen comfort"
without waiting!
•
CONVENIENT TERMS
Our courteous credit plan makes it easy
"to modernize your kitchen or other roam /
overnight!. The regulaz payments will
t....te.a.ted. over a period to suit
convenience, in amounts so small you
will hardly notice them. Ask us about it.
SALE STARTS SATURDAY
With prices of furniture' going UP—
you won't want to miss this big sale.
Pleas .-NOW to come. We're expecting you!
CRASS FURNITURE Co.
• . - _ ... .
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ach Stetvart Pleased With
Football Squad At Murray
Declaring that the present spring
Iiitiaolioe is the best since the spring
of 12V—the some year of the SIAA
championship, Head Coach Roy
Stewirt today stated that he was
well pleased volh the way the
glitidars had performed in prac-
tice thus far. "For the first time
In three years the blockers are
mowing down the secondary." he
stated, "And when a team does
that. they ,are 'goiag place'
In referring to Edwin 'Haws"
Gelder, 215 pounder 'from Padu-
cah, he said "Gunter has shown
more improvement than any
playat, playing in a new position,
that 1 have worked with in three
years." It will be remembered
that "Hawg" Ave& _,Sh1lied tram,
center to guard because of the
graduation of a pair of senior
guards and _the _small number_Of
sodden- out for that position.'
Elmer Cochran. another Padu-
cahan and also a guard, came in
for some praise from the coach,
who stated -Elmer has -improved
100 per cent over last season. and
is one of the. best eta-ids out for
football this year." Cochran, a
sophomore, war among the first
four players who were dismissed
from practice because -of their ex-
cellent standing,. Land. Cook, and
Wright, • beings the othet three.
"We have some excellent back-
field material on hand and should
get somewhere in thio department,'
he went on. Here. it, will be noted
that many of the freshmen of last
fall are showing up welL .1. R.
sJughead" Mitebefl Clay: Claud
MeRaven. Clinton; john Jasper.
Fulton; Hugh Finley. Hickman;
and Bobbie Djck Nunn, Marion.
are some Of the froshs who are
making their presence known in
the backfield. -
Three Owensboro boys. Al-
an. end: Bill T',h,orriPson, a
back; 'and. Dennis Meander, a
_ guard see king good" in Prac-
tice iesekiis, and WM lave- a kit
to say about the- picking of a
starting - eleven next fall. Allison
and Thompgon.s, both sophomores
and each a veteran of last fall, will Virgil E. Windsor has been noti-
be a big help to the 'Brects in the field by the Post Office Depart-
coming campaign. Horiancier, a ment at Washington. D. C.. of his
freshman, has been "going -like a promotion in the Railway Service
house afire" and .vittl help in-the from grade 5 to grade 6. He will
line. Thompson, because ,of his be in charge of the postal Cars in
speed. can be used at any posi- the trains on which he runs, and
tion in the backfield. will be responsible' for the work-
_ Frank -Jones. Mayfield.—if looks
mean anything—will be a starter
at an end position next fall..Jones:
strong, fast, and brainy, who along
with Allison AN ,iieess
some -rear football. has also help-
ed to remove a few wrinkles from
the coaches' brows regarding the
terminal positions.
Of the veterans: Capt. Hender-
son. alt-cept. Miller, Curran, Gunt-
er, Organ. Fowler, aarchn. Cook,
land, Wright. Snyder. Neese, Tol-
son, Yarbrough, Herndon. and
Kiefer, too much cannot be said,
as all of these players have been
Working hard and each has been
showing up well.
THIS WEEK
LAST YEAR
(from Ledger k These nIes)
-
Judge J. W. Hamrick to be tried
ftir wrongful, conversion: criminal
court .docket _PefiriNC Oise. _
Home of Radio on air by Young
Men's Business club.
Yarbrough looms as football star.
Wells Overbey is admitted to
bar.
Sod Hawkins to open show.
' Softball °pent postponed a
week.
Teachers pay act held Invalid.
Funerals: Mrs. Bob Lassiter,
John W. Robbins. Mrs. Lucy Wil-
loughby. Mrs.. Nancy Fiser.
Grand jury attacks judge -and
jail._
Richard Mills goes to state spell-
ing bee.
Whistling in Dark to be present-
ed at college.
Marriage of Alberta Churchill
and Everett Jones.
*Boyd Gilbert -.ends year as head
of funeral directors of section.
Countiarts urged to treat wells
for health conditions.
tallowey County Futures Farm-
ers Organize.
. Pao) site May 3 as closing date.
Mrs. Hall Hood made chkirman
_
V. E. WINDSOR PROMOTED
ing of his crew.
Leslie county farmers have
bought several hundred pounds of
11.011014 144941lkaa seed for dem-
onstrations,
o/dciezsvnyi
est Office ---
IN ANCIENT ROME TaE POSTMAN WAS
CALCED A COURIER. IN EARLY AMERICA
THE POSTMAN WAS THE MASTER OF
tTHE POST WHERE HORSES WERE
CHANGED TO RELAY'
,THE MAILS. THE
POST OFFICE WAS
THE CENTRAL
OFFICE IN
CHARGE OF
;THE SCATTER-
ED POSTS
alaa• •alra
Those who have employed our services appre-
ciate the understanding and sincerity which is
shown. They also also speak highly of our fine
home and our, fair prices.
GILBERT DORON (DANE.
FUNERAL NONE
PHONE 19.5 -AMBULANCE fERVICE -MURRALKY.
TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET
DELIVERY PHONE 37
FVEIn THING TO EAT THAT IS GOOD
FLOUR—
Sno- Lite, high patent, 48 lbs.  $1.45c5
Sno Lite, high patent, 24 lbs.  
.7 
Kitchen Queen, 24 lbs. •  .83c
Gold Leaf World's Best, 24. lbs.  1E03
BROOMS: —
4-Tie Brooms 
5-Tie Brooms  • 
Heavy Brooms  49c
Regular Sc Box of Salt, 3 for   10c
Regular Sc Box of Arm & Hammer Soda, 3 for-r-. • 10c
Matches, 6 Boxes  ‘,  20c
Toilet Tissue, 1000 Sheets, 6 4or  25c
KELLOGG'S CEREALS-=-
2 Ben's Corn Flakes, 1 Wheat Krispies, 1 Pep,
45c value for  29c
Oleo, 21b.  25c
Grape Juice, Pint 19c; Quart   34c
MEAT MARKET
Best Brands Beef only; Smoked Sausage, Cold
Meat-1 Kraft -Cheese
Highest Market Pyices Paid for Eggs
Cream buying station in rear of 
store—Honest" 
Tsai,
highest prices. Paul Cargus operator.
PHQNE 37—
FRESHMEN WILL
PRESENT 4 PLAYS
Class to Sponsor Outstanding
Performances in Varied
Play Colleistion.
Dr. G. 'ruttier Hicks, sponsor of
the freshman class, announced this
Week that the class will present
its plays April 30.
Practice on the -four 1-act plays
has been under way for three
weeks. - The first play to be pre-
sented. "Objectolifitrimony", is lin
uproarious 'comedy, with a variety
of well-rounded parts. Letcher
Melton and Jeanne Covington
promise to give outstandingper-
formances in this laugh-a-second
farovoker.
"Honor", the next to be pre-
sented, is probably the most dra-
matic of any of the plays the col-
lege has ever presented. It is a
powerful drama of a woman's
'La Verne Call's) passion and her
love for her son (James Hunt). ,
"Bound To Come", the third of
the series, deals with a modern
take-off on the faculty and student
body of Murray College. In this
comedy you will see numerous.
faculty and sfudent body members
impersonated in "top- style. Berne
Driver, Marion, Edd Kellovs, liar-
din; Charlotte Jordon and Robby
Nelle Myers, Lynn Grove; will
give the teachers and students
-their just desserts".
"A Japanese Tea Party", the last
of the plays, is One of those color-
ful, tantalizing morsels, with good
music, lovely girls, and excellent
dancing. There will be a play
within a play in this presentation,
when 'The Stolen Prince" is given
in this delightful piece of enter-
tainment.
RABBI RAUCH TO
GIVE MSC ADDRESS
Dsrut_Asszaiss. MArtleki,
Give Baccalaureate
Sermon.
Rabbi Joseph Rauch. Temple
Adath Israel. Louisville. Ky.. will
deliver the commencement address
in the Murray College auditorium
on Tuesday. May 26, at 10 a. m.
Dr. David Ausmus, pastor of the
First Presbyterian Church of May-
field. Ky., will deliver the bacca-
laurate address on Sunday. May
24. at 3 p. m.
Final examinations for all stu-
dents except seniors will begin
Wednesday morning. May 27, at
o'clock and conttsee mei
noon Friday. May 29. .
Dr. J. H. Richmond. Murray
president, will preside and will
confer degrees on Murray's grad-
uates, This will mark the -first
Arne degrecr have ever been cen-
ferred at Murray by Dr. Richmond,
Tobacco Tax
Killed by-Vote
FRANKFORT, Ky, A_pril .15—
Tobacco tax opponents assembled
here by the hundreds from all over
the state saw the House of Repre-
sentatives reject Governor Chand-
ler's tepacco sales tax bill today.
Spurred on by applause, from a
gallery packed with deinlinstra-
tors carrying anti-tobacco tax ban-
ners, foes of the leaf levy pre-
vailed on each of half a dozen
roll-calls before dealing the Gov-
ernor's $1,500.000 revenue bill a
vital -blow. -by- adopting- an-. ad-
verse coMmittee report.
Administration leaders failed at
every turn to delay the defeat that
appeared inevitable at the start of
the session. A motion for a recess
after a committee of the whole
hearing lost. 54 to 22, and a mo-
tion to adjourrrustil tomorrow lost,
56 to 26. before the minority re-
port was adopted. 61 to 23, and
adjournment until Saturday ap-
proved, 46 to 37.
Calloway Representative Ben
Grogan voted for the minority re-
port in the house to kill the tax on
cigarettes and tobaccos.
Rapid Work On
Health Building
Despite the fact that weather
conditions have hindered rapid
work on the new $246000 health
building under construction at
Murray Suite College. the excava-
tion work hos been practically
Swann's GroceryI 
-
- •
24c
35c 2 Packages 10c Chips
*  Ile
24 lb. Guaranteed Flaw  tic
24 lb. High Patent Floor _ 117e-90e
Coffee, 0. K., fancy, lb.  20c
Sweet Bourbon Santos Coffee _ 15c
Get a supply before it advances—
Gallon Red Syrup _ide
Gallon White syrup ' Sic
Qt. Happy Vale Sour Pickles _ 15c
2 lb. Seed English Peas 25e
Balk Seed Beans and Butterbeans
7 lb. Navy Beans - 25e
10 lb. fine Granulated Sugar 4k
10 lb. Cane sugar   50e
50 lb. Can Pure Lard - .1423
Pint Grape Juice . •15e lad lie
Gal. Bed Fancy Apples  Hie
!Hickey Mouse Bowl FREE with
1 Package Grapenut Flakes and
Post Bran Flakes  2lie
Swamis Grocery
mitoses.-
CIRCULATION of The LEDGER & TIMES
April 13, 1936
City of Murray and College Addition 
Murray Route 1 
Murray Route 2 
Murray Route 3 
Murray Route 4 
Murray Route 5 
Murray Route 
Murray Route, 7 
Murray Route 8 
Town of Almo 
Almo Route 1 
Alm°, Route 2 
Town of Dexter 
Dexter Route 1
Town of Hazel 
Hazel Route 1
Hazel Route 2
Hazel Route 3
Kirksey Postoffice  
Kirksey Route 1 
' Kirksey Route 2' 
Lynn Grove Postoffice  .
Lynn Grove Route 1 
New Concord 
Newburg 
Redden 
Brandon 
Hamlin
Hymon • 
Knight ,
Farmington Routes in Calloway County
Benton Routes in Calloway County  
TOTAL CALLOWAY. COUNTY
Model, Tenn. 
Hardin, Ky.  .
Benton, Ky.  i. 
Paris, Tenn. 
Mayfield. Ky. 
Puryear, Tenn: 
Buchanan, Tenn 
Total Adjacent Trade Territory
State of Kentucky besides above, 
Tennessee besides above . •-..  -
Texas 
Michigan 
Illinois 
Florida 
Mixed States 
'Total foreigtfc irettratron 
GRAND TOTAL 2935
Per cent circulation it; county  85.2
Per cent circulation in trade territory  90
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
Personally Peeared before me this the 13th day of April, 1936, Joe
T. Lovett, pu her of The Ledger & Times, who takes oath that the
above state hot-the circulation of The Ledger & Times is true and
correct and that the average circulation of The Ledger & Times for the
past two years is not less-than the total shown above. '
JOE T. LOVETT.
Subscribed and stvol^n to before- ire this the 13th day of April, 1936.
JOIARY :NEALE,
flat Calloway County. court.
so....oso.
To verify any of these figures you are urged
to inquire of any postmaster or rural carrier in
Calloway County.
You are also invited to call at The Ledger &
Times office and count the mailing list your-
self.
410
• .
60
59
8
43
25
16
15
69
19
2463
12
15
14
18
20
19
107
123
54
11
60
19
14
84
365
•
completed and 'the foundation
forms are almost finished.
As far as students are concerned,
one of the main features of the
building is the indoor swimming
pool, to be 90 feet long and 36
feet wide, second in size only to
that of Louisiana State University
among the schools of the South.
The swimming pool and the
women's gymnasium will be locat-
ed on the ground floor. On the
second floor will be the men's
gym, while rooms for boxing,
wrestling,. and handball will be
found on third floor. Also in the
building will be offices for in-
structors and coaches, and class-
rooms for all health, hygiene, and
physical education classes.
T, L. SMITH PURE FOOD STORE
Today the Dionne Quins had Quaker Oats
10 Lbs. Sugar .. 50c
No, 2 1-2 Pineapple 20c
3 No. 1 Crushed Pine-
apple  25c
No. 1 Tall Prune  14c
Qt, Pure Apple Vinegar 10c
Qt. Sour Pickles  17c
Qt. Peanut Butter   25c
3 Extract  25c
An t-b.,. Ins Fi a. A • Swam. Ir.
Pink Salmon, 3 for .... 35c
6 Carnation Milk  20c
2 Corn Flakes, 1 Wheat
Kellogg's Pep   30c
Carrots  .05c
Lettuce' 04c
4, 1000 Sheet Tissue 15c
Lard, Pure or Com-
pound  13 1-2c
—PHONE 204—
Hard Playing
Youngsters
must be given tiounsh-
ing, muscle building
foods, and nothing can
replace meats, in prop-
er quantities, in their
diet.
Quality Meats
For their health and pleasure, meats that cook
well and are tasty can always be found at the—,
Murray Meat Market
PHONE 12—
a. •
• I
613
183
122
102
145
120
10)
92
39
22
82
50
19
61
52
103
63
72
18
34
1Contellbstions to this Column Ilpois
Topics of Interest Are Always
Wets:doe. They Pa Not Nodal,'
sexily Illa•press the views of
Mils Newspaper.
THE PUBLIC VOICE
The KentuckY; Children's Home
Society, Lyndon. Ky., in its - work
of placing homeless children in
foster homes, heeds the help of the
good people of this community.
'Many lonely children under the
care of the Society are anxiously
waiting for homes. Many of them
have passed through tragedies too
dark to relate and are unspeakably
lonely. It may be possible for
them to have shelter and food
and splendid training in the insti-
tution but they need more than
this. Their hearts cry out for a
real place in a family circle where
they may have a feeling of belong-
ing to someone who cares.
2-6t - Homes- are -needed- espeetutty tor
3/ Older boys and girls ranging in
ages from 7 to 14 years. For boys
of this age it Is felt that a small
town or a country home is much
better than the environments of
the larger cities. Many of the
boys are looking for a home In a
town where they can go to school
and High School, where They can
work in a store, or do chores and
odd jobs to help take care of
their minor expenses. Other boys
need homes in the country where
they can help with the.farm work
on Saturdays and during vacation.
But the main .thing is to find a
home with foster parents who will
give them some real love and
kindness but firm training.
George, 12, is especially anxious
to find a home. He is one of a
large family and all his brothers
and sisters now have homes of
their own. He wants a daddy and
mother too. He has so much af-
fection and loyalty to give them.
He Is a good boy, honest and
straightforward, with a good sense
of humor. liSe is intelligent and
shows traits of definite leadership
ability.
Bertie Lee. 8. longs for someone
to take her Into loving arms and
I help blot from her memory thetragedy of her life—help her to
forget last Christmas day when
her father, brother, sister and
brother-In-law were drowned
while attempting to cross the river
in a boat, her mother having died
a year ago.
Boys and girls can only grow
up once, so think of these little
ones in terms of those dear and
near to you.' Share your home
with a child who has been left
alone through no fault of his.
"Some other time" may mean
"Never" in the life of a homeless
child. •
Commenicate with the Kentucky
Children's Home Society, Lyndon,
Ky.. if you are interested in giv-
ing a boy or a girl a home. Visit
the Home. Every day is visiting
day.
WANTS HIGH WATER MARKS
People near She Tennessee river
should. make -maastoshigh.
marks on outer edges of the over-
floor as well as low lands, so that
when the dam elevations is estab-
lished it will be easier to determ-
ine effect of the overflow by in-
terested land owners.
T. 0. TURNER
Pike county homemakers have
been studying accessories in the
home. This project has come
under five heads: flower' arrange-
ments-decorative lighting, more at-
tractive household fabrics, closets
and' closet arrangements, and slip
covers. "We know better what
to buy to get the best for our
money," they report.
Approximately 400 fruit, trees
have been pruned in Magoffin
county, following the advice of'
County Agent John Bach,
SHE SHOPS BY
PHONE
as many satisffied custo-
mers of Lee & Elliott's
do.
For she knows that it
saves her valuable time,
and she knows there is
nothing lost in price or
quality.
-TP1E—LEE- ilk --ELLIOTT
CLERKS SELECT FOR
THEIR CUSTOMERS
WITH EVERY
CARE
PROMPT .DELIVERY"
SERVICE
LEE & ELLIOTT
I have added to my line of PHOENIX HOSE
THE FAMOUS STRUTWEAR LINE
These are semi-chiffon, not seconds, no knots
or twisted scams. Regular, smooth, and the price
is only  69c
After you have worn a pair of them you,will
say .they are worth much more.
NOTED FOR LONG WEARa
DUKE'S NOVELTY SHOP
Kroger Piggly Wiggly Stores
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
0. K. YELLOW LAUNDRY SOAP 8 Large Size bars 25c
NAVY BEANS Choice Hand Picked 10 Pounds 29c
CRACKERS 'sc° Brand Salted or P
lain 2-POUND BOX 15c
SUGAR FINE GRANUL
ATED 10 POUNDS 48c
FLOUR Lyon's Best, 24-lb. s
ack 95c Home Talk, 24-lb. sack 63'
Del Monte or C. Club Peaches
Large No. 2 1-2 can . . 15c
Our Mother's COCOA,
2-lb. box  15c
Aunt Jernima Pancake Flour,
20-oz. package 10c
LOG CABIN SYRUP,
table size can 19c
C. Club FRUIT SALAD,
No. 2 can  19c
C. Club R. A. CHERRIES,
No, 2 1-2 can 23c
C. Club GRAHAM CRACK-
ERS, 2-lb. box  25c
TOILET TISSUE,
Clifton, 6 rolls'  25c
or Fleece, 4 rolls  25c
SALTED PEANUTS,
Pound  10c
Embassy Mustard, qt.lar Ifk
Avondale or Cider Vine-
gar, qt. bottle  10c
PEAS CORN TOMATOES
OLEO EA
TMORE BRAND
STANDARD PACK
2 No. 2 cans .
2 POUNDS
BACON
LARGE BOLOGNA 2
SUGAR CURED Half or whole side
POUNDS
Pound
LONGHORN OR DAISY CHEESE
SALT MEAT 
2 POUNDS
POUND
PEANUT BUTTER
BULK 2 POUNDS
BANANAS 
GOLDEN YELLOW DOZEN
ONIONS 
10 POUNDS
STRAWBERRIES RIPE Full Pint Box
ONION SETS
SUNKIST ORANGES 
*GRAPEFRUIT 141:1;ze 5c
3 QUARTS
Size 216-252
SPINACH
DOZEN
15c
25c
25c 
25c.
19c
27c
25c
15c
15c
11c
10c
23`
POUND 5c
LARD 
SNOWDRIFT
PURE HOG
6-Lb. Bucket 99c '
2 POUNDS
3-Lb. Bucket
25c
53c
•
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SECTION TWO
Pages 1 to.4
New Series No. 443
 1 THE LEDGER & TIM•"Kentucky's Most Progressive Weekly Newspaper" ti An a yeart 
Calloway. •
IF a •"‘"Marshatl. Graves, Hen-
ry and Stewart Counties.
$1.c a year elsewhere In''""•the State of Kentucky.
t9 An a year to any address
11,"•4"other than above.
  _
COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALL
OWAY
COUNTY NEWS EVERY WEEK
Murray, Kentucky, Thursday Afternoon April 16, 1936
CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2,935. SWORN 
TO.
DISTRIBUTION SHOWN
Volume CIV; N. 16
COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
NAMES COUNTY HIGH TEACHERS 
Paris•Hazel Highway
Snarl Is Untangled
Several Changes Made in
Schools; Principalship&
Are Changed
The Calloway county board of
education met Friday afternoon
with Supt. M. 0. Wrather and
named teachers for the county high
school for the coming year. Sev-
eral changes were made including
the switching of principalship&
• The Faxon High SchOol'faFulty.
/1401man Jones, principal, J. H.
Audie Falwell, Emma'
Keel. Mrs. Ruby M. Roberts, Edith
Winchester, Doveana Crass. The
New Concord High School faculty:
0. M. Lassiter, principal, Mrs. Rob-
bie Mae Williams, Mrs. Ralph
Churchill, ( conditional) and Mr.
and • Mrs. Leon Grogan. The agri-
cultural teacher will be named
later.
Hazel High School faculty: Ver-
non James, principal, Jack Kelly,
Mrs. Koska Jones, Miss Cordelia
Erwin, Miss Julia Frances Curd,
Miss Myrl Jones. Almo High
School, Guy Billington. principal,
John Wells, Miss Havel Jones, Ray-
mond Story, Mrs. Raymond Story,
Miss Lula Belle Beale (condi-
tional).
Lynn Grove High School: T. C.
Arnett, principal, Sallie Howard.
Huron Jeffrey, Mrs. Buie Mae
Doherty, Dulcie Mae Swann, Reba
Ford, Mrs. T. C. Arnett. Kirksey
High School. Homer Lassiter, prin-
cipal. Heart Darnell. Mrs. Heart
Darnell, Miss Crystelle P
The - home econemics and agriczi
tnrnteseher wilfabe named later.
LASSITER RE-ZLIFIIE.0
HICKMAN, Ky., April 11—Clyde
Lassiter, for the past two years
superintendent (if Fulton county
schools, was re-elected for an-
other term by the county board of
education, and teachers were
• named in all but two white schools
/a the comity.
Mr. Lassiter is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Lassiter, Murray.
Snarls which threatened to
throw the proposed Paris-Hazel
highway into a maze have been
worked out satisfactorily follow-
ing a hundred per cent signup of
resident; in the Porter Court su-
, • giving-4h. county a 42.-10,31
right-of-way through that sec-
tion. The petition was preserited
to the county court Monday and
was made a part of the record
which will be used in securing ad-
ditional land for the road along
the proposed _route through the
northern part of the county to the
lands of If. J. Paschall near Pur-
y ear .—Paris Parisian.
District P.TA. News
The Brown Hotel, Louisville, As
headquarters for the State PTA
meeting, April 20-23. The program
has been built around the theme.
"The Home Accepts Its Respons-
ibility." The State officers will be
present and conduct a profitable
meeting. The 'National organiza-
tion lends to us their first vice-
president, ,Mrs. J. K. Pettingill, and
their Ntional membership chair-
man, Mary England. National
ntatives are always a great
!ration, coming with their
road realization and Perspective
of the work. Mrs. Pettingill was
with us in the Lexington Conven-
tion in 1934, and is well loved in
the State. Other speakers of abil-
ity ares-Dr. Hem y-W-Sherwood. Dr.
Roscoe G. Stott, Dr. Ray 0. Wy-
land, Mr. Frederick A. Wallis, and
Dr. Chas J. Turck.
Local units should make every
effort to send.Aio this yearly State
meeting the president and as many
delegates as possible. The inspira-
tion obtained in these contacts-he
clearly discernable in the program
of the coining year. This is an ex-
penditure that really pays divi-
dends. Be sure yoirf -president and
delegates have their credential
HONOR ROLL
Correspondents and local adver-
tisers who get their copy In by
Monday:—
Murray Marble Works
C. T. Rushing Garage
Peoples Savings Bank
Murray Milk Products Co.
T. 0. Turner •
Beale Motor Co.
South Pleasant Grove
Scatter-Brains
Murray Consumers
Portarotor, Ca,
A. B. Beale 4z Son
Dale. Stubblefield & Co.
Capitol Theatre
Gilbert-Doran Co.
Eagle
Kirksey Kinklets
Girl Scout News
Ilailaines, Troop I
Friday night the scouts had a
party and was thoroughly' enjoyed
by all present.
Saturday we held the regular
meeting. The A. A. U. W. has
asked the scouts to help sell tick-
ets for the movie which they are
sponsoring. The tickets were dis-
tributed Saturday morning at the
conclusion of the session.
Games were played to close the
regular meet.
Frances Sledd, Scribe
Troop No. II
The Girl Scouts of Troop No.
It met Friday, April 10. An Easter
egg hunt was given by Captain
Rowlett. Mary Martha Farmer
won a prize for finding the most
eggs. The prize was a large choc-
olate Eastee *ebbs& -
were served toward the conclusion
of the meeting.
Alice Kuhn joined during the
hunt.
Troop II will meet Friday, April
17. New members are welcome!
. - Jane Hale, Scribe
cards from the state treasurer, and
are in attendance at the State
meetink. •
Mrs. Herbert L. Richardson,
Publicity Chairman. 1st Dist.
JOE FARRIS, 74,
RITES FRIDAY
Funeral Services Held at Locust
Grove; L. V. Henson in
Charge.
Funeral services for Joe Farris,
74 years of age, were held Friday
afternoon from the Locust Grove
church. The Rev. L. V. Henson
was in charge of the services and
burial was In the church ceme-
tery.
Mr. Farris died at his home on
the -Murrey-Buchanan-raad Thum-,
day night following an illness of
ten days. Death was attributed to
paralysis. He had been a resi-
dent of the same neighborhood for.
about 40 years and was well.
known and respected by many. He
was a member of the Locuat Grove
Baptist church.
Surviving bre a son Melvin Far-
ris, a brother Bob Farris, Henry
County, Tenn., and a -later. Mrs.
Winnie Alexander, who made her
home with him.
Kirksey Kinklets
Well, Easter has come and gone.
It was fairly a nice day but,
before that we had some awful
cold, disagreeable weather. On
the Sunday night before Easter at
about 8 o'clock, we had a hard
rain and all at once a terrible roar-
ing and inside of one minute the
hail began to fall in large chunks,
as big as a hen egg and it pelted
the house tops for two or three
minutes or more and the result
was that the house tops were
almost ruined with holes. Where
the hail, hit the roof it left a
strealr"--sonse--one-nait inch. in.
width.
The road north of Kirksey is in
bad shape and almost impassable
in some places and the culverts
are giving away. Wonder if some-
one won't look after this soon? .
Lazy Ned met old friend Eagle
in Murray last Saturday and shook
hands with him and a pleasant
chat for a few minutes.
Plenty of fish wagons were In
town Saturday and selling nice
- Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire in "FOLLO
W THE FLEET," com-
ing Sunday and Monday to the Capitol Thea
tre,
fish for 10 cents per pound.
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Manning are
all smiles now, it's a brand new
plow boy at this home.
Mrs. Edna Swift gave a quilting
last week, inviting her neighbors
in to help her and they quilted all
day and almost completed4 two
quilts. Those present were Mrs.
Alma Beach, Mrs. Jennie Marine,
Mrs. Onie, Boyd and Hontas Boyd,
Mrs. Theo. Fulton and several
others. A nice dinner was served
at the noon hour by the host.
Mrs. Dennie • Alexander is im-
proving nicely since she came back
from the hospital Sunday week.
Mrs. Glenn Harris of Bell City
is--visitina.--asse father and_msither
in Kirksey:
Udell Watson is better at the
present. He had a bad case of
tonsilitis the past week.
The Rev. Mr. Davis filled his
regular appointment at Coldwater
Syanday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Boyd and
daughter visited Wash Boyd and
family of Penny over the week
end.
Zelner Roggen is preparing to
erect a large, new feed barn this
spring.
The Rev, Mr. Moss of Nashville.
Term., preached at Loctust Grove
church Easter. Sunday A very
interesting discourse was delivered.
We are glad Harry Miller of
Benton ald Mr. Humphrey of
Mayfield were appointed super-
visors of the State Highway de-
partment. They are both nice men
and from our. neighboring coun-
ties. •
Jim Hurt of the Penny section
passed away last Saturday night.
—Lazy Ned
ATTENDING K. E. A.
.M.r.s..L_C, Cherry, Oliver Cherry,
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Andrus, Super
'visor L. C. Cherry and the follow-
ing list of teachers are among
those attending K. E. A. at Louis-
ville: Miss Alice B. Roberts, Miss
Lucille Kingins, Miss Marguerite
Swann, Miss Maurine Cobb. Miss
Fay Rodgers, Miss Mizell Jeffrey.
Aubrey Hendon, and John Over-
bey.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
NAME TEACHERS FOR CITY
SCHOOLS FRIDAY NIGHT
Stinson Has Unique
Card For Thursday
Promotor Gayle Stinson has a
unique and interesting card for
tonight at the Murray Athletic
Arena with three events all dif-
ferent. A wrestling match. a
Negro battle royal with gloves and
an acrobatic event.
In the wrestling event Stinson
has Dr. Smith,, who was here last
week and made friends of visiting
fans, who will face Billy Veneable,
a newcomer from Houston, Texas,
who is of the same type wrestler
as is Smith. Two out of three falls
in a 90 minute time limit is the
go.
In the boxing event Stinson has
five Murray Negro youths in a
battle royal with winner take all.
And it should prove intersting
enough.
Dr. Smith who entertained test
week with an acrobabc stunt with
a little Miss from .his gymnastic
school will bring some of his best
talent for this week's performance.
There will be .no change in ad-
mission for this feature program,
Manager Stinson states.
Manager Stinson plans to make
the amateur boxing a part of his
weekly program and anyone desir-
ing to enter is asked to see him
on Mondays and Thursday to enter
the events. Anyone from Murray
or surrounding towns in the coun-
ty or the district may enter.
Fred Filbeck Is
Association Head
Fred Filbeck, Benton, was moved
up (rem vice-president to presi-
dent of the West Kentucky Funer-
al directors at a meeting held in
Paducah last Thursday. The Mur-
ray funeral directors retained
their positions. R. W. Churchill
was re-elected secretary and treas-
urer and Boyd Gilbert was re-
tained as a director. About fifty
were present for the meeting.
Changes Made in Personnel,.
at Board Meet; Tax
Levy Set
The teachers for the Murray
schools for the coming year were
named at a meeting of the City..
Itoard, of_ EdfiCation last .irriday-
!flight: Several changes were mad(
in the personnel and the till levy,
was set as the same as last yea'
with 95 cents general pCtspertr
tax; 20 cents to sinking fund an4-
$2 poll tax.
No elections were held for the_
colored school due to the fact that
recommendations were not corn.-
plete and the board is also con-
templating a teacher for, special
music for commencement occasions:
Among the new teachery
Everett Crane who will ..teicE
voice, band and orchestra; Joh&
W. Overbey, commercial work
Crane is a student of Murray State
College at present and only thin
month received signal honors in
music. He and Mrs. Crane hive
apartments with Mr. and Mrs.
Buren Overbey. Mrs. Ralph
Churchill was also added to the
High School staff. Miss Mary Loy
Outland was named for the fifth
grade and Mrs. B. H. Crawford
was elected teacher of the third'
grade.
Teachers re-elected were: miss
Margaret Graves, first grade; Miss
Lucy Lee. second gradeis Miss
Kathleen Patterson, first abd sec-
ond grades; Miss Lula Holland and
Miss Lula Clayton Beale, for the
grades. Re-elected in the High
School were: Ed Filbeck, principal;
W. B. --Moser, assistant: Ty Hol-,.•
land. coach; Miss Mealow
Gordoh__ Joho.stori. 
Weatherly. Miss Fran' es Settee.
Miss Hazel Tarry, M as Dorothy
Robertson, Mrs. Ben ,Grogan and
Miss Margueritte Hole pmb.
In Khott dbunty, phe goal has
been set to have a 1purebrz4d bull
in every community', or., as least
50 for the county 1 jeforo • the end
of 1936. A numb *r of farrnersr -
are in the market for- hie:throat,-
Hereford. stock.
Spring and Tender, Loving
Memory Suggest: 
It I. Time to Erect a Fitting Memorial to Your --
Departed Loved One
Now that winter has ebbed away and all the
 earth is covered
with the blooming blossoms of the Springtime the
 thoughts of those left
behind naturally turn to the blessed memori
es of those in the "lone
couch of their everlasting sleep."
It is natural and proper for us to wish to c
ommemorate in eter-
nal marble, granite or stone the life and char
acter of those who were
of our own hearts.
AS we have endeavored to point-out before i
n messages to the
public we look upon our business as some
what different from the usual,
day-by-day relations between buyer and s
eller. We realize and ap-
preciate that erecting a memorial' for a loYed 
one is an act very close to
the hearth of those living.
Because of these facts and because we realize
 that your friend-
ship and good will is more valuable than all our
 material assets we
want you to be pleased and we want it to be s
uch a good job and *Lich
a good value that you will feel like recom
mending us to your friends.
In short, we believe the best advertisement of 
all is a satisfied cus-
tomer.
We select all the atone we use in person at the 
quarry—no' "sight
unseen" buying, no catalog buying and having 
something pushed off
on us that we would not want a customer of o
urs to have.
We are extremely particular about the cutting
 of stone. We
employ only the very highest skilled workmen, u
sing the very best
equipment that can be purchased anywhere at any 
price.
Our stonecutters are conscientious and just as anxious
 to please
you ag we are, for they take pride in their work and
 know that your
approval and recommendation brings steady, employmen
t to them.
You may be interested in seeing the work of cuttin
g stones and
memorials of all kinds. We will be glad to have y
ou call at any time
at our plant on Depot street and see for yourself ju
st how the work is
done. We will be glad td explain the methods use
d by our workmen.
And we would like to have you observe how careful an
d thorough they
are that every operation be performed just as it sh
ould be.
And then we feel that the most important part of 
our business
is SERVICE. We. realize what a sadly overwork
ed word SERVICE is,
but we would like for .you to give us an opportun
ity to demonstrate..
with you just what we mean by SERVICE.
For one thing, we endeavor to assist you in dete
rmining just
what kind of a memorial you want without trying 
to lead you into
something that you do not want. In other words, we t
ry no high pres-
sure salesmanship to work down certain stocks and do an
y other tricks
of trade.
We realize that grave markers, monuments and 
memorials are
not often purchased by any individual—probably not 
more than three
or four times in a lifetime 'on the average. Consequen
tly, the average
purchaser is not thoroughly informed about the qual
ities of the various
atones and other such matters that make a good value
.
When you have made sacrifices in order to rend
er . deserved
&Mute to the memory and love of one dear to your he
art, you are en-
titled to the utmost that can be had for your expenditu
re'.
Out; business is a permanent one just as the mem
oXls we erect
are permanent. If you have a loved one lying in an u
n rked grave
we will be glad to go' into every detail with you regarding
 an appro-'
priate and enduring monument. There is no obligation on y
our-part._
*P
There may be some who do not understand just how, reasonable an app
ropriate grave marker may be purchased.
Many have been surprised to learn that a suitable marker may be purc
hased for as little as $10. Prices range up-
ward, but whether you buy a $10 marker or a beautiful and thassive rec
eiving vault i6u will get an 100 cents for
each dollar expended in quality, workmanship and service.
Andrew Jackson Memorial
Nashville, Tennessee
1 Our Monuments Are Guaranteed
to SatiSflikustomers in Material,
Workmanship and Price Be-
fore You Pay for Them '
Monuments are the grappling
irons that bind one generation to
another.—Joubert.
* * * *
MemdrY is' the treasury and
guardian of all things—Cicero.
* * * *
There is a voice from the tomb
_ sweeter than song; there is a re-
meinbrance of the dead to which
_we turn even from the charms of
the living. These we- wouttb
exchange for the song of pleas-
ure or the bursts of revelry.—
Washington Irving.
* * *
The life of the dead is placed
in the memory of the living.—
Cicero.,
-ace
Tombs are the clothes of the
dead: a grave is but a plain suit,
and a rich monument is one em-
broidered.—Thomas Fuller.
•••
Murray Marble Works
Telephone 121 GOLDIE ORR, Manager Mu
rray, Kentucky
"Your Satisfaction is Our Success"
Soldiers and Salters Memorial
New York City
•
•
•
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PAGE EIGHT
Coach Stewart Pleased With -
Football Squad At Murray
Deelaring that the present spring
orwelisse is the best since the spring
of 11133-the same year of the SIAA
championship, Head Coach Roy
Stewart today stated that he was
well pleased with the way the
gridders had performed in prac-
tice thus far. -For the' first time
in three years the blockers are
mowing down the secondary." he
states& -And when a team does
that, they. are 'going places -
In referring to Edwin -Hawg"
Gunter, 215 pounder from Padu-
cah, he said "Gunter has shown
more improvement than any
playa t playing in a new position.
that I have worked with in three
years." It will be remembered
that 'Mawr war shifted- from
Center to guard liSeelnle- of _the
graduation of a - palr of senior
guards and the small number of
griddars out for that position. 6**
Elmer Cochran, another Padu-
cahan and also .a guard. came in
for some praise from 'the coach.
who stated "Elmer has improved
100 per cent over last season, and
is one of the best guards out for
football this year." Cochran, a
sophomore, was among the first
four players who were dismissed
Asora practice because of their ex,
cellent standing, Land. and
Wright being the other three..
"We have some excellent back-
field material on hand and shosed
get somewhere in this department.'
he went on. Here it will be noted
that many of the freshmen of last
fall are showing up welL J. R.
"Jughead" Mitchell, Clay; Clatter
McRaven. Clinton; John Jasper,
Fulton: Hugh Finley. Hickman;
and Bobbie Dick Nunn, Marion.
- are some of the -fresh who are
making their presence known in
the backfield.
Three Owen.sboro'boys. Jim Al-
lison, an end; Bill Thompson. a
back. and Dennis - Horlander, a
guard; .are 1:lookitsg_g,crocl" in _saws
tice sepions. and will have a lot
to say about the .,ploking of
starting eleven next fall. Allison,
*and Thompson. both sophomores
and each a veteran of last fall, will
be a big help to the 'Erects in the
coming campaign. Horlander. a
freshman, has been "going like a
house afire" arid will help in the
line. Thompson' because of his-
I0.414...1•114{
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PRESENT 4 PLAYS
Chas to Sponsor Outstanding
Performances in Varied
Play Collection.
Dr. G. Turner Hicks, sponsor of
the freshman class, announced this
week that the class will present
its plays April 30.
Practice on the four 1-act plays
has been under way for three
weeks. The first play to be pre-
sented. "Object-Matrimony", is an
uproarious comedy, with a variety
of -well-rounded parts. Letcher
Melton and Jeanne Covington
promise to give outstanding per-
formances in this laugh-a-second
provoker.
"Honor", the next to be pre-
sented, is probably the most dra-
matie of any of-the-plays the-col
lege has ever presented. It is a
powerful &ante of a woman's
'LaVerne Call's) ,passion and her
love for her son (James Hunt).
"Bound To Come", the third of
the series, deals with a modern
take-off on the faculty and student
body of Murray College. In this
comedy you will see numerous
faculty and student body members
impersonated in -top" style. Berna
Driver, Marion, Edd Kellow, Har-
din; Charlotte Jordon and Robby
Nelle Myers, Lynn Grove: will
give the teachers and students
"their just desserts". 0-
"A Japanese Tea Part!', the last
of the plays, is one of those color-
ful, tantalizing morsels, with good
music, lovely girls, and excellent
dancing. There will be a play
within a play in this presentation,
when -The Stolen Prince" is given
In this delightful piece of enter-
tainment.
RABBI RAUCH TO -
GIVE MSC ADDRESS
Dr. DavIt_AilIness. Mayfield, to
Give Baccalaureate
Sermon,
Rabbi Joseph Rauch, Temple
Adath Israel. Louisville. Ky.. will
deliver the commencement address
•
ed to remove a few wainkles from
the coaches' brows regarding the
terminal positions.
Of the veterans: Capt. Hender-
son. alt-eapt. Miller, Curran. Gunt-
er, .Organ, Fowler. eardln. Cook,
Land, Wright, Snyder. Neese, Tol-
son, Yarbrough, Herndon, and
Kiefer. too much cannot be said,
as all of these players have been
working hard and each has been
showing up well.
THIS WEEK
LAST YEAR
(trim Ledger & Times flies)
-31Idge .r W. Hamrick to be tried
for wrongf,A, conversion:osimligal
court docket nearing close.
Horne of Radio on ad" by Young
Men's Businessclub.
Yarbrough looms as football star.
Overbey is admitted to
bar.
Bud Hawkins to open show.
Softball openi. S postponed a
week.
Teachers pay act held Invalid.
Funerals: Mrs. Bob Learner.
'jOhn W. Robbins. Mrs. Lucy 'Wil-
loughby. Mrs. Nancy Eisler.
Grand jury attacks judge and
jail.
Richard Mills goes to state spell-
ing bee.
Whistling in Dark to be present-
ed at college.
'Marriage of Alberta Churchill
end Everett Jones.
Boyd Gilbert ends year as head
of funeral directors of section.
Countians urged to -treat wells
for health conditions.
Calloway roonty Futures Farm-
ers organize.
Pool sets May 3 as closing date...
Mrs. Hall Hood •made chairrhin
IMF" ISS4ssau -deparlsnan,L
V. F. E WLNDSOR PROMOTED
Virgil E.,Windsor has been poti-
field by the Post Office Depart-
ment at Washington, D. C.. of his in the Murray College auditorium
promotion in the Railway Service s p•ley tkt to
ra-de E. Be wilt Dr.-David A USTI] US. pa- stor'of the
in charge of the postal cars in First Presbyterian Church of May-
speed, can be used at any posi- the trains on which he runs, and field, Ky.. will delis-or the bacca-
ton us. the backfield.
Frank Jones. Mayfield,-if looks
mean anything-will be a starter
at - an end position next fall. Jones,
strong, fast, and brainy, who along
with Allison has been SW
some "rear football, has also help-
will bit responsible for the work- laurate address on Sunday. May
ing of his crew. 24, at 3 p. m.
Final examinations for all tu-.
dents except seniors will begin
Wednesday morning. May 27. at
7:30 o'clock and continue smeti
noon Friday. May 29.
.11. Richmond. Murray
president, will' preside_ and will
confer _degrees on Murray's grad-
uates. This will mark the first
time degrees have ever been con-
ferred at Murray by Dr. Richmond.
Leslie countylarmers- have
bought several hundred Pounds of
..16117401" seed for dem-
onstrations.
r7he' 11-04:rioty oif -14.1(31y1-17, it2y.f
Office
IN ANCIENT ROME THE POSTMAN WAS
CALLED A COURIER. IN EARLY AMERICA 
THEPOSTMAN WAS THE MASTER OF
,THE POST WHERE HORSES WERE
,
CHANGED TO RELAY'
THE MAILS. THE
POST OFFICE WAS
THE CENTRAL
OFFICE IN
CHARGE OF
,THE SCATTER-
ED POSTS
newsratkau
Those who have employed our services anpre-
ciate the understanding and sincerity which is
shown. They also also speak highly of our fine
home and cur fair prices.
GILBERT CHIROPI INC
FUNERAL NONE
PHONE 195 -AMBULANCE SERVICE -MURRAY.KY
Tobacco Tax
Killed by Vote
FRANKFORT. Ky., April 15-
Tobacco tax opponents assembled
here by the hundreds from all over
the state saw the House of Repre-
sentative-s reject Governor Chand-
ler's tobacco sales tax bill today.
--Stiurred on by applause from a
gallery packed with demonstra-
tors carrying anti-tobacco tax ban-
ners. foes of the leaf levy pre-
vailed on each of half a dozen
roll-calls before dealing the Gov-
ernor's $1,500.000 revenue bill a
vital blow • by adopting an ad-
verse_ committee report, .
Administration leaders failed at
every turn to delay the defeat that
appeared inevitable at The start of
the session. A motion for a recess
after. a comshittee of the whole
hearing lost. 54 to 28, and a mo-
tion to adjourn until tomorrow lost,
56 to 26. 'before the minority re-
port was adopted. 61 to 23, and
adjournment until Saturday ap-
proved. 46 to 37.
Calloway Representative Ben
Grogan voted for the minority re-
port in the house to kill the tax on
cigarettes and tobaccos.
TOLLEY & CARSON
FOOD MARKET 
On. 3 Extract
DELIVERY PHONE 37
EVERYTHING TO EAT THAT IS GOOD
FLOUR—
Sno- Lite, high patent, 48 lbs:
Sno Lite, high patent, 24 lbs.
Kitchen Queen, 24 lbs.
$1.45
.75c
.83c
Gold Leaf World's Best, 24 lbs.  $1.03
BROOMS:-
4-Tie Brooms 
5-Tie ,rooms 
Heavy Brooms
Regular Sc Box of Salt, 3 for 
Regular Sc Box of Arm di Hammer SneU-i,3 for ....
Matches, 6 Boxes 
Toilet Tissue, 1000 Sheets, 6 for 
KELLOGG'S CEREALS-
2 Boxes Corn Flakes, 1 Wheat Krispies, 1 Pep,
45c valtle for  '-
Oleo, 21b. 
GrapeJuice, Pint 19c; Quart 
.. •
MEAT MARKET':
Best Brands Beef only; Smoked Sausage, Cold
Meat,: Kraft Cheese
Highest Market Prices Paid -for Eggs
Cream buying station in rear a Are—Honest Test,
highest prices. Paul Gargus operator.
—PHONE 37-
29c
25c
,34c
Healfh Building
Despite the fact that weather
conditions have hindered rapid
work on the new $248.000 health
building under construction at
Murray State College. the excava-
tion work has been practically
Swann's Grocery
24c
35c 2 Packages 10e Chipso lie
49c 24 lb. Guaranteed Flour  Sac
24 lb. High Patent Flow-- 67c-90e
1 Oc Coffee. 0. K., fancy. lb.  20e
1°c Sweet Bourbon Santos Coffee 15c
20c Get ir supply before it advances-
25c Gallon Red Syrup  50€
Gallon White syrup _ ____ _ 55e
Qt. Happy Vale Soar Pickles _ LSc
2 lb. Seed English Peas . 25c
Bulk Seed Beam and Batterbeans
7 lb. Navy Beane  25c
10 lb. fine Granulated Sager _ 
45€s 10 lb. Cane Sugar  0c
50 lb. Can Pare Lard ___. 86.25
Pint Grape Juice 15c and 20c
Gal, Red Fancy Apples  15c
1 Mickey Moose Bowl FRIER with
• 1 Package Grapenet Flakes and
Post Bran Flakes  25e
Svvann's Grocery
City of Murray and. College Addition •  • •
Murray Route 1 
Murray Route 2 
Murray Route 3
Murray Route 4
Murray Route 5
Murray Route 6 
Murray Route 7
Murray Route 8
Town of Almo 
Almo Route 1 
4
Almo Route 2  
Town of Dexter 
Dexter Route 1
Town of Hazel 
Hazel Route 1
Hazel Route' 2
Hazel Route 3 • „
Kirksey Postoffice 
613
183
122
102
145
120
103
92
39
22
82
50
19
51
52
103
63
72
18
—______.Kiz-ksay Itatite_L--._ ..---...., ..--.._,. _34
- - Kirksey Route 2 ....
Lynn Grove Postoffice  31
Lynn Grove Route 1  --60
New Concord  59
Newburg 7
Redden  8
Brandon  .. 43
Hamlin  25
Hymon "' . 16
Knight  , s , 15
Farmington Routes in Calloway County  69
Benton Routes in Calloway County  19
TOTAL CALLOWAY COUNTY  2463• ,
Model--Tenn. • •s  . • 12
Hardin, Ky,  15
Benttric,-ky. 14
Paris, Tenn, 9
Maytield, Ky,  18
Puryear, Tenn.  20
Buchanan, Tenn.  19
Total Adjacent Trade Territory •  107
State of Kentucky besides above  123
Tennessee besides above  54
Texas  11
Michigan  60
4^
Illinois  19
Florida  14
Mixed States  84
Total-foreign circulation  365
GRAND TOTAL 2935
Per cent circulation in county  85.2
Per cent circulation in trade territory  90
STATE OF KENTUCKY,
COUNTY OF CALLOWAY, Set.
Personally appeared before me this the 13th day of April, 1936, Joe
roveft. publisher of The Ledger di Times, who ekes oath that the
above statement of the circulation of The Ledger SC Times is true and
correct and that the average circulation of The Ledger & Times for the
past two years is not less than the total shown above.
JOE T. LOVETT.
Subscribed and sv/tirn to before me this the 13th day of April. 1936.
JIKARY NEALE,
- ‘11101-C.olloway County Court.
To verify any of these figures you are urged
• to inquire of any postmaster or rural-carrier in
Calloway County.
You are also invited to call at The Ledger &
Times office and count the mailing list your-
self.
completed and the foundation
forms are almost finished.
As far as students are concerned,
one of the main features of the
building is the indoor swimming
pool, to be 90 feet long and 36
feet wide, second in size only to
that of, Louisiana State University
among' the schools of the South.
The swimming pool and the
women's gymnasium will be locat-
ed on the ground floor. On the
second floor will be the men's
gym, while rooms for boxing.
wrestling, and handball will be
found on third floor. Also in the
building will be offices for in-
!truckers and coaches, and class-
rooms for all health, hygiene, and
physical education clauses_
T. L. SMITH PURE FOOD STORE
Today the Dionne bins had Quaker Oats
10 Lbs. Sugar
I No 2 1-2 Pineapple
3 No. 1 Crushed Pine; •
apple 
No. 1 Tall Prune 
!Qt. Pure Apple Vinegar
1 Qt. Sour Pickles 
Qt. Peanut Butter
50c
20c
25c
14c
,10c
17c
25c
25c,
AS I OW 14 X • . /*Maw bur
Pink Salmon, 3 for .... 35c
6 Carnation Milk .. .# 20c
2 Corn Flakes, 1 Wheal
Kellogg's Pep   30c
Carrots  .05c
Lettuce 04c
4, 1000 Sheet Tissue .. 15c
Lard, Pure or Com-
pound  13 1-2c
—PHONE 204—
Hard Playing
' Youngsters
must be given nourish-
ing, muscle building
foods, and nothing can
replace meats, in prop-
er quantities, in their
diet.
Quality Meats
For their health and Pleasure, meats that cook
well and are tasty can always be found at the--
Murray Meat Market
-PHONE 12—
•
-vvv0111.100....••••Vmvo
l'ContributIons to this Column Upon
Zoplos of Interest Ars Always
Walooms They Do Not Nimes-
mrtly Kmlhas the Views of
this Newspaper.
THE PUBLIC VOICE
The Kentucky Children's Home
Society, Lyndon, Ky., in its work
of placing homeless children in
foster homes, needs the help of the
good people of this community.
Many lonely children under the
care of the Society are anxiously
waiting for homes. Many of them
have passed through tragedies too
dark to relate and are unspeakably
lonely. It may be possible for
them to have shelter and food
and splendid training in the insti-
tution but they need more than
this. Their hearts cry out for a
real place in a family circle where
they may have a, feeling of belong-
ing to someone 'who cares.
Homei are needid-especiallY
bider boys and girls ranging in
ages from 7 to 14 years. For boys
of this age it is felt that a small
town or a country home is much
better than the environments of
the larger cities. Many of the
boys are looking for a home in a
town -where they can go to school
and High School, where they can
work in a store, or do chores and
odd jobs to help take care of
their minor expenses. Other boys
need homes in the country where
they can help with the farm work
on Saturdays and during vacation.
But the main thing is to find a
home with Taster parents who will
give them some real love and
kindness but firm training.
George, 12, is especially anxious
to find a home. He is one of a
large family and all his brothers
and sisters now have homes of
their own. He wants a daddy and
mother too. He has so much af-
fection and loyalty to give them.
He is a good- boy, honest and
straightforward, with a good sense
of humor. He is intelligent and
shows traits of definite leadership
ability.
Bertie Lee, 8. longs for someone
te- take her into loving--arms and
-
help blot from her memory the
tragedy of htr life—help her to
forget last Christmas day when
iher father, brother, sister and
brother-in-law were drowsed
while attempting to cram the river
in a boat, her mother having died
a year ago. '
Boys and girls can only grow
up once, so think of these little
one* in terms of those dear and
near to you.' Share your home
with a _child who has been left
alone through no fault of his.
"Some other time" may mean
"Never" in the life of a homeless
child.
Communicate with the Kentucky
Children's Home Society, Lyndon,
Ky., if you are interested in giv-
ing a boy or a girl a home. Visit
the Home. Every day is visiting
day.
WANTS HIGH WATER MARKS
People near the Tennessee rive
should make-many-- high ..trt.r 
marks on outer edges of the over-
floor as well as low lands, so that
when the dam elevations is estab-
lished it will be easier to determ-
ine effect of the overflow by in-
terested land owners.
T. 0. TURNER
Approximately 400 fruit trees
have been pruned In Magoffin
county, followipg the advice of
County Agent John Bach.
ISHE SHOPS BY,
PHONE
as many satisffied custo-
mers of Lee & Elliott's
do.
For she knows that it
saves her valuable time,
and she knows there is
mithing lost in price or
quality.
r 
LITIE LEE 4W— t.LLIU'IT
Pike county homemakers have
been studying accessories in the
home. This project lies come
under five heads: flower arrange-
ment, decorative lighting, more at-
tractive household fabrics, closets
and closet arrangements, and slip
covers. "We know better - what
to buy to get the best for our
money," they report.
CLERKS- SELECT FOR
THEIR CUSTOMERS
WITH EVERY
CARE
PROMPT DELIVERY
SERVICE
LEE & ELLIOTTj..
I have added to my line of PHOENIX HOSE
THE FAMOUS STRUTWEAR LINE
These are semi-chiffon, not seconds', no knots
or twisted scams. Regular, smooth, and the price
_ is only  69c
After you have worn a pair of them you will
say they are worth much more.
NOTED FOR LONG WEAR
DUKE'S NOVELTY SHOP
Kroger Piggly Wiggly Stores
THE COMPLETE FOOD MARKET
a K. YELLOW LAUNDRY SOAP 8 Large Size bars 25c
NAVY BEANS 
Choice Hand Picked ' 10 Pounds 29c
CRACKERS Wese° Brand
Salted or Plain .-2-POUND BOX
15c
SUGAR
FINE GRANULATED 10 POUNDS
48c
FLOUR Lyon's Best, 24-1b.
 sack
95c
Home Talk, 24-lb. sack
63c
Del Monte or C. Club Peaches
Large No. 2 1-2 can . . 15c
Our Mother's COCOA,
2-lb. box  15c
Aunt Jemima Pancake Flour,
20-oz. package 10c
LOG CABIN SYRUP,
table size can 19c
C. Club FRUIT SALAD,
— No. -2 can . 19c
C. Club R. A;-CHERRIES,
No. 2 1-2 can 23c
C. Club GRAHAM CRACK-
ERS, 2-lb. box  25c
TOILET TISSUE,
Clifton, 6 rolls  25c
or Fleece, 4 rolls  25c
SALTED PEANUTS,
Pound  10c
Embassy, Mustard, qt, jar 10c
, Avondale or Cider Vine-
gar, qt. bottle  10c
PEAS CORN TOMATOES 2 No. 2 cans 
STANDARD PACK 
15c
OLEO 
EATMORE BRAND 2 POUNDS 25c
BACON 
SUGAR CURED Half or whole side Pound 25c 
LARGE BOLOGNA 
2 POUNDS
25c
LONGHORN OR DAISY CHEESE 
POUND
19c
SALT MEAT 
2 POUNDS
PEANUT BUTTER
BULK 2 POUNDS
BANANAS 
GOLDEN YELLOW DOZEN
27c
ONIONS 
10 POUNDS
STRAWBERRIES R" RIPE
Full Pint Box
ONION SETS
SUNKIST ORANGES
GRAPEFRUIT
80 size 5c
Each
3 QUARTS
Size 216-252
SPINACH
DOZEN
POUND
LARD
SNOWDRIFT
PURE HOG
6-Lb. Bucket 99.
2 POUNDS
3-Lb. Bucket
. - •
25c
15c
15c
11c
10c
23c 
5c
25' 
53c
V
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COMPLETE COVERAGE OF ALL CALL
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CIRCULATION APRIL 13-2,935, SWORN
 TO.
DISTR.11811T1014 SHOWN
$1 nn a year In Cans/ft.
""Marshall. Ginsees.
ry and Stewart Coalman.
ti rift a year efeewhere, :1a
•n•swthe State of Kentaity.
t9 All a year to say atiatami
v'otber than above. ss
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COUNTY BOARD OF EDUCATION
NAMES COUNTY HIGH TEACHERS
°Paris-Hazel Highway
Snarl Is Untangled
Several Changes Made in
Schools; Principalships
Are Changed
The Calloway county board of
education met Friday afternoon
with Supt. M. 0. Wrather and
named teachers for the county high
school for the coming year. Sev-
eral changes were made including
Audtglsing of,sprincipalships,
The Faxon High School faculty:
Holman Jones, principal, J. 4,
Walston, Audits Falwell, Emma
Keel, Mrs. Ruby M. Roberts, Edith
Winchester, Doveana Crass. The
New Concord High School faculty:
0. M. Lassiter, principal. Mrs. Rob-
bie Mae Williams, Mrs. Ralph
Churchill, tconditional) and Mr.
and Mrs. Leon Grogan. The agri-
cultural teacher will be. named
later.
Hazel High School faculty: Ver-
non James, principal, Jack Kelly)
Mrs. Koski" Jones, Miss Cordelia
-•"&tuittiSsIST1311 Julia Frances Curd
,
Miss Myrl Jones. Almo High
School. Guy Billington, principal,
John Wells, Miss Hazel Jones. Ray-
mond Story, Mrs. Raymond Story,
Miss Lula Belle Beale (condi-
tional).
Lynn Grove High School: T. C.
Arnett, principal, Sallie Howard,
Buron Jeffrey, Mrs. Eula Mae
Doherty. Dulcie Mae Swann. Reba
Ford. Mrs. T. C. Arnett. Kirksey
High School, Homer Lassiter. prin-
cipal, Bearl Darnell. Mrs. Bearl
Darnell, Miss Crystelle Palmer.
The home economics and. agricul-
ture teacher will be named later.
— -
LASSITER RE-ELECTED
HICKMAN, Ky., April 11-Clyde
Lassiter, .for the Past two sears
superintendent of Fulton county
schools, was re-elected for an-
other term by the county Uoard of
education, and teachers were
• named in all but two white schools
in the county.
:9c
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Mr. Lassiter is the son of Mr.
and Mrs. Albert Lassiter. Murray.
Snarls which threatened to
throw the proposed Paris-Hazel
highway into a maze have been
worked out satisfactorily follow-
ing a hundred per cent signup of
residents in the Porter Court su-
burb, giving the county--a-42-foot
right-of-way through that sec-
tion. The petition was presented
to thecounty -court-Monday and
was made a part of the record
which will be used In securing ad-
ditional land for the road along
the proposed route through the
northern part of the county to the
lands of H. J. Paschall near Pur-
year.-Paris Parisian.
District P.T.A. News
The Brown Hotel, Louisville. Is.
headquarters for the State PTA
meeting. April 20-23. The program
has been built around the theme,
"The Home Accepts Its Respons-
ibility." The State officers will be
present and conduct a profitable
meeting. The National organiza-
tion lends to us their first vi
president, Sirs. J. K. Pettingill, an
their National membership chive!
man, Miss Mary England. National
representatives are always a great
inspiration, coming with their
broad realization and perspective
of the work. Mrs. Pettingill was
with us in the Lexington Conven-
tion in 1934, and is well loved in
the State. Other speakers of abil-
esDr-Henry N., Sherwood, Dr.
Roscoe G. Stott, Dr. Ray 0. 
W5?
land. Mr. Frederick A. Wallis, and
Dr. Chas J. Turck.
Local units should make every
effort to send to this yearly State
meeting the president and as many
delegates as possible. The inspira-
tion obtained in these contacts is
clearly discernable in the program
of the coming year. This is an ex-
penditure that really pays divi-
dends. Be sure your president and
delegates have their credential
HONOR ROLL
Correspondents and local adver-
tisers who get their copy in by
Monday:-
Murray Marble -Works
C. T. Rushing Garage
Peoples Savings Bank
Murray Milk Products Co.
T. 0. Turner •
Beale Motor Co.
South Pleasant Grove
Scatter-Brains
Murray Consumers
-Porter Motor Co. - - -
A. B. Beale & Son
Dale. Stubblefield 1. Co.
Capitol 'Theatre .
Gilbert-Doran Co.
Eagle
Kirksey Kinklets
Girl Scout News
 4
Minutes, Troop I
Friday night the scouts had a
party and was thoroughly enjoyed
by all present. •
Saturday we held the regular
meeting. The A. A. U. W. has
asked the scouts to help sell tick-
ets for the movie which they are
sponsoring. The tickets were dis-
tributed Saturday morning at the
conclusion of the sesidoli.
Games were played to close the
regular meet.
Frances Sledd, Scribe
Troop No. II
The Girl Scouts of Troop No.
II met Friday. April 10. An Easter
egg hunt was given by Captain
Rowlett. Mary Martha s Farmer
won a prize for finding the most
eggs. The prize sills a large choc-
olate, Easter rabbit. Refreshments
erste served toward the COric/usion"
of the meeting.
Alice Kuhn joined during the
hunt.
Troop II will meet Friday, April
17. New members are welcome!
Jane Hale, Scribe
cards from the state treasurer, and
are in attendance at the State
meeting.
Mrs. Herbert L. Richardson,
Publicity Chairman, 1st Dist.
JOE FARRI§, 74,
RITES FRIDAY
Funeral Services Held at Locust '
Grove; L. V. Henson In
Charge.
Funeral services for Joe Ferri*,
74 years of age, were held Friday
afternoon from the Locust Grove
church. The Rev. L. V. Henson
was in charge of the services and'
burial was in the church ceme-
tery.
Mr. Farris died at his home on
the Murray-tilichanan -road-Thurs.--
day night following an ill,ness of
teri days. Death was attributed to
paralysis. He had been a resi-
dent of the lime neighborhood for
about 40 years and was well
known and respected by many. He
was a member of the Locust Grove
Baptist church.
Surviving ltre a son Melvin Far-
ris, a brother Bob Farris, Henry
County, Tenn., and a sister. Mrs.
Winnie Alexander, who made her
home with him.
Kirksey Kinklets
Well. Easter has come and gone.
It was fairly a nice day but,
before that we had some awful
cold, disagreeable Weather. On
the Sunday night before Easter at
about 8 &Clock, we had a hard
rain and all at once a terrible roar-
ing and inside of one minute the
hail began to fall in large chunks,
as big as a .hen egg and it pelted
the house tops for two or three
minutes or more and the result
was that the house tops, were
almost ruined with holes. Where
the hail hit the roof it left a
str.ealts spine one-half inch in
width. -
The road north of Kirksey is in
bad shape and almost impassable
in some places and the culverts
are giving away. Wonder if some-
one won't look after this soon?
Lazy Ned met old friend Eagle
in Murray last Saturday and shook
hands with him and a pleasant
chat for a few minutes.
Plenty of fish wagons were In
town Saturday and selling nice
Ginger Rogers and Fred Astaire in "FOLLOW T
HE FLEET," com-
ing Sunday and Monday to the Capitol T
heatre.
fish for 10 cents per pound. •
Mr. and Mrs. Claud Manning are
all smiles now, it's a brand new
plow boy at this home.
Mrs. Edna Swift gave a quilting
last week, inviting her neighbors
in to help her and they quilted all
day and almost completed two
quilts. Those present were Mrs.
Alma Beach, Mrs. Jennie Marine,
Mts. Onie Boyd and Hontas Boyd,
Mrs. Theo. Fulton and several
others. A nice dinner was served
at the noon hour by the host.
Mrs. Dennie Alexander is im-
proving nicely since she came back
from the hospital Sunday week:
Mrs. Glenn Harris of Bell City
is visiting her father and mother
tn Kirksey.
Udell. Watson is better at the
present. He had a bad case of
tonsilitiis the past week. -
The Rev. Mr. Davis filled his
regular appointment at Coldwater
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Mac Boyd and
daughter visited Wash Boyd and
family of Penny over the week
end.
Zelner Russell is preparing to
erect a large, new feed barn this
spring.
The Rev. Mr. Moss of Nashville,
Tenn., preached at Loc'ust Grote
church Easter Sunday Amery
interesting discourse was delivered.
We are glad Harry Miller of
Benton and Mr. Humphrey of
Mayfield were appointed super-
visors of the State Highway de-
partment. They are both nice men
and from our neighboring coun-
ties.
Jim Hurt of the Penny section
passed away last Saturday night.
-Lazy-Ned
ATTENDING K. E. A.
Mrs. L. C. Cherry, Oliver Cherry,
WU and Mrs -Coy Andrus,- Super-
visor L. C. Cherry and the follow-
ing list of teachers are areng
those attending K. E. A. at Louis-
ville: Miss Alice B. Roberts, Miss
Lucille Kingins, Miss Marguerite
Swann, Miss Maurine Cobb. Miss
Fay Rodgers, Miss Mizell Jeffrey,
Aubrey Hendon, and John Over-
bey.
It Pays to Read the Classifieds
NAME TEACHERS FOR CITY
SCHOOLS FRIDAY NIGHT
Stinson Has Unique
Card For Thursday
Promotor Gayle Stinson has a
unique and interesting card for
tonight at the Murray Athletic
Arena with three events all dif-
ferent. A wrestling match, a
Negro battle royal with gloves and
an acrobatic event.
' In the wrestling event Stinson
-eas-Dis Smith. who was hers last
week and made friends of visiting
fans: who will face Billy Veneable,
a newcomer from Houston, Texas,
who is of the same type wrestler
as issSmith. Two out of three falls
in. a 90 minute time limit is the
go.
In the boxing event, Stinson has
five Murray Negro youths in a
battle royal with winner take all.
And it should prove intersting
enough.
Dr. Smith who entertained last
week with an acrobatic stunt with
a little Miss from his gymnastic
school will bring some of his best
talent for this week's performance.
There will be no change in ad-
mission for this feature program,
Manager Stinson states,
Manager Stinson plans to make
the amateur boxing a part of his
weekly program and anyone desir-
ing to enter is asked to see him
on Mondays and Thursday to enter
the events. Anyone from Murray
or surrounding towns in the court-.
ty or the district may enter.
Fred Filbeck Is
Association Head
Fred Filbeck. Benton. was moved
up from vice-president to presi-
dent of the West Kentucky Funer-
al directors at a meeting held in
Paducah last Thursday. The Mur-
ray funeral directors retained
their positions. R. W. Churchill
was re-elected secretary and treas-
urer and Boyd Gilbert was re-
tained as a director. About fifty
were present for the meeting.
oaf
AMY
Changes Made in Personnel_
at Board Meet; Tax
Levy Set
The. teachers for the Murray
schools for the coming year were
named at a meeting of the CitL
Board of Education last Yridays
night. Several changes were mad(
in the personnel and the tal levy 
was set as the same as last seat"
with95ce 
to 
ssinkingenerala 
fund 
4pe rtrt.iy 20 
cents 
int.
$2 poll tax.
No elections were held for the
colored school due to the fact that
recommendations were not corns--
plete and the board is also con-
templating a teacher for ,speciat
music for commencement occasions:
Among the new teacherg are
Everett Crane who will teacg
voice, band and orchestra; Joh&
W. Overbey. commercial work.
Crane is a student of Murray State
College at present and only this
month received signal -honors in
music. He and Mrs. Crane have
apartments with Mr. and Mrs.
Buren Oyerbey. Mrs. Ralp Is
Churchill was also added to. the
High School staff. Miss Mary Lois
Outland was named for the fifth
grade and Mrs. B. H. Crawford
was elected teacher of the third
grade.
Teachers re-elected were: MISS
Margaret Graves. first grade; Miss
Lucy Lee, second grade; Mize
Kathleen Patterson, first and sec-
ond grades; Miss Lula Holland and
Miss Lula Clayton .Beale, for the
grades. Re-elected in the 'High
School were: Ed Filbeck, principal:
W. B. Moser, assistant: Ty Hol-
land, coach: Miss Meastow Hole,
Gordon Johnston, liqrs. Myra
eatheiTy. Miisi-Fran•SSS` SeScstuss-
Miss Hazel Tarry, M i.ss Dorothy
Robertson, Mrs. Ben Grogan and
Miss Margueritte Holc umb.
been set to have a purebrsd bull
050f flowir t he ACounnutmybleierfOrfof,
in every community', or.' at least
In Knat county, iihe guwofsialrtnehosnasd
are in the market fur- biles-rase
Hereford stock.
Spring and Tender, Loving
Memory Suggest: 
It Is Time to Erect a Fitting Memorial to Your
Departed Loved One
Now that winter has ebbed away and all th
e earth is covered
with the blooming blossoms of-the Springtime th
e thoughts of those le.c
behind naturally turn to the blessed memories of
 those in the "lone
couch of their everlasting sleep."
It is natural and proper for us to wish to comme
morate in eter-
nal marble, granite or stone the life and charac
ter of those who were
of our own hearts.
As we have endeavored to point out before in 
messages to the
public we look upon our business as somewhat
 different from the usual,
day-by-day relations between buyer and seller
. We realize and ap-
preciate that erecting a memorial for a loved one
 IS an act very close to
the hearts of those living.
Because of these facts and because we realize t
hat your friend-
ship and good will is more valuable than all our
 material assets we
want you to be pleased and we want it to be such 
a good job and such
a good value that you will feel like recommend
ing us to your friends.
In short, we believe the beat advertisement of all i
s a satisfied cus-
tomer.
We select all the stone we use in person at the quar
ry—no "sight
unseen" buying, no catalog buying and having 
something pushed off
on us that we would not want a customer of ours t
o have.
We are extremely particular about the cutting of 
stone. We
employ only the very highest skilled workmen, using 
the very best
equipment that can be purchased anywhere at any price
.
Our stone cutters are Lonscientious and just as anxious t
o please
you as we are, for they take pride in their work and kno
w that your
approval and recommendation brings steady, .bmploymen
t to them.
• You may be interested in seeing the work of cutting stones and
memorials of all kinds. We will le glad to have you call at any t
ime
fit our plant on Depot street and see for yourself just how the w
ork is
done. We will be glad td explain the methods used 
by our workmen.
And we would like to have you observe how careful a
nd thorough they
are that every operation be performed just as it sho
uld be.
And then we feel that the most important part of 
our business
is SERVICE. We realize what a sadly overworked
 word SERVICE is,
but we would like for you to give us an opportunity to demonstr
ate
with you just what we mean by SERVICE.
For one thing, we endeavor to assist you in determining just
what kind of a memorial you want without trying to
 lead you into
'something that you do not want. In other words, we
 try no high pres-
sure salesmanship to work down certain stocks and do 
any other tricks
of trade.
We realize that grave markers, monuments and m
emorials are
not often purchased by any individual—probably not more than th
ree
or four times in a lifetime 'on the average. Consequen
tly, the average
purchaser is not thqroughly informed about the qua
lities of the various
stones and other such matters that make a good value.
When you have made sacrifices in order to render
 deserved
tribute to the memory and love of one dear to your hear
t, you are en-
titled to the utmost that can be had for your expenditure
'.
Oun business is a permanent one just as the memorial
s we erect
are permanent. If you have a loved one lying in an unm
arked grave
we will be glad to go' into every detail with you regarding an appro-
priate and enduring monument. There is no obligation on yo
ur part.
There may be some who do not understand just how reasonable an 
appropriate grave marker may be purchased._
Many have been surprised to learn that a suitable marker may be purch
ased for as little as $10. Prices range n-
ward, but whether you buy a $10 marker or a beautiful and massive rec
eiving vault you will get an 100 cents for
each dollar expended in quality, workmanship and service.
Andrew Jackson Memorial
Nashville, Tennessee
Monuments are the grappling
irons that bind one generation to
another.—Joubert.
* 0 *
Memory is the treasury and
guardian of all things—Cicero.
*000
There is a voice from the tomb
sweeter than song; there is a re-
Inesisbrance of the dead to which
we turn even from the charms ot
the living. These we would not
exchange for the song of pleas-
ure or the bursts, of revelry.—
Washington Irving.
The life of the dead is placed
in the memory of the living.—
Cicero.
*
Tombs are the clothes of the
dead: a grave is but a plain suit,
and a rich monument is one em-
broidered.—Thomas Fuller.
4.164444•44.
I alP
Our Monuments Are Guaranteed
to Satisfy Customers in Material,
Workmanship and Price Be-
fore You Pay for Them
Murray Marble Works
Telephone 121 GOLDIE ORR, Manager 
Murray, Kentucky
"Your Satisfaction Is Our Siiccess"
Soldiers and Sailors- Meseeral
New York City
5.
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Editor
newspaper. Again we are willing
to abide by your decisions on these
matters.
It is not a 'difficult thing to at-
tain n-Isieste circulation if one is
not too scrupulous about the meats,
ode um& But it is atatMev7 task
to heap a large circblatioa
you .get it and coesequeatly we are
frankly pleased that the circula-
tion of The Ledger & Times in
- Calloway county has shown a
• . steady and healthy growth ever
TRAM. EDITORIAL since we have tried to bperate it.
fA,Let.SAS,A_OCIATION A great portion of The Ledger
1935 & Times subscription list is paid
Entered at the Postoffice, Murray, Kentucky, as second 
class mail matter
Subscription Rates:-In First Congressional District and
 Henry and
Stewart Counties, Tenn., $1.00 a year, Kentucky, $1.50; 
Elsewhere, $2.00.
dvethslng Rates and Information about Calloway Coun
ty market
mIsbed upon application.
a"- Just -About
Ourselves
Sighin we beg our readers' in-
dulgence to have a little space to
iiihr %bout ourselves. The end of
Tissilledger & Times annual cum-
lades drive . finds us with the
lard* circulation in our history
angeloy far the largest circulation
ia 1St' county of any newspaper
ever published here.
'Me new tabulated circulation
steed/eat of The Ledger & Times,
atit in this edition, 
contains
idteresting information that
weeniest we may be pardoned for
We, want even/ reader, as v:ell
as every advertiser to persue this
cletiglet, .sworn circulation state-
meotavery carefully.
IBM statement is an -actual count
of Air mailing hat and we would
be -stiod to have any person come
in 1091 verify this count for him-
sells•Wo will be glad to have you
cod*: in and check over the actual
mailime list used in addressing /Pie
Males without any interference, on
nuCglatt.
seven s-ears mat wr,have
putillibed this little paper we have
winterely -enneriewheisely tried
se- put. material_inla .it that will
be of general and special interest
to the people of Calloway county
without prejudice toward any per-
son or thing. We have not tried
particularly to publish the kind
of paper that we might most en-
joy but one that we believed, ac-
cording to our 'honest but feeble
judgment. 6hat the greater ma-
;only of our readers would most
genuinely appreciate.
it is worth very little to state
a newspaper's aims and policies.
A newspaper. like a person. is
judged by how it conducts itself
and not by what it says or claims 
We ere willing to let mail edition
speak for itself and our record as
a whole stand as our only witness
before our only judges-the people
of Calloway County.
We appreciate as much as any-
one that mere volume of circula-
tion is not enough. Its oat rindi
important how many copies of -a
newspaper are circulated but host
thoroughly labOlin copies are read
and how genuinely they are
,believed after they are read. So it
has been our endeavor not only
to obtain a large circulation news-
paper but also to make it a good
newspaper. an interesting news-
paper- and.- above ,o11.. sui-hopest
SERVICE
Sound Protection
SAVINGS SAV
• FIRE .. TORNADO
Automobile, Plate Glass Casualty
bent MCITAL BENEFIT LIFE LNS. CO.
L.E. OWEN Gen. Insurance
First National Bank Budding
in advance and the great pre-
ponderant majority of it is paid to
the point where it is counted bona-
fide circulation by the. strictest
rules of every organization which
checks newspaper circulation lists.
We will be glad to show anyone
the tabulation of expiration dates
of the entire subscription hat of
At the present time. The Ledger
& Times has mare than 100 sub-
scribers each OW seven of the 17
rural routes En the county. It
must be remembered that several
of the routes are -short and have
barely lee boxes each. This is an
increase of two over last year.
Murray Route' 6 and Hazel Route 1
went over the 100 mark in the past
Sew days. Of course, Murray
Route 1 remains the big boy with
183. a net increase of 3 over a year
age and Murray Route 4 is second
vath 145 suneeribers out of the
190 boxes on that route.
The city of Murray and college
addition have gone over the. 800
mark with 813.
After a slow but steady gain
for the past two or three years
Hazel Route 1 passed the century
mark with 103. That is a net gain
of six over a year ago.
We have printed a, number of
:espies of this circulation statement
__Which shows not only the number
of subscribers in each town and on
each rural route Mai also the num-
ber of homes in the towns and the
number of boxes on each route so
that one can cheek the- percent-
.PFR. IF'raØ,_hterfaar-
_ -tire.telfiew-Uttne_liogio-about,SSir
circulation not in a spirit of brag-
ging but to lay the plain facts
before you as to just what we
have to sell to the advertiser in
the way of readers and reader-in-
terest tikturaily we aresproud of
the paper's large eirculation,and
the way it is growing-we would
not be human if we weren't
We have never believed that a
newspaper wields A powerful per-
suasion over its readers but that
it does have some influence ma
one will deny. We take seriously
our responsibilities to publish a
clean, friendly, neighborly pager
Spring Days Mean
Week-end Trips
with the family---,=protect them with new, safe
.7tires all around to prevent the 'often fatal
blow-outs. For economy use GENERALS,
for they are economical because they wear
longer. ,
1,14102 ietaxal 
wit 144,10 444 still
SOP 
SOVSIIILEA
"'TO the famons big mileage of
- General Tires has been added
still more and safer non-skid
mileage. General's Silent Safety
Tread grips the road like a cork- ,
screw-and is much longer wearing. Fur safety and economy,
put these new, safe, silent, longer-lasting Generals on your
car now. Easy terms if you wish.
Even though you are not interested in tires
right now—we invite you ni to look over the new
GENERAL tires. Their quality is eaidsuit.
ecalat'AL Sdu/totrtj?
CHANGE TO SUMMER OIL
Most motorists have changed to summer ails and greases and if
you haven't done SO, drive by_aeonce and let us. make the change.
YOUR CAB-NEEDS THIS ATTENTION:
Super Service Station
--OF
Jackson Purchase Oil Co.
WIT MAIN STREET MURRAY, KENTUCKY
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and, as always before and here-
after, we solicit your generous
sistanee in every, way in helping
us make it a better newspaper.
There has never yet been anything
that couldn't be Unproved mese
and we fully appreciate that that
is true of The Ledger & nine&
Edwin J. Paxton
Returns
Never have we welcomed a
newspaper man returning to his
love with more fervor and cor-
diality than we extend to Edwie
J. Pexton as he somes back to
active newspaper work as pub-
lisher of The Paducah Sun-Demo-
crat
There is a personal reason tot
this beyond my sincere apprecia-
tion of Edd Paxton as a gentle-
man. honorable and true. The
first_ newspaper Job I ever
was under him when he so ably
edited and published the
Evening Sun which later
the News-Democrat under his 411-
rection
Shortly after that Mr. Paxton
retired and though he has lived
most of the time since 1929 in
Florida he has never lost one iota
of his deep and unselfish interest
in Paducah and the territory that
surrounds the metropolis of this
section.
Never was a raw cub on a news-
paper treated with any mom
courtesy and consideration than
was I as the baby member of the
Evening Sun staff in 1921. Never
was Mr. Paxton other than kind.
courteous and considerate of ma,
painfully coaching me in the rudi-
ments of newspaper work with
rare patience and skill.
Edd Paxton is my friend. I know
it because he has proved it so. I
think I reel as much elation at his
returrN_as any member of the Sun-
Dernia .staff.
John T. Ross, another of the
"old bvn"- on. Mr. Paxton's
Evening Sun and at present a staff
Member of The Sun-Democrat has
written the paper's welcome to Mr.
Paxton. It is so appropriate and;
.areurately-expreneer- my own-
sentiments that I reproduce it
here.
and loyal cooperation from every
one of us. Nothing short of that
would match the Auserb loyalty of
the man himself. It will be a
pleasure for all of us to give him
the best we have-John T. Rosa.
AUST JOTS
Sy Joe
Easter Showers,
Make happy hours-
IsYkell•
Lloyd George iwar-time premier
of Britain says war debts - must
be settled. We're ready for Eng-
land to start the parade.
The Elizabethtown News thinks
the worst highway robbery is when
a stop light holds you up.
Instead ;14( 'taxing -you 2-04 on
r outgo the statç. will --
snake it 4% on your thcome.
Kentucky has $4,000.000 in 13
banks and not a single one has
offered to give up its share to
avoid the unlucky number.
Louisville's New Deal ball club
won the opening game which
seems to be about the only day of
the season the Colonels are on top
of the league.
A local man remarked a few
days ago that a Congressman in
Washington didn't amount to any
more there than a Notary Public
here. Which reminds us that there
are 70 in 12 Indiana districts which
would like to be sworn.'
. • • • •
A man fell from a 70-foot smoke
stack in Lebanon and recovered
but even more pleasing is the
fact that America is recovering
from a stx-year drop.
• • • • •
Valises of stocks Med on the
New York Exchange rose from 15
billion at the demob= low to 51
billion the first di-April. I'll tell
this WOW Romig* certainly is
tutaiall the security holders of this
C—.
Wise observers are looking for
the early attainment of the last
three letters Of the Townsend Plat!.
• • • • •
General Pershing was cited oq
a speeding charge in Califprilie
and the Huns would likedto heel
gotten him for the same count
In the fall of 19111.
While future-veterans mantra-
dons throughout the country are
demanding a bonus in advance,
some of the actual veterans of the
World War here are figuring on
organizing a Future War-Profiteers
body and dernanding their war
profits now.
There's Wry little indeed* but
what can also in turn Tee-ifilleuled.
The Ledger & Times circulation
is 'now 2.935. Come in and count
'em for yourself.
Letters To Editor
APPRECIATES L. & T.
April 10, 1938
Mr. Joe T. Lovett,
Murray, Kentucky.
Thanks a lot for the notice of
my subscription expiring. I feel
that I can not get along witthoit
-my home paper.
Even though I have been away
from Murray many years, I still
have a keen interest in Murray
and Calloway County affairs, and
by taking the paper I keep in
close contact with things.
I ginerally *give ygur pager
on Sunday mdeollit and it is jeit
like a letter from home. I stop
everfthing and read from cover
to cover. *ay times I am made
very sad to read of the death of
very good frieqds, but they have
to come and slims lie do We
always wapt to knob, ,aboUt
• sl:msee pi= gives me the
ilmoldag you again for- your
many 2avegn I AM
Your friend.
Dower Ragsdale
P. S. Encloted you Will please
find check for $2,00 to cover an-
other year's subscription to the
Murray paper.
It Pays to Read the Claea2011100
Has Old Order
From, Civil War
Mrs. Emma Allbritten has an old
military WNW of the Civil War
days with* commissioned a rela-
tive of him, Janus Aiibtaten,
Forage Mader. This ardor was is.
used Jgg._411k 1411 by A. B. Shack-
lett au ofilieler Of Mt Centederacy.
— -01 — -
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THE SUN-DEMOCRAT
WELCOMES MIL PA.ICTON
"RACK HOME-
' It is an old adage that one never
ceases to love newspaper work,
once it is chosen as a career. When
Edwin .1. Paxton. Sr.. retired from
active duty as an editor and pub-
lisher. his heart remained where it
shays was-in the newspaper he
helped to create, and which he so
ably guided over a long period at
yellis. • 
-
Now that he is back in the
game again. Mr. Paxton picks
up the task where he laid it dawn,
bet he finds a bigger newspaper, a
greater Paducah in which to labor.
This City and its .people are for-
tunate indeed that he has decided
to come back and work again in
the town - he 'cherishes. Although
a semi-citizen of Florida for a
number of years. Mr. Paxton is
still a newspaper man. Nothing
' could ever change that.
In my humble way I should like
to take this opportunity of telling 
Mr. Paxton how genuinely glad we.
all are that he is back again. No
newspaper worker ever lahored
for a finer man. He is true blue.
There are in the ranks of The
Sun-Democrat force several 'older -
men than this writer, but I believe..
I voice the unanimous opinion of -
the staff, old and young, male and
female. when I say that we are
extremely happy to welcome Mr.4
Paxtort back into the fold. In the
20 years that I have worloed for hitt
paper I have Come to know the
fine, rare qualities which mak.t.
hues an outstanding man.
Mr. Paxton does not have to be
told that he will receive completo
•
NUTICE OF DISSOLUTION
FRAZEE. BERRY & DIELUGLN
c...
Notice is hereby given to the
public that the partnership of
Frazee, Berry & Melugin has been
dissolved, the 'dissolution being ef-
fective as of April 1. 1936.
K. C. Frame and Hugh Melugin
have formed a new partnership
which will be known as Frazee &
Melugin. and have taken over * ' •
of the ordinary fire and casualty
business of tht aid firm. They
will.ocatirme-nriiis Misthess at the -
old offices of Frazee, Berry & Me-
login. rrank_Berre has taken
over the general agency and ad.;
justment business of the //id f irrrs
and alas all business relating
taxicabs, busses, contract and com-
mon carrier trucks. Irur the pres-
ent he. too, will occupy the old -
nuartets.
All persons holding accounts--or
claims of any kind whatsoever ,
.1 against the old firm are requested I-
to present same for A:layman-fit
ones.
+witness our ands, this April 1,
1236.
K. C. Frazee
J. Frank Berry
Hugh Melugin
strii2Is
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Study Cost Before
Choosing Your
REFRIGERATION!
TO KNOW what a refrigerator costs, a careful
buyer will consider ALL of the items that enter
in. First is - -
Your Investment-
You buy no mechanical equipment when you choo
se
an air-conditioned Modern Ice Refrigerator. You 
pay
from one-half to two-thirds LESS than those whp do.
Interest on your investment is likewise only one-
third to one-half what it might otherwise be. No 
interest
is charged on your time payments—which means ano
ther
.saving.
Depreciation (loss of value due to wear and obs
o-
lescence) is divided out over a period of twenty years' ser-
vice instead of five or ten.
Littk fish are getting bigger,
Summer time is on its way.
If you'd only stop to figgcr,
You'd get Gulflubs right away.
CHANCE NOW TO
GULFLUBE SUMMER GRADE
THE PREMIUM- QUALITY MOTOR OIL
GULP
POW 25, A QUART
Saving in Food
Air-conditioned refrigeration means less waste in your 
kitchen
because it saves things you would otherwise lose---not only
 because of
actual spoilage, but, because they have lost their freshness and 
flavor.
Since you-I-by more storage space per dollar in a Modern Ice
Refrigerator, you can buy food in large quantities, especially when
there are bargains, and the cold washed air will keep your purchases
fresh and appetizing.
Operating Expense
Modern Ice Refrigerators, using ice in an entirely n
ew way,
need re-icing only once or twice a week in summer, even less in win-
ter; the cost of operation is at a minimum.
There is no upkeep. Modern Ice Refrigerators have no 
mov-
ing parts to wear out, require no.repairs, no units to be replaced.
There are no hurry calls or extra trips for ice—your Modern Ice
Refrigerator affords an ample supply at all hours4 day or night.
HERE IS WHAT WE SAY ABOUT COSTS, and ,
WE BACK IT up
We say Ice Refrigeration is cheaper and offer you a
WRITTEN CONTRACT to supply pin *vith Ice Refrig-
eration cheaper than you can own and operate on elec-
trical box.
We will sell you a Modern Ice Refrigerator without
interest or carrying charge for as low as ONE DOLLAR
pER WEEK.
ICS CUltes H4 siva agrinms
And Oat, if them 079W-clear.
mosembse - named out at a moment's
ootice by chewer. patented ice caber.
'ess'
MO PO= TO COMM DISH=
area better won't pleb up Manses
ed... in Cooleriator. Covering dishes or
wrapping food Is no longer necessary?
Check all cost items
carefully before you
'-buy any refrigerator.
You will find that from
a dollar and cents
standpoint--aside from
the fast that you get
the best in refrigera-
tiou--an air-condition-
ed Modern Ice Refrig-
erator is today's
standing buy for
L home.
out-
your
Murray Consumers Coal & Ice Co., Inc.
"ICE is the BEST and CHEAPEST Refrigerant y
et known to the Scientific World"
For ServICE---Telephozte 64
Tune in on Mary Pickford's "Parties at Pickfair," over Colu
mbia network, Tuesday nights at 9:00 C.S.T.
- - _ or
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The annual meeting of the Ken-
a tucky Branch of the American As-
„g) sociation of University Women will
be held at the Woman's Club
(Louisville), Friday, April .17. The
business meeting is scheduled to
meet at 10.30, at which Lime re-
ports will be made by presidents
of the different branches, and the
election of officers will be held.
At 1-2:15 the luncheon war be
batik also at•the Woman's Club.
lleiders will be seated according
to preference for activities ,pf the
association. Miss Julia Allen,
state president, will preside. All
arrangements for the meeting are
made by the College Club, the lo-
cal branch of the A.A.U.W., which
acts as hosts on this occasion. The
State Association of Deans of
Women, moist of wham members
belong to the different branches
of the A.A.U.W., join in this
luncheon.
• The guest speaker will be Dr.
Mary E. Breckenridge of the Fron-
tier Nursing Service.
 •
Ward-O'Neal Marriage .
Announced,
Mr. and Mrs. Clint Ward an-
nounce the marriage of their
daughter Eva Grey to Mr. Claud B.
O'Neal of Lawrenceburg. Ind. The
marriage was solemnized Friday
afternoon at five-thirty O'clock
at the home of the officiating min-
ister Rev. George Ragland in the
presence of a few friends at Lex-
ington, Ky.
The bride wore a blue and gray
ensemble with harmonizing acces-
soritii, her flowers were gardenias
She was attended by her sister,
Miss Marelle Ward who wore a
navy blue ensemble and carried a
bouquet of Joann Hill roses and
lilies of the valley. Mr. Thomas
Bondurant of Florence, Ind., was
best man. '
After the ceremony, Mr. and
Mrs. O'Neal left for few days
visit with the bride's parents in
Murray and upon their -return will
be at home at , 120 Warren Court,
Lexington, Ky.
Mrs. Harding Galloway
Entertained
Mrs. Abner Galloway and Mrs.
THE BEST TRADITIONS OF
THE OLD KENTUCKY •
HOME
are ever observed in the Service, Comfort,
and convenienee of the
KENTUCKY
HOTEL
Louisville's Newest and Up-to-Date in All
Appointments and Most
Reasonable Rates
Write TURNER MILAM, Ass't. Manager
for Reservations
•
ore,- -,----.,••••,e,--aiaeraroi-
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Homer Farmer entertained Mrs.
Harding Galloway with a shower
at the home of the former Thurs-
day, March 19.
The henoree received many
beautiful and Useful gifts. The
afternoon was spent in Barnes, con-
tests, and social conversation
After which delightful refresh-
menle were served.
The gift wagon was drawn by
Miss Marbet York and Miss Hilda
Fay Galloway.
Prizes were awarded to Mrs. J.
R. Wrather and Mrs. George Rhea.
Those present were Mrs. Mattie
Harding, Mrs. Melinda Miles, Mrs.
Hattie Paschall, Mrs. Will Bran—
don, Mee. Will Rose, Mrs. J. D.
Jones and son Jeral Dan, Mrs.
Learns Ward, Mrs. Emma Hard-
ing, Mrs. Cozy Myers and daugh-
ter Lillie, Mrs. Hafford Paschall
and daughter Yvonne.
Mrs. Bess Thomas, Mrs. Cletus
Guthrie, Mrs. H. H. Turner, Mrs.
Cora Bradley, Mrs. Dole Jones,
Estelle . Butterworth ._ and
daughter Peggy Jane, Mrs. Bryan
Galloway, Mrs. C. W. Mathis,
Mrs. Powell Wrather. Mrs. Bernice
Summers and son Eugene, Mrs.
Clavinda Redden.
Mrs. Melinda' Spencer, Mrs.
Scudder Galloway, Mrs. Lamer
Farmer, Mrs. Will Sparkman, Mrs.
Carman Miller, Mrs. J. R. Wrather
and daughters Doris and Janelda
Sue, Mrs. George Rhea, Mrs. Enna
York and daughter Marbet, Mrs.
Abner Galloway. Mrs. Homer
Farmer, Mrs. Harding Galloway
and daughter Hilda Fay.
Miss Una Broach, Miss Ruth .Las-
siter. Miss Elizabeth Broach, Miss
Addie Butterworth, Miss Virginia
Farmer, Miss Louise Jones, Miss
Ynema Rhea, Miss Martha Frances
Galloway, Miss Jean '''Galloway,
Miss, Lillian Mathis.
Those sending gifts were Mrs.
Frank Wrather. Mrs. 'John Hanes;
Mrs. Everette Housden, Mrs. Mat-
tie Hcrward, Mrs. Autrey Farmer;
Mrs. Oat Denham. Mrs. Billie
Murchison, and Mrs. Boyd Riley-
all of Detroit. Mich.; Miss Gertie
Paschall. Miss -Dulcie Mae Swann,
Miss Sallie- Howard, Mrs. Lester
Farmer, Mrs. Ma:shit ' Bradley,
Mrs. Crit Farmer. -
• • • • •
South Pleasant Greve
Society Meets
The South Pleasant Grove Mis-
sionary Society met Wednesday,
April 8, with Mrs. Wayne Paschall.
The theme of the meeting was
"Comniunity Betterment”. Numer-
ous phases of the topic were dis-
cussed, and references cited where
in some states by petitions orl
other cooperation traffic lights or
traffic officers had been placed at
dangerous crossings and other re-
forms mentioned.
da esia- FOR ECONOMY
"The Ford V.8 uses less fuel and
oil for the power it gives than
, any other car we have ever made
AND ITS UP-KEEP COST IS THE LOWEST"
ENTHUSIASTIC sales talk often begins
and ends with gasoline mileage. Some
salesmen would like yotoo believe it is
the whole story of automobile economy.
But drivers ought to know better. For,
the fact is, it's way down the list.
- The big items of our economy are low
first cost, low up-keep cost and low de-
preciation; Savings hero can make a
great deal of difference in cost per mile.
Gasoline mileage is more of a talkie*
point than an economy factor.
Check up and you will find that the
difference between 17 and 19 miles 0,
•
1TH USUAL LOW DOWN-PAYMENT, BUYS ANY NEW FORD
'$25 A MONTH Z•li CAR ON NEW LI CC
 VI% PER MONTH FINANCE PLANS.
gallon is less thee $10 for a whole year's
aeerage driving (8400 miles at 18 cents
a gallon). Here are the big items that
mike the Ford the most economical car:
More value for every dollar you pay.
./;11 Lower cost for rep
airs and service.
Long life. Slow depreciation.
Quality means economy and the 1936
Ford V-S gives you more real quality
than any other low-price car. No other
car unfler $1645 has a V-8 engine. No
other low-price car has Center-Poise
Riding, safe, sure mechanical brakes and
Safety Glass all around at no extra cost.
e
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In St. Marks. near New Orleans.
La.. a woman's club registered a-
wl! against Slot machine/ IV& to
a great extent by school diadem).
and in conclusion.' South, Plerialmo
Grove Society unannhously adop-
ted the following
We, the members of South Plea.-
ant Grove Mimianary Society.
urge the good. citizens Of Callowlia•
county to cooperate with officers
in eradicating slot machines and
other forms of ratline, which are
so detrimental to the School chll-
Vert and society in general.
Resolved: That. a, copy of these
resolutions be sent to E. P. Phil-
lips, county fudge; B. Hall. Hood,
county attorney and to Sheriff Carl
Kingins and a copy to the Ledger
& Times.
• C s • •
Steely-Carlton
Wedding
On Wednesday evening. April
8, MMIF Ruth Steely, daughter o4
Mr. and 'Mrs. Deck Steely. 'Hazel,
became the...bride of. WOW& can-
ton of Detroit. Ditich., and grand-
son of Mr. and Mrs. John Carlton
of Murray.
The ceremony was read in Me-
tropolis, Ill. Shortly after the
rites the couple left for Detroit to,
make their home. •
Their many friends wish them
happiness all through life.
Entertained With Birthday Party
Mrs. Edd Alton entertained with.
a birthday party Tuesday after-
noon, April eleventh, in honor of
her daughter Katherine's eleventh
birthday and also a quilting party
for the ladies present.
The afternoon was spent in
quilting and the children enjoyed
games on the lawn.
Delightful refreshments were
served.
The honoree received many nice
and useful gifts.
Those present were. John
Underwood, ' Mrs. FOGs -Steele,
Mrs. Gaylon White,Urs. Clifford
Whitividne'Bob White, Mrs. Nol-
a* Wieehart, Mrs. Betty Alton,
Mrs. Sherman Lynn, Miss Hattie
McLean.
Miss Sy/via Alton, Miss Julie
Frances • Curd, Maurine Steele,
Ruth and Sue Underwood, Oneta
White; Imogene Lyrih; &Mbar-and
Charlie White, Wanda Yvonne
Wisehart
Mrs. Edd Alton, Watherine, Bet-
ty Jo, Dortha Jean and James Gil-
bert Alton. Those sending gifts
were Mrs. Glen Lynn, Miss Mary
Steele and Miss Margueritte White.
• • • • •
Earl Hale
Honored
Relatives and friends of Earl
Hale surprised him with a birth-
day dinner Easter. A good dinner
was spread at noon which was
Lend. Lee. Dop.—and Hazel Ann,
Mr. and Mrs, Stark Parker and!
children. Voris.. Daniel, and. Bah-
by. Mr. and. Mrs, Sylvan Hale and
children, Derothy Jean, Franklin
Earl, Joe Thomas, Mr. and Mrs.
Oliver Clark, Joseph and Wayne.
Mr. and M. Albert Hale, and son
Rex, Bert Hale, Olus Bale, Mr. and
Mrs. W. P. Tucker. F. 4. Bale.
Bernice and Rhecta Bell Cerra-
way, Thomas Carraway, Myrtlene
Holland, Lucille and Edna Hale,
Carrie Braedon, Wilson Gantt,
Kenneth Hale, James Brandon, Mr.
and Mrs. Gardner Ragsdale and
children Paul, Ralph, and Joe Tax,
Louise Evans, Louise Andrews„
Lona May Elkins, Louis Andrews,
Marshall Gantt.- Afternoon guests
were Luna Elkins, Reva Dell Hall.
Annie • Helen. Ragsdale, Mr. and
Mrs. Buren Falwell, Mr. and Mrs.
Alvin Brandon and children, Mar-
shall, Wilferd, Frank, Jamie and,
Alvin Jr., ve C. Ragsdale and
'Albert Ragsdale.
• - ---
Surprise iltrthdaye Dinner
John Rowlett, of near Locust
Grove, was honored with a birth-
day dinner Sunday, April 12, cele-
brating his 35th year.
At the noon hour friends brought
out baskets of excellently pre-
pared food and spread a bountiful
dinner.
The -afternoon was spent ,fee
friendly conversation and the-lion-
oree received several ,Iseautiful
&its.
Those present ineinded Mr. and
5.11. Walter Thaidan and chil-
dren, Stewart/Myrtle -Mae, Polly
W.11odean add James Harold; Mrs.
Pearl OWaltney and children,
P.ul Logan, Jessie Pearl, and
Howard.
Mr. and Mrs. Bryan Phillips and
children, John Averitt, James Osco;
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Enoch and chil-
dren. Sue and Ray; Mr. and Mrs.
Finis Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Valdy
R, v,lett, Mr. and Mrs. Rupert
Holland, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Wal-
ker.
Mr. and Mrs. John Ahart, Mrs.
J. T. Stewart, Mr. and 'Mrs. C. A.
Rowlett of Memphis, Tenn., Miss
Blame Ahart,,,,Miss Oneida Abort
Jim Burton, Eula Burton, Vera
Morris, Leland Mutant. Mr. and
Ws, John Roi-71,relt and afternoon'
guests were Nathan Parker, Rob-
ert H. Ellis, and Fred Parker
Houston.
Have hint Birthday
Dinner
' Relatives and friends honored
Orvis Riley and Mrs. Carl Ed-
wards with a surprise dinner
Easter Sunday.
Those present were as follows:
Mr. and Mrs. Van Radcliff, Mrs•
enjoyed by all. 
Those included were Mr. and Keep a Gc'c'd
Mrs. W. A. Owen, Mr. and Mrs. always in your home
Jim Walston and daughter. Jean-
ette. Dr. and Mrs. L. D. Hale, Con
Guerin, Mr. and Mrs. Guy Billing-
ton and daughter, Anna Ruth, Mr.
and Mrs. Stanley Futrell and Brun-
da Sue, Mrs. W. C. Holland Mr.
and Mrs. Lairy Retherford and son,
Max, Mr. and Mrs. Fred Collie
and Virginia. Mr. and Mrs. John-
nie carraway, Mrs. Fred Barber.
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Dyer and
children, Wayne, Sadie, Rubie,
a 
Because
They Are the
Economical
Tire
POPULARLY PRIC-
ED, LONG WEAR-
ING with miles and
miles of service in ev-
ery tire.
Murray has been,
generous In Firestone
patronage and only
because Firestone is
the first quality pop-
ular priced tire.
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Only since taking over the county agency for
Fireetones have we learned fully how popular, they
are.
We Solicit Your Tire Business
A' PRICE AND SIZE EDF ALL
Oldfield . Sentinel . . Courier
From this group of Firestone tires you can get
the price tare you want or if you prefer better
tires—SELECT FIRESTONE HEAVY DUTY
TIRES.
C.T. Rushing Garage
DESOTO .... PLYMOUTH
SALES and SERVICE
1
r
Don Vayatt. Mrs. TOM Wyatt and
children Lucille, Loulas, W. Da
Awe John Euclid, Mrs. Myrtle Ri-
ley and children Traede. CcutY.
end oiin, Mr. and MEL. Aubrey.
Houser and son James Malvin.
Mr. and Sirs. W. Jfitervall and
danitter Mary. Mr. and Mrs. MIAs
Wilson and Inn Vernon. gr. god
Mrs. Velma Wilson and WM ckalL
James anti Brown, Mr. end Mrs.
Curt Newsome, Mr. and Mrs, they
Hauser and son. Jewel Edward, Mr.
and Mrs. Otter Riley, Miss Bessie
Heaney.
Miss Laverne Edwards, TO De
Armond, Mrs. Martha Ann Bridges,
Mn. and Mrs." Carl Edwards and
children. J. C, Doris, and Donald,
Mr. and Mrs. Ostia Riley and son
IL L. Afternoon guests were Mack
Riley and Mrs. Marjorie Rule.
Mre. Ada ellgeht Celebrates Her
Seventy-Seeeed Birthday
Mrs. Ada Diuguid was honored
with a birthday dinner at her
home Monday, April 13. She was
ce,lebrating.._ her. _seventy-secand_
birthday.
Covers were laid for • Mrs. Ada
Diugiud, Mrs. LottinDfuguid. Mrs.
Beckham Diuguid 'Mrs. John Clop-
ton. Mrs. Lee-Lucas, Mrs. Woodard
Hicks.
-"Victor Wells, Mrs. Albert
salter. Mrs. Nelle Farmer and
ildren Tom and Mary Martha
Fanner, Jane Hale and Miss Edith
Duncan.
Magazine Club To Meet
April 23
The Magazine Club will meet
Thursday the 23 at the home of
Mrs. W. J. Caplinger.
Dr. liable Gude
Hest
Dr. Mabel Gude is giving a
theatre party on April 21 for the
Student Organization committee.
They will see "The Voice of Bugle
Ann" which the A.A.U.W. is spon-
soring for a M. S. T. C. Scholar-
ship Fund.
Guests will be Miss Alice Keys,
Miss Christine Brown, Miss Marg-
aret Trevathan; Forrest Pogue,
James Allison, Cecil Gentry. Frank
Jones, Sam Boyd Neely and Frank
Trilling
Card of Thanks
• • • a 4
We wish to enxiend our deepest
thanks to our friends arid neigh-
bors for their kindness in our re-
'cent bereavement..-Mrs. Tom Wil-
liams and sons.
Madison county homemakers are
Insisting upon the planting of
many vegetables in their spring
gardens. Broccoli, cauliflower,
greens, lettuce, peas, beans, cab-
bage. and carrots are among those
used.
Jackson 'county fegniers die go.
ing in, for greeter goultry profile_
in a big war. With LOW chick,
glrody delivered ,Zan. approved
flocks. orders are' liacied tor 12e
OM more for 4pril delivery. Tes
torts of poultry feeds to be' home-
nuxeci have bean spoken for, and
30 new brooder houses, hetie' been
built.
1011. (:. Oakley
Chirepractoe
Office at 11140^,-- ow Woe 11,110
Wootaye. lielesedere priory
^ In Afternoon
1 P. It. te 6 P. M.
Essolube
MOTOR OIL
•
more for your money!
•
FOR THE SAKE OF. YOUR POCK
I,. ,
Thoughtful Common Same Teaches That
It Costs Much More Each Season You 1),
Put Off Needed Painting.
NOW IS THE TIME TO USE DEPENDABLE
WA_Ft
PAINTS *r •tt-:* 
ProtectinglYout r)Property;Ealy
et "ALL
overnment;FHA PlanwMakes
1 
THREE YEARS TO. PAY "\ 
t
• Don't put it off to another season: Save yourself noodles.. re. *Al'
pair costs by protecting your property with long lasting quality. 
paints such as the famous Warren products. When paint is need-
ed on your home, barns, floors, or farm machinery, you pay. for it whether
you put it on or off. The destructive forces of sun, rain, snow, wind, and
sleet are always at work. A needed painting job, put off until next fall, will
cost at least 25 per cent more because of the damage which will be done ,
within those months. Under the Federal Housing Act you need not have
ready cash to paint now. You not only have three years to pay, but you can 1,
meet the entire cost by small easy monthly payments or pay when your crop !
Is made and sold. There is no mortgage required, only your note at a rea-
r- CoMZ nr—LET US EXPLAIN ALL DETAILS OF THE FHA PLAN
sonable interest rate fixed by the Government.
•
kOilinalbNa We 84311 and Guarantee . . . . WARREN'S INSURED PAINTS'.
T TT
Scott Lassiter Hardware Co.
1 "
Farming Implements Haraware of All Kinds
Murray, Kentucky
^
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Scatter-Brain's
News
Mr. and Mrs. Leland Morris of
neer Hazel. vieited Mr. and Mrs.
Rutter' Anderson and family Fri-
AIX
1. end Mrs. Rube Alton end
family and Mr. and Mrs. Manilla
Orr and family were among those
from around here to attend the
funeral services for Joe M. Parris
Priday.
Mr. and Mrs. Zelmar Farris and
baby visited Mrs: Farris in the
home of Irvan Miller last week
end.
Mr. and Mrs. 011ie Knight Stub-
blefield and baby of Concord visit-
ed Mr. and Mrs. Bob White last
week end.
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Bruce Wilson
have completed their new beetle
and moved into it. It is near
Stone's school. On Easter Sun-
day they visited Mrs. Wilson's
parents, Mrs. Car!
Prof. and Mrs. Kenneth Grogan
of Gilberts-ville. Ky.. spent the
Agesejs_end visiting_ N. G. Wafl 
daughter. They reported the river
very high there.
Mn.. L. E. Wilson and sons Clay-
ton and Charles visited in Mur-
ray over the week end. They were
there to visit Mr. Wilson who is in
the boapital.
Sirs and Mrs. G. T. Harmon had
as 'Sunday dinner guests Iftt'. and
Mrs. Dill Harmon. Mr. and Ides.
Logan Harmon and family. Mr.
and Mrs.- David Harmon and baby
Mr. and- Mrs. Hollis Adams.
Mr. and Mrs. Elgan Underwood
and children of Murray visited
relatives and 'friends near Mason's
Chapel Sunday.
Miss Pauline Alexander had as
her guests Saturday night. Misses
Mildred and Imogene McPherson
Of near Murray.
It seems that fire is very de-
structive t property around the
past week end. Saturday after-
noon about 5:30 o'clock lightening
struck a tobacco barn of Jake
Mayers, 'Hazel, and flames con-
sumed hay and farming imple-
ments as well as the barn. Early
Sunday morning the home and
,sonteets of Mrs. Lula Walk Mur-
ray. was complelely destroyed by
fire. Sometime about noon the
home of Prof. and Mrs. Kenneth
.fsilhartsville urns_
stroyed by fire. The most of the
furnishings were saved. It was
thought the fire originated from an
SAFETY uf our DEPOSITS Is INSURED
by the Federal Depadt Inenranoe Corporation of Washington. D. C.. eg
Is $5.8110.in
ft TOGETHER—
.-71ave7Woppli
A MAN should tell his business.to his WIFE. She can
and will help him. She will be HONEST with him
and help him save.
Team work by husband and wife . . . BOTH trying to
get ahead . . . will win. Try it.
- START SAVING REGULARLY NOW
We Wel_come Your Banking Business
TRIM
HAVE kkedlY1
PEOPLES SAVINGS
BANK
Murray, Ky.
Make Our Bank YOUR Bank
THINK!
:111.reei
eager-
HAVE MONEY'
adjoining house which burned
then a third house burned from it.
Mr. and Mrs. Grogan were-wend-
ing the week end in this com-
munity visiting their parents when
it occurred.
Mr. and Mrs. Boman St. John
and children of Paris visited Mr.
and Mrs. Jim Thompson SUndey.
The Rev. and Mrs. W. A. Baker
of Gleason. Tenn., were in Hazel
over the week end and attended
quarterly meeting at Mason's
Chapel church,
Mr. and Mrs. Albert Pool and
son James Edward of near Murray
visited Mr. and Mrs. Leland Mor-
ris of near Hazel Sunday. .
Several from around here went
to view the high water of the
Tennessee River Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Don Nix and Mrs.
Lon White were in Paris on busi-
ness Monday.
Quite a large crowd was in Mur-
ray Saturday to see the beautiful
-bed roorn suite given away.
Hello. Rose! Why don't you
-a nice - brag - tetter--sorne-
time.
Seems as if this morning (Mon-
day) spring is here as the sun is
shining and -the -birds are singing.
-7-Scatter-Brain
S. Pleasant Grove
Unexpected hindrances prevent-
ed Pleasant Grove letter arriving
on time, but we thank the edi-
tor for space for a portion of the
letter.
Jeff Cooper Dies
Jeff Cooper. who passed away
April 5, is survivia by his widow
and five sons. Aisle. Willie, Goe-
ble. Hefford and Beckham and
three daughters, Mrs. Thompson
Adams, Mrs. Dolly Haley. and Mrs.
George Myers: an dtwo sisters,
Mrs. Dave Myers and Mrs. Joe
Charlton and a brother, Will
Cooper. Mr. Cooper had been a,
member of Pleasant Grove church
since young manhood. During his
74 years he had been a great help
as a song leader to this and many
other communities.
Sheridan Dead
The, passing of Douglas Sheridan
lost week at hishorne enc. North
Fork Church. Henry county, was
quite a shock to this community
in Which he was rearer. He was
about 70 years of age. He is sur-
vived by his widow, whom he
married at Murray last year. sever-
al children, two brothers. Sam and
John Bell Sheridan; a sister, Mrs.
Lou Jackson survive. In mature
years he professed faith in Christ
and joined the Baptist church.
Jesse Brandon and Charles
James of Paducah and Miss
Earnestine Radford of Puryear
High School spent Easter with
home folks.
Mr. and Mrs. Bert Deering and
son of the Mayfield CCC Camp
were Easter guests with their
parents' and grand parents Mr. and
s6/5
. . to satisfy yourself
with something better
Mrs. Wilkerson. near Jones Mill.
This °immunity Wis well repre-
sented rit Mason's Chapel Satur-
day. After the services, conducted
by Presiding Elder Taylor. Paeie
the ladies spread a lovely lunch.
In the afternoon the quarterly con-
ference at the suggestion of the
pastor, Bro. K. G. Dunn. the Rev.
Claude Wilson was elected con-
ference secretary. John Clark.
who for a third of a century had
served this charge as conferenee
secretary, being absent only a few
sessions during this time, could
not attend last Saturday on ac-
count of illness.
Miss Lurene Erwin, daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Emmet Erwin. and
R. L. Cooper were married at the
Hazel Methodist parsonage with
their pastor. K. G. Dunn, officiat-
ing. Mrs. Cooper is talented in
music and es a member of the Er-
win quartet. Mr. Cooper is a
teacher of the countse and son of
Mr. and Mrs. Chess Cooper.
A large crowd attended prayer:
meeting- -at -0oeble -Seartiretigh's
home Saturday evening and. the
Laster services at J. S. Smother-
man's Sunday evening by Bro.
Cirl-Sinia Pine I/Item-St- was
manifested at both of these ser-
vices. Prayer meeting will be
held next Saturday evening with
Mr. and Mrs. Toy Phillips. ha
Grey Nesbitt and Ila Nell Nesbitt
will Had the program.
Miss Opal McClure of Brandon's
Mill visited her friend, Miss Grace
Luter last week and with her at-
tended, Mrs. Clay Orr's school
Tuesday. This adult school at
which woodcraft, painting and
other art work are special fea-
tures, is open to the .tpublic on
Monday, Tuesday, Wednesday, and
Thursday afternoOn.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewey Smother-
man of Tennessee visited with Mr.
and Mrs. Cully Nesbitt Sunday
night and attended preaching ser-
vices by Bro. Smith who empha-
sized "Making sure of being born
again."
Miss Cordella Erwin. one of
Hazel's teachers, attended Sunday
School here Sunday and was a din-
ner guest with her.cousin,.Jim
win, and farnily.„
Stella Gi
Saturday. April 11. one big day
for ole "Eagle"—birthday. Gifts
from daughter Ruth, sisters Ama
Rosalee. Lucy Jane and Bodine
Henslee. How old was I? How-
old-is-you??
Mrs. Harriett Floyd held the
premium ticket for Ledger &
Times distributions. Fine!! hut-
rah for Joe Lovett and his illustri-
ous bunch!!
Mr. and Mrs. Errell Barron ef
Alexander. La are the guests this
week of Mr. and Mrs. Will Spark-
man, Roxie's parents.
Mrs. Mandie Travis of Also
visited at Jesse Hale's and got to
see old neighbors.
After Carl Hendrick had "set-
D• Luxe Light Coup•—$730*
You will search the world in vain for a more distinctive car
*Price Class Winner 352-Mile Yosemite Economy Run
23.9 mi. per gal_ •virrage ;no v11 added, under Arne,. Auto_ Awn. supervisvm
Triple-Sealed Hydraulic Brakes
Smooth and sure in any weather
Knee-Action Ride
For safety and comfort on any road
"Turret-Top" Fisher Bodies
The smartest, safest bodies built today
Level Floors—Front and Rear
Foot room for all
•
•
•Ltat prrog• at Pc,tst sac. Mtcholan b•gin at $613 for the and 1730 forth. "11" S4i.uhrar 
n 041
t In change WO hn.sr not Ice). Safety plata 10•44 lite§ ',dal £).'L up -6
and' V. Standard group of accaw med or extra. All Pontiac care can be bought with monthly payments to gust your puree on the 0•. 44/ Motors nstallrnant Plan
THE MOST BEAUTIFUL
THING ON WHEELS ..
f
*
r*OFFICIAL PRICE CLASS
ECONOMY CHAMPION
L. S. ANDERSON MOTOR COMPANY
108-10 North Seventh Street
Mayfield, Kentucky
ENTER PONTIAC'S NATIONAL ECONOMY CONTEST.-FREE CARS-164 CASH PRIZES
I.
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segnemennesugunWM. 
up" the "cake" to his sure-nuff
Uncle Joel (me). he said that he
was still using his Grandpa Evans
Hendricks Wade & Butcher razor
made iri Germany 60 years ago.
"Once upon a midnight dreary;
while I pondered weak and
weary!"
A lot of folks are kicking like
a bay steer at Governor Chandler
and his gang for putting heavy
tax on- whiskey and cigarettes.
It don't bother me a frazzlin' bit,
never did use the "abominable"
stuff—don't you all wish you was
me??
Milton Browder of Mayfield and
Luther Pogue going 40 miles an
hour overtook me and a Way dog,
auto horn was loud as two claps
of thunder. Hard to tell which
jumped the highest me or the
pup. All four of us "died off"
alaughing. When you hear a
woman sing a solo ( mean screech
owl) sign of bad weather.
Sorghum )nolasses is most
healthful .. of any. See old marl
pass by-In -- blue 'overalls, brogan
shoes, run-down at the heels. well
sir, he is the power behind the
throne!!
Sister 'Lego has Patied away;
age 69 years, 13 months( 32 days
and 80 minutes. This is intended
for criticism on obituarys.—Eagle.
Obituary
$ • • •
Thomas Odie Hughes, sort 'of
George and Martha O. Hughes,
was born August 18,1879; departed
this life March 14. 1936, age 56
years 6 months and 25 days.
lie was united in marriage to
Edith Ross December 3, 1902. He
professed faith in Christ in early
life„ and joined 'the Cumberland
COMMISSIONER'S
SALE
Calloway Circuit Court
Juliet • Holton: and Mary Coleman, 
Plaintiffs,
Vs. Judgment
S. E. Head, G. E. Head, Walker
Head, JLH,ead,.T, E. Head „4:.
Juliet Hart and husband P. A.. -
Hart, Lauda B. Stewart and hus-
band Alten Stewart. Alfred H.
Burr. Everett Burr, G. A. Burr
and William Mason Memorial
Hospital,
Defendants
By virtue of a judgment and
order of sale of the Calloway Cir-
cuit Court, rendered at the No-
vember term thereof. 1935, in the
above cause for the purpose of
division of property and costs
herein expended. I shall proceed
to offer for sale at the court house
door in Murray. Kentucky, to the
highest bidder at public auction, on
Monday, the 27th day of April,
193§. at 1 o'clock or thereabout
(same being county court stay),
upon a credit of six month, the
following described property, being
and lying in Calloway County,
Kentucky. towit: (said real estate
be sold as a whole and same is
described as a whole, tovsit:
Beginning seventy-nine (79) feet
West of the South East Corner of
lote No. 36 as shown on the plat of
the town of Murray, Ky., and at
the North edge of the Concrete
Sidewalk. at the South side of said
lot, thence North Three Hundred
Fifty-Two and One-Half (3521/2)
feet, thence East Seventy-Nine (79)
feet. thence North Two Hundred
(200) feet; thence West One Hun-
dred Eighty-Five and One-Half
(1851/2) feet to the East side of
Clayton Street as shownsen plat of
said town; Thence' South, with
the East Side of said Clayton
Street Five Hundred Fifty Two
and One Half (5521/2) feet to the
South West Corner of lot No, 36;
thence East with the sidewalk One
Hundred Six and One-Half (1061/2)
feet to the beginning and said real
estate being parts of Lots (35, 36,
10 and 11) thirty-five, thirty-six,
ten and eleven as shown on plat
of town of Murray, Ky.
In making said sale the Com-
missioner is directed to first sell
the South lot fronting on Main
Street, which is 1061/2 feet East and
West ,and 200 -feet North', and
South. Lot No. 1.
He will next sell a lot 75 feet
North and South, by 1061/2 feet
East and West. immediately ..North
of and adjoining lot' No. This-
is lot No. 2.
He will next sell a lot 75, feet
North and South, by - 1061/2 feet
East and West, immediately North
of and adjoining lot No. 2. Thie
is lot No. 3.
He will next sell a lot 75 feet
North and South by 1851/2 feet
East and West. immediately North
of and adjoining lot No. 3. but
runs back further- past than lot
No. 3. This is lot no. 4. •
He will next sell a lot 12714 feet
North and South by 1851/2 feetEast 
and West, immediately North of
and adjoining lot No. 4, and all of
said lots lying east of and adjoin-
ing 7th Street in town of Murray,
Ky.
He will next sell all of property
as a whole, and will accept the
highest and best bid.
For the purchase price the pure
chaser must execute bond with
approved securities, bearing legal.
Interest from the day of sale 'un-
til paid,,,and having the force and
effects)f a judgment. Bidders will
be prepared to comply promptly
with these terms—George S. Hart,
Master Commissioner,
Presbyterian Church at-tak Grove
to which he lived for a short time.
In following years he wandered
away fin the faith and Church.
About three years ago be repent-
ed of his error and united with the
Methodist Church at Russell's
Chapel, to which he lived faith-
ful till death. He attended church
regularly as long as he was able
but had been unable to attend
services for the past two years on
account of Illness.
During all his illness and suf-
fering he never forgot to praise
God, and had said only a few days
fore his death, that he had no
fear of death, thatnhe was leaving
loved ones here to mourn his
death, but there were loved ones
There waiting for him.
He will be sadly missed by all
who knew him. But God knew
suffering.
"Mourn not loved ones,
And do not weep,
He is not dead,
Just gone to Sleep."
lie Is survived by his widow and,
aged mother; one sister, Mrs. Nona
Green of the county; and five
brothers, Brice Hug-his, county, and
Lonnie, Bascom and Candy Hughes
of Tennessee, and Ezra Hughes of
Pennsylvania, an da host of nices,
nephews and other relatives,
CARD OF THANKS
I wish to express thanks for the
kindess and sympathy extended
me during the illness and death of
my husband, Thomas Odie Hughes.
—Mrs. Edith Hughes
It pays to read the classified ads.
best and has taken him out of his Fire Strikes Two
Homes- Sunday
Easter Sunday saw two fires in
Murray, the first destroying the
home of Mrs. J. T. Wall on West
Poplar street, The fire was well
under way before being discover-
ed and the home and belongings
were practically a loss. The fire
started from an oil heater.
The home of Clyde Downs at
Fifth and Poplar was badly dam-
aged and greatly by water. The
fire was thought to have caught
from electrical wiring. It was dls
covered early and firemen soon
had hose lines in play.
It pays to read the classified ads.
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TODAY AND FRIDAY
EV RY
SATURDAY
NIGHT
4 Pin' rf
JUNE LANG
THOMAS BECK
JED PROUTY
-SPRING BYINGTON
Acseciot• Producer Ms Ctokien
ALSO 
BETTY BOOP CARTOON VARIETY
SATURDAY
RICHAKD
DIX
SUNDAY and MONDAY
FRED
.II,STAIRE
. . with the king and
queen 'of rhythm!!
dancing; to.the hot
swing huses of"Let
Yourself ,Go"'and
sixfother; new
tunes!
mth
RANDOLIPII SCOTT
HARRIET-HILLIARD
ASTRID ALLWYN
Tuesday-Wednesday
ANOTHER SOUL-
THRILL by the produc-
ers of '11h Wilderness4.
THE VOla
BUGLE AN111.7-/
Screen hit lian. .her -
best-selling
book!
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TheOcean—
"THE MARCH OF TIME"
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 COMING SOON
"THE COUNTRY DOCTOR"
"THE MUSIC GOES ROUND"
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